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Introduction: Sex, Death, and Machinery,

or

How

I

Fell in

started this afternoon

It

emerging from a
university

stall in

was closed

My

Love with

down at my boots. I was
women's room in my department. The
holidays. The room was quite silent ex-

when
the

for the

Prosthesis

I

looked

cept for the distant rush of the air conditioning, imparting to the

cramped
I

was

institutional space the

idly adjusting

when I happened

my

to look

mechanical qualities of a submarine.

clothing, thinking of nothing in particular,

down, and

there they were:

My boots. Two

completely unremarkable boots. They were right where they belonged, on the ends of
I felt

a sudden

thrill

Maybe, I suppose,

my

legs.

Presumably

my

feet

were

inside.

of terror.

the boots could have reminded

me of some long-

buried trauma, of the sort that Freudians believe leads to shoe fetishism. But

my

sudden fear was caused by something quite

different.

What was driving me was not the extraordinariness of the sight
my own boots, but the ordinariness of them. They were common
on.

realized that

I

They were

just there. If

you wanted

as they say in Austin

as

hadn't even thought about putting them

I

grass. In fact,

of

— you might

call

it

to "get real ugly about it"

a

moment

of radical existen-

way you might say deja vu again. I had become transparent to myself. Or rather, the J that I customarily
express and that reflexively defines me through my chosen personal
tial

Dasein, in the same

style

had become part of the wallpaper.

This
as

is

hardly a serious problem for some. But

an entity that has chosen to make

its life

I

tend to see myself

career out of playing with

Introduction: Sex, Death,
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identity. It

and Machinery

sometimes seems as though everything

my past has been

in

and

a kind of extended excuse for experiments with subject position
interaction. After

all,

what material

better to experiment with than

is

one's self? Academically speaking,

not exactly breaking

it's

ground to say that any subject position
good, but
granted.

still

When

most people take some primary subject position
pressed, they

may

it.

For

all

intents

is

mask, but nobody

also a

and purposes, your "root" persona

you. Take that one away, and there's

is

nobody home.

Perhaps someone with training in drama already perceives
it

was

ists

believe that the root persona

is

invisible

among

a

is

always a momentary expression

horde of subidentities, but

me

current J has been as palpably a

my other Fs

have been. Perceiving that which

as really a kind of capital has been

were);

it

more than

mask
is

to

me

generally invisible

a passing asset (as

mention

feai,

and certainly not

least,

an ongoing

bration of the sacred nature of the universe of passing forms.
for these reasons, then, that

found looking

I

down

my boots and not really seeing them to be
an athlete who has begun to flub a long-polished
began to wonder if I was losing my edge.

cently at

Going through

life

with

this

chosen work, and the current
in social interactions

sense of the term

it

— that

is,

rise in the

watch others

though most

still

try

on

series of

moves,

I

en-

in the

in social intercourse

customary
by means

— has given me increasing opportuni-

their

—

rather compla-

so terrifying. Like

my

own

alternative personae.

see those personae as just that

customary "root" identity

was

It

number of people who

without ever meeting
engaging

cele-

terrific asset in

outlook has been a

of communication technologies
ties to

any

as

has been a continual education, a source of endless chal-

lenge, not to

gage

whom

this has never been particu-

My

larly true.

this pro-

both to the onlooker and to the persona within

the negotiations are taking place. For

of

but

this,

a revelation to me. In the social sciences, symbolic interaction-

of ongoing negotiations
cess

for

give lip service to the idea that per-

haps even their current "root" persona
really believes

is

new

a mask. That's well and

there are

some out

And

al-

— alternatives to a

at the

margins

who

and Machinery
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have always lived comfortably with the idea of floating

inward from the margins there are
bit,

to question.

this essay

A

bit

What

of background

prostheses.

they are questioning

it is

and

identities,

are beginning, just a

good part of what

a

is

about.

is

have bad history:

I

who

few

a

1

Not

I

may

am

be appropriate here.
a person

who

Then

once, but twice.

in love

I fell

with her

in love

fell

own

with somebody

else's prosthesis.

The

first

time love struck was in 1950.

second

my

on

the dark late at night,

was hunkered down

around on the surface of a galena

of a primitive radio.

where the

crystal

We

had

a

was part

crystal that

active sites that

worked

was nothing but

like

was raging

in

our heads

diodes and could

silence for a long, long

and then suddenly the earphones burst into
universe

and helping

were looking for one of the hot spots, places

detect radio waves. There

time,

in

bed with the big iron bedstead on the

floor, listening absently to the crickets singing

friend scratch

new

I

— the

life,

and

a

whole

ranting voice of Jean

Shepherd, boiling into the atmosphere from the massive transmitter
of

WOR-AM,

50 kilowatts strong and only

we could have heard

that distance

the signal in our tooth fillings

we'd had any, but the transmitter might
goon, for

all

a

ether.

hunk of galena and send

An

prosthesis,

as well

the fragrant breath of exotic worlds

hooked. Hooked on technology.

and

few miles away. At

a

extension of

my

if

have been in Ranit

suggested.

I

was

I

could take a couple of coils of wire

a

whole part of myself out into the

will, of

my

instrumentality

.

.

.

that's a

all right.

The second time happened
edge of a 24

in

1955, while

24 recording console. As

just clearing the

I

top of the console, from

I

was peering over

stood on tiptoe,

my

switches from

hell, all the

way

.

nose

age and vantage point

the massive thing looked as wide as a football
to the horizon

my

the

.

.

field.

there

Knobs and

was something

about that vast forest of controls that suggested the same breath of
exotic worlds that the simple coil of wire and the rickety crystal did.
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I

was hooked

again.

my

extension of

and Machinery

Hooked on even

instrumentality.

bigger technology,

sound, universes of sound, could at last begin

And

hadn't even heard

I

But the third time

The

on

my

how to make people laugh, cry, and throw up

learning

.

.

it

life's

in

path of

dark rooms.

turned on}

.

was when Hawking came

third time

on another

could create whole oceans of

I

to town.

Stephen Hawking, the world-famous physicist, was giving a lecture
at

UC

Santa Cruz. The auditorium was jammed, and the overflow

crowd was being accommodated outside on the lawn. The lawn
looked like a medieval fair, with people sitting on blankets and towothers standing or milling around,

els,

loudspeakers that were broadcasting

ears cocked

all

toward the

Hawking's address across the

landscape.
If

you haven't seen Stephen Hawking give

quick background.

makes

Hawking has amyotrophic

virtually impossible for

it

his fingers or to speak.

nice

little

a talk, let

A

him

friendly

to

lateral sclerosis,

a

which

computer engineer put together a

system for him, a program that displays a

them

calls

So

you

menu

— that

of words,
is,

an

arti-

He selects words and phrases, the word processor
he forms a paragraph, and the Votrax says it. Or

speech device.

stores

he

give

move anything more than

a storage buffer, and a Votrax allophone generator
ficial

me

I

up

until

a prepared

and

file,

Hawking's speech, when
with the

PA

torium, so

I

and the Votrax says

a zillion other people are

system

I

get the idea that

— what

I

really

want

that.

on the lawn,

to

I

do

sneak into the audi-

is

can actually hear Hawking give the

In practice this

way, security

is

talk.

maneuver proves not too hard. The

light

—

after all,

it's

listening to

don't want to be outside

a physicist,

lecture

is

under

dammit, not the

UC

Board of Regents, for which they would have had armed guards with

two-way radios
into the

first

And there

— so

it

doesn't take long for

me

to

worm my way

row.
is

Hawking.

Sitting, as

he always does, in his wheelchair,

utterly motionless, except for his fingers

on the

joystick of the laptop;

Introduction: Sex, Death,
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one side of him

floor to

is

the

PA

and Machinery
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system microphone,

nuzzling into the Votrax's tiny loudspeaker.

And

a thing

is

Hawking?

is

it

happens

Am

I

in

my

head. Exactly where,

now

any closer to him

than

I

I

say to myself,

Who

was outside?

doing the talking up there on stage? In an important sense,

Hawking
There

is

doesn't stop being

Hawking

the obvious physical

at the

Hawking,

edge of his visible body.

vividly outlined by the

way

our social conditioning teaches us to see a person as a person. But a
serious part of

Hawking extends

into the

box

in his lap. In

mirror

image, a serious part of that silicon and plastic assemblage in his lap

extends into him as well

.

.

.

not to mention the invisible ways,

dis-

placed in time and space, in which discourses of medical technology

and

no

their physical accretions already

permeate him and

becomes

a tree falling in the forest with

box

his voice

electric, in a radically different

into a microphone.
issues his person

his

box,

intellect

to hear

On

it.

auditory and simultaneously

way from

Where does he

and

nobody around

is

No

Hawking's

discourse; in the absence of the prosthetic,

the other hand, with the

us.

stop?

that of a person speaking

Where

are his edges?

communication prostheses

raise are

The

bound-

ary debates, borderland/ frontera questions. Here at the close of the

mechanical age, they are the things that occupy a

Flashback:

I

was

I

Was

Idly

idly looking out

on

my attention.

2

Looking

my window,

piece of academic writing,
tutes

lot of

when up

taking a break from

some nasty

the dusty, rutted

that consti-

hill

my driveway and bastion against the world there abruptly rode,

a nasty

little

Suzuki Virago, a brusque, sharp-tongued person of

questionable sexuality. Doffing her helmet, she revealed herself, both
verbally

and

physically, as Valkyrie, a postoperative

with dark hair and piercing black eyes
affinity for

evinced a pronounced

black leather. She announced that there were things

had to do and places we had
fiction"

who

m/f transgender

we were off on her

to

we

go, and before I could mutter "science

bike.

3
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Valkyrie proceeded to introduce

women
new

women who

had recently studied a group of

I

housed themselves under one roof, and

business,

community of

to a small

San Francisco Bay area. Women's collectives were not

in the

to me;

me

ran a

lived their lives

according to the principles of a canonically undefined but quite

known as lesbian separatism. 4 But the group to which
my new friend now introduced me did not at all fit the model I had
powerful idea

painstakingly learned to recognize. This collective ran a business, and
the business

was hetero phone sex

.

.

community, immured

other research

not something of which

.

in radical lesbian

my

orthodoxy,

would have approved.
I

was

instantly entranced,

and also oddly

repelled. After

all,

had

I

broken bread with one of the most episcopal of women's collectives
for five years,

punishable in

and any deviation from group norms would have been
fairly

horrid ways.

To imagine

be enjoyable, not to mention profitable,

that hetero sex could

was playing

into the

hands

of the gentiles, and even to spend time with a group that supported

such a manner (and even joked about

itself in

could have had

it)

mortal consequences.

For reasons best described as kismet, the phone sex workers and
I

became good

They were

make out
the

mine

intrigued by

of

it.

In turn,

my

After a while,

more

I

I

I

history

and by what

was intrigued by

and personal

the

way

I'd

managed

they negotiated

integrity while maintaining a

community considered unthinkable.

we

two main threads of our mutual

sorted out

point of view, the

was observing very

compression. Usually sex involves as
Taste, touch, smell, sight, hearing

psychic interactions

—

all

work

more

I

at-

observed phone sex the

practical applications of data

many

of the senses as possible.

— and, for

all I

know, short-range

together to heighten the erotic sense.

Consciously or unconsciously phone sex workers translate
dalities of

to

other research

From my

realized

found each other endlessly fascinating.

my odd

fields of ethics

lifestyle that

traction.

We

friends.

all

the

mo-

experience into audible form. In doing so they have rein-

vented the art of radio drama, complete

down

to

its

sound

effects,

Introduction: Sex, Death,

including the fact that

some sounds were

best represented by other

improbable sounds that they resembled only

On

soundmen

the radio, for example, the

men) represented
ence

fire

in certain iconic

(they

were always

ways.

literally

by crumpling cellophane, because to the audi-

sounded more

it

and Machinery

like fire

than holding a microphone to a

real

fire did.

The sex workers did
of this:

similar stuff.

I

made

a

little

mental model out

The sex workers took an extremely complex, highly

set of behaviors, translated

further boiled

them down

them

detailed

into a single sense modality, then

to a series of highly

They then squirted those tokens down

compressed tokens.

a voice-grade

the other end of the line the recipient of

all this effort

phone

line.

At

added boiling

water, so to speak, and reconstituted the tokens into a fully detailed
set of

images and interactions

Further,

what was being

just information,

it

was

erotics implies bodies; a

and

its

in multiple sensory

modes.

and forth over the wires wasn't

sent back

bodies.

The majority of people assume

body

part of the idea of erotic interaction

is

concomitants, and the erotic

sensibilities are

organized around the idea of a physical body which

whole

thing.

directly

The sex workers'

is

that

mobilized and
the seat of the

descriptions were invariably

and quite

about physical bodies and what they were doing or what was

being done to them.

Later
its

I

came

relation to a

to be troubled

by

remark of Elaine

experience in her

book The Body

this focus

on bodies because of

Scarry's. In a discussion of

human

in Pain, she says,

Pain and imagining are the "framing events" within whose boundaries
other perceptual, somatic, and

two extremes can be mapped

By that time

I

all

emotional events occur; thus, between the

the

whole

terrain of the

had stopped thinking of the

human psyche

collective as a

(165).

group of

sex workers and had begun to think of them in rather traditional

anthropological terms as

my

sex workers.

more complex mode of fieldwork known

I

had also moved on

to a

as participant observation,

and Machinery
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and

getting an education

was

I

hadn't expected. Their experience

I

of the world, their ethical sense, the ways they interpreted concepts
like

work and play were becoming

gan to think about

make

I

was

me

because of

studying.

It

its

in a

experience.

I

be-

As

I

did so, Scarry's remark returned

peculiar relationship to the social groups

me

seemed to

world was organized

my own

could describe them in ways that would

sense to a casual reader.

to intrigue
I

how

part of

way

that the sex workers' experiential

that

was almost

at right angles to Scar-

continuum of pain and imagining. The world

ry's description of the

of the sex workers and their clients,

I

observed,

was not organized

along a continuum of pain and imagination but rather within an experiential field in

which pleasure and imagination were the important

attractors.

Patently

not

it is

difficult in these

times to

interactions take place within a field of
desire

comes

show how phone

and character.

to have a particular shape

sex

power by means of which
In the early

days of phone sex that view would have been irrefutable, but things

phone sex business; more

are changing rather fast in the

hetero and hetero-modeled interactions

may

still

very old patterns of asymmetrical power, but there seems
that the

newer forums

logically

power

mediated

for

phone sex

human

and experiential tool

(as well as other

much

little

erotics,"

if

it

larger

and more diverse

less gravity well

what I'm
of the

way imply

It

critical

that a hypothetical

describing, has escaped

"new

from the bottom-

same power structures within which we

ourselves fixed in position, regardless of
is.

erotic

kit.

does not in any

that's

doubt

forms of techno-

This diversity has obvious and interesting implications for
studies, but

from

have made asymmetrical

interaction)

relationships part of a

traditional

get their kick

what our

does seem to mean, though, that a good

find

favorite position

many

of the people

I

observe are aware of the effects of those structures, even though as
of this writing

I

see

little

effort to alter or transcend

does appear to be a central and

critical

particularly in regard to erotics,

them. There

reason for this lack of

and that

is

that

effort,

none of the people

and Machinery
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observe

— even those who play with
— have yet begun to speculate on how

who do

power

tures of

erotics

9

different strucerotics really

works.

There are other areas of inquiry which are organized around what
might be called an epistemological Calvinism.

broad area of inquiry

in the social sciences into the

human-computer

ter of

A

interaction

is

known

recent but fairly

nature and charac-

com-

as the study of

puter-supported cooperative work (CSCW). Part of the informing

philosophy of

this discipline

is

the idea that

all

human

be usefully interpreted as a kind of work, and that work
essential defining

the
it

human

most important

capacity. This, too,

qualities of

I

is

the quint-

think, misses

human-computer

can

activity

some of

interaction just as

when applied to broader elements of human experience. By
mean that a significant part of the time that humans spend in

does

this

I

developing interactional

common

devoted not to work but to what by

skills is

understanding would be called play. Definitions of what

counts as play are

many and

varied, generally revolving

idea of purposive activities that
oriented.

"Goal orientation"

is

work

activities,

but

it

to be directly goal

of course, a problematic phrase.

body of research addressed

There

a fine

is,

do not appear

around the

to the topic of play versus

doesn't appear to have had a deep effect

on

CSCW and its allied disciplines. From the standpoint of cultural criticism, the issue

is

not one of definitions of work or play, but of

the meanings of those terms are produced

and play have

culture-specific

and maintained. Both work

meanings and purposes, and

when

ducting a quite culture-specific discussion

macy

I

do

In order to clarify this point, let
definitions
for.

talk

am con-

about the

pri-

As

I

here.

5

me mention

that there are

many

of interaction and many opinions about what interaction
write, large industry consortiums are finalizing their stan-

dards for what they

call interactive

vices usually consist of a
drive,

I

I

of play in human-computer interaction (HCI, or for our

purposes just "interaction") as

is

how

sound card, and

multimedia platforms. These de-

computer, color monitor, mouse,

CD-ROM

pair of speakers. This electronic instantiation

and Machinery
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of a particular definition freezes the conceptual
tion in a

moves

form most

commercial development

suitable for

the appropriate place and

the cursor to

which causes something to happen

Naimark would

chael

framework of interac-

call,

more

— or what the

now

mouse,

interactivist

Mi-

pejoratively, poke-and-see technol-

ogy. This definition of interaction has been in the

much about

that few researchers say

— the user

clicks the

it.

It is

wind

for so long

possible to play

within the constraints of such a system, but the potential for interaction

limited, because the

is

situation: that

is,

machine can only respond to an on-off

to the click of the

few more input modes, usually

two or

mouse. Computer games offer a

in the

three degrees of freedom.

form of a

joystick,

which has

However, from the standpoint of

kind and gentle instruction, what the game companies do with this
greater potential
Sega's

game
in a

is

not very inspiring. Technologically speaking,

Sewer Shark (1993),
design for

its

for example,

time, but

commercial frame

it

is still

a

was an amazing

reinforced the feeling that interaction

medium

like television, in

most advanced product of the technological genius of an
cies

exercise in

which the
entire spe-

conveys Geraldo Rivera to millions of homes in breathtaking

color.
I

don't want to

make

this a paradise-lost story,

but the truth

is

the definitions of interactivity used by the early researchers at

that

MIT

possessed a certain poignancy that seems to have become lost in the

commercial translation. One of the best definitions was

Andy Lippman, who

set forth

by

described interaction as mutual and simultane-

ous activity on the part of both participants, usually working toward

some goal

— but, he added, not necessarily. Note that from the begin-

ning of interaction research the idea of a

common goal was

already in

question, and in that fact inheres interaction's vast ludic dimension. 6

There are

five corollaries to

interruptibility,

Lippman's

definition.

One

is

mutual

which means that each participant must be able to

interrupt the other, mutually

and simultaneously. Interaction,

fore, implies conversation, a

complex back-and-forth exchange, the

goal of which

may change

as the conversation unfolds.

there-

and Machinery
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The second
able questions
sation: "I'll

The

third

graceful degradation, which

is

must be handled

come back
is

in a

that unanswer-

that doesn't halt the conver-

to that in a minute," for example.

limited look-ahead, which

can be interrupted there

parties

way

means

1

is

means

that because both

how much

a limit to

of the shape

of the conversation can be anticipated by either party.

The fourth

which means that the conversation must

no-default,

is

not have a preplanned path;

The
(in

fifth,

must develop

which applies more

is

surrounded by the simulation of

that the participants should have the impression of an

infinite database.

This principle means that an immersive interac-

world should give the

tional

is

fully in the interaction.

immersive environments

directly to

which the human participant

a world),

in the choices

it

offers than

sive context, the

as

it

much more

an actual world would

be. In a

limiting

nonimmer-

machine should give the impression of having about

much knowledge

This limitation

illusion of not being

is

of the world as you do, but not necessarily more.

intended to deal with the Spock phenomenon, in

which more information

sometimes offered than

is

conversation-

is

ally appropriate.

Thus

interactivity implies

two conscious agencies

in conversation,

playfully and spontaneously developing a mutual discourse, taking

cues and suggestions from each other as they proceed.
In order to better

draw

this

out

and uses of computers. Afterward
from

me

briefly

review the origins

will return to the subject of play

a slightly different perspective.

The

first

devices that are usually called computers were built as
military during

World

computers were large and extremely

costly.

part of a series of projects

War

I

let

II.

For

many

years,

mandated by the

They were also cranky and prone to continual breakdown, which had
to

do with the primitive nature of

their

components. They required

The

factors of

and continual

attention,

continual maintenance by highly skilled technicians.
cost, unreliability,

and the need

for skilled

not to mention the undeniable aura of power that surrounded the

new machines

like

some heady

smell,

combined

to keep

computers
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and government organizations.

available only to large corporations

came already equipped with their own ideas of efficiency, with the concepts of time and motion study then in vogue in
industry (of which my colleagues have written at length), and of

These

entities

course with the cultural abstraction

running

ally

in

known as the work ethic perpetu-

the background. Even within the organizations them-

new machines was

selves, access to the

restricted to a technological

which, though by no means monolithic in

elite

cal achievement,

had not had enough time

not to mention a

its

view of technologi-

to develop

much of a

sense,

scope and potential of the

sensibility, of the

new

devices.

These factors combined to keep attention focused on the uses of

computers as rather gross instrumentalities of
as

human

will

— that

is,

number crunchers and databases. Computers could extend human

abilities,

and conceptually. That

physically

computers were

is,

tools,

like

crowbars and screwdrivers, except that they primarily extended

the

mind

rather than the muscles.

ingly prophetic

We May

"As

Even Vannevar Bush's astonish-

Think" (1949) treated computers

as a

kind of superswitch. In this frame of understanding, computers were

Greek term prosthenos

prosthetic in the specific sense of the
sion.

Computers

bilities in

much

assisted or

the

being would; that

augmented human

same way that

is,

a

intelligence

— exten-

and capa-

machine or even another human

as separate, discrete agencies or tools that occu-

pied physical or conceptual spaces separate from those of the
It

be gradually but inexorably making

ways

across Western cultures

of unexpected and quite unpredict-

removed from the context of the

after.

A

perhaps offensive) example

pertinent though perhaps startling (and
is

the aesthetics

fighting. Prior to the schismatic

and

was divided
and

way

number

Enlightenment and

the 1940s

its

in cultural milieus far

also manifested itself in a

able

human.

seems significant that the epistemic evolution that appeared to

work

and philosophy of

bull-

of the torero Juan Belmonte in

'50s, the physical area in

which

bullfighting took place

into spaces of signification called "territories of the bull"

"territories of the torero."

When

designing his choreography for

Introduction: Sex, Death,
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the bullring, Belmonte raised the heretical argument that since the

human
was

possessed the only agency in the arena, territory of the bull

a polite but fictional concept;

all territories

argument transformed the character of

result of this

abstraction

I

call attention to

here

power within

the play of

bullfighting.

as a

The

the

breakdown of boundaries

how

that transformation affects

is

between two systems of agency and

a field of social action. In dance,

Martha

articulated a similar revision of shared spaces of action, but

somewhat
Western

territories of

The choreographic movements Belmonte developed

the torero.

Graham

were

closer to the center of

culture.

what might be

called traditional

Graham's relocating the center of agency

to a hy-

pothesized center of the body redefined the quality of contact that

was

possible between

tical

work on dance

All this

changed

two

agents. Susan Foster's theoretical

and prac-

discusses these points in considerable detail.

in the 1960s, but the

change was largely

invisible

both physically and conceptually. Deleuze and Guattari and Manuel

De Landa and
arrive

the eerie concept of the machinic

on the scene

Project

MAC,

for

deep

young hackers

at

bowels of MIT, made hardly a ripple

in

some 30

in the

phylum would not

years. In 1962, the

corporate arenas with their invention of a peculiarly engrossing com7
putational diversion that they called SpaceWar. This

still

name and

playing
I

say

computation.
a garage in
like

Sperry

it)

would not be

Mountain View,

Rand

or

IBM

quite

its

new

until the

1970s that two kids

in

California, rather than a corporate giant

or a government entity like the Bureau of

would knock

computation-as-tool for

me

moment something

to

completely different had happened to the idea of

Still, it

Vital Statistics,

Let

but in that

style,

computer

down

firmly identified with the military, even

game was
and (dare

first

all

the props out from under the idea of

time.

return to the discussion of

work

versus play once again,

from the standpoint of computation and instrumentality. Viewing
computers as calculatory devices that

assist or

seems to be part of a Kuhnian paradigm
elements.

The

first is

a

primary

mediate

human work

that consists of

human work

ethic; the

two main

second

is

a

and Machinery
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The emergence of the work

particularized view of computers as tools.
ethic has

been the subject of innumerable

essays, but the

among

puters as tools has been so totally pervasive

power

meaning

to determine

view of com-

those with the

such forums as school policy and

in

corporate ethics that only recently has the idea begun to be seriously

The paradigm of computers

challenged.

more or

less,

as tools burst into existence,

out of the allied victory in World

own

Nazis were working on their

computers).

War

A

paradigm of com-

One

a

an imminent up-

similar launching platform, but the signs of such

me

(although the

number crunchers does not have

puters as something other than

heaval are perspicuous. Let

II

provide an example.

of the most perceptive scholars currently studying the emer-

gent computer societies
scribes the

is

the anthropologist Barbara Joans. She de-

community of cyberspace workers

groups that she
Practitioners.

Creative

calls

Outlaw Visionaries and Law and Order

One group has the visions; the other group knows how
it sold. One group fools around with technology

to build stuff

and get

and designs

fantastic stuff; the other

group

gets things

keeps the wheels turning. They talk to each other,
other, across a vast conceptual gulf.

each other,

I

composed of two

as

think, because

one

is

if

done and

they talk to each

These groups are

invisible to

operating out of the older paradigm

of computers as tools and the other out of the newer paradigm of

computers as something

work

ethic, the beliefs

rate a play ethic

many

Instead of carrying on an established
I

observe incorpo-

— not to displace the corporate agendas that produce

their paychecks, but to
in

else.

and practices of the cultures

complexify them. This play ethic

of the communities and situations

I

study.

It is

is

manifest

visible in the

northern California Forth community, a group of radical program-

mers

who

have adopted for their

programming language;

in the

own an

unusual and controversial

CommuniTree community, an

early

text-based virtual discussion group that adopted such mottos as "If

you meet the

electronic avatar

the Atari Research Lab,

person

who became

on the road,

laserblast Hir";

where a group of hackers created an

real

enough

to

become pro tem

and

in

artificial

lab director.

The
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play at these technosocial games do not do so out of any

specific transformative

agenda, but they have seized upon advantages

afforded by differences of

skill,

make

education, and income to

for play in the very belly of the

monster that

is

the

space

communication

industry.

This production and insertion of a play ethic like a mutation into
the corporate

genome

one that

a specifically situated activity,

is

only possible for workers of a certain type and at a certain job
In specific,

changes as the

who

only possible to the communities

it is

best described as hackers

level.

are perhaps

— mostly young (although the demographic

and second-generation hackers

first-

is

cated (although the field

is rife

mostly edu-

age),

with exceptions, perhaps indicating

the incapability of U.S. public schools to deal with talented individuals),

mostly white (and exceptions are quite rare in the United

and mostly male (although

They

study).
ics

create

and use

a truly egregious exception
a

is

States),

part of this

broad variety of technological prosthet-

to manifest a different view of the purpose of

communication

tech-

nology, and their continual and casual association with the cutting

edge of that technology has molded them and their machines
rately

and

jointly

—

in novel

and promising ways.

— sepa-

In particular, be-

cause they are thoroughly accustomed to engaging in nontrivial social
interactions through the use of their computers
in

which they change and are changed,

made, kept, and broken, in which they
discussions, arguments,

and even sex

in

—

social interactions

which commitments are

may engage

in intellectual

— they view computers not only

as tools but also as arenas for social experience.

The

result

is

a multiple view of the state of the art in

tion technology.

networking,

two

for

Answer
as they

it's

When

communica-

addressing the question of what's

possible to give at least

two answers.

new about

Let's stick with

now.

1:

Nothing

The

tools of networking are essentially the

have been since the telephone, which was the

first

same

electronic

network prosthesis. Computers are engines of calculation, and

their

1
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output

is

mation.

I

used for quantitative analysis. Inside the
recently

tained that there
sit

and Machinery

and read

had a discussion with

a colleague in

was nothing new about

book," he

a

little

box

is

infor-

which he main-

virtual reality.

"When you

"you create characters and action

said,

your head. That's the same thing as VR, without

all

in

the electronics."

Missing the point, of course, but understandably.

Answer

2:

Everything

Computers are arenas

and

dramatic interaction, a type of

and

their

output

is

for social experience

media more

like public theater,

used for qualitative interaction, dialogue, and con-

versation. Inside the

little

box

are other people.

we have to rethink some
assumptions about presence. Presence is currently a word that means
many different things to many different people. One meaning is the
sense that we are direct witnesses to something or that we ourselves
are being directly apprehended. This is what we might call the
straightforward meaning, the one used by many sober virtual reality
In order for this second

researchers.

Another meaning

intentionality.

The changes

undergoing are embedded
practices.

answer to be

is

true,

related to agency, to the proximity of

that the concept of presence

in

much

is

currently

larger shifts in cultural beliefs

and

These include repeated transgressions of the traditional

concept of the body's physical envelope and of the locus of
agency. This

phenomenon shows

the appearance

itself in

human

such variegated forms as

and growth of the modern primitive movement, and

the astonishing fascination of a portion of the population with prosthetic implants. Simultaneously

new companies

spring up to develop

and manufacture wearable and eventually implantable computers.

The

film Tetsuo, the

Ironman appears, with

its

disturbingly florid

intermingling of biology and technology. William Gibson's cyber-

space and Neal Stephenson's Metaverse are both science fiction inflections of inhabitable virtual worlds.

A

slow process of

belief

and

acceptance, perhaps most clearly instantiated in the process of cultural acclimatization to the telephone,

accompanied by the

issues of

and Machinery
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warranting and authentication raised by the interjection into
social

life

1

human

of a technological object that acts as a channel or represen-

tative for absent

human

agencies.

In studying issues of presence, warranting,

and agency, the work

of theorists of dramatic interaction vis-a-vis computation, of which

Brenda Laurel

is

an outstanding example,

interesting debates involved in

is

my research would

without the arguments Laurel presents

sible

Many

invaluable.

in

of the

not have been pos-

Computers as Theatre

and elsewhere.

My

first

organized piece of research in the

of virtual systems

field

involved studying a group of phone sex workers in the early 1980s.
In this study

to develop

I

was doing two

some of

things.

the ideas

I

On

one hand,

set forth here

I

was beginning

and, on the other, also

discovering in microcosm the fascinating interplays between
nication technology, the

human body, and

the uses of pleasure.

were to frame some of the questions that occurred to
time, they might be these:

nology?

How

is

How are

me

body

during that

to self-awareness?

What

What

What

is

happening

to sociality

and

is

the role of

is

play in an emergent paradigm of human-computer interaction?
overall:

If I

bodies represented through tech-

desire constructed through representation?

the relationship of the

commu-

And

desire at the close of the

mechanical age?
If

— which do
cheek — then

I'm going to give in to the temptation to periodize

again and again, though frequently with tongue in

I

I

might as well take the period that follows the mechanical age and
call

it

the virtual age.

By the

virtual reality technology,

own

ways. Rather,

I

virtual age

which

is

I

don't

mean

certainly interesting

refer to the gradual

I

enough

in its

change that has come over

the relationship between sense of self and the body,
ship between individual

the hype of

and group, during

and the

a particular

relation-

span of time.

characterize this relationship as virtual because the accustomed

grounding of social interaction
ies is

changing. Partly this

in the physical facticity of

human bod-

change seems good, and partly

bad. There are palpable advantages to the virtual

mode

it

seems

in relation

1
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and expectations of travel have

the structure of cities

changed with the advent of the telephone, the
tions, the invention

and marketing

of large corpora-

rise

of inexpensive tract housing, the

development of the shopping mall, the commercial development and
exploitation of electronic mass media, the development of the per-

sonal computer, the greening of large-scale information networks

(which can be coopted for social interaction), and the increasing miniaturization of electronic

components (eventually perhaps

tended to mechanical devices, that

is,

to be ex-

Drexler and others). There are

equally palpable disadvantages to each of these deep changes in our
lives.

I

don't want this perhaps too-familiar

extolling or condemnation.

They

list

to be read as either

are the manifestations, as well as

causative agents, of the social changes, ruptures, and reorganizations
that they

accompany. In the course of this essay

I

sometimes organize

the manifestation of these developments as a progressus, an ensemble

of events that had a beginning and that leads in a particular direction.
In doing so,

I

nod

in the direction of

and Manuel De Landa. But
8

rilio,

At other times the story
I

is

not at

all

I

Deleuze and Guattari, Paul Vi-

am

large;

meant

don't foresee the telos toward which

I

contain multitudes.

to be teleological, because

it

tends.

may make some

I

suggestions in that regard, but they are suggestions only and
arise

from any prophetic

things to

my

vision.

academic betters

I

do not

try to leave the prophetic side of

in the

same

line of

work.

In the process of articulating the gradual unfolding of the cultural

and technological foundations
of scholars in a
tantly

number

for virtual systems,

of disciplines.

One

on the emergence of virtual systems

is

I

call

on the work

factor that bears impora change in the character

of public space and the development and articulation of particular

kinds of private space.

I

discuss this change in the context of portions

of the social world of Elizabethan England with the help of the useful

and important work of Francis Barker. In her study The Tremulous
Private Body, Barker discusses

is

a

textuality

new social spaces; of particular relevance to our connew and progressively ramified division of social space

the creation of

cerns here

from the point of view of

and Machinery
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Barker uses the physicality of

new

this

privatized

space as a link to the metaphoricality of a symbolic and psychological
private space that

is

both

elicited

by and

is

mutually supportive of

physical concomitant. In this regard the development of separate

its

interior spaces within small dwellings

and

architecture

The

in

— changes
—

methods of carpentry

is

philosophies of

in

crucial.

relationship of these changes to the changing concepts of inte-

and exterior space that enable and support the character of

rior

tual systems

is

complex. In regard to the emergence of the concept

of the interiorized cultural and epistemic individual, which

now
the

vir-

we

are by

used to calling the sovereign subject and to seeing as perhaps

most egregious product of the Enlightenment,

complex relationship
within which

Yi-Fu Tuan

it is

to the changes in social

embedded.

In his study

calls attention to these

this

too bears a

and architectural space

Segmented Worlds and Self,

changes in the context of studies

of architecture and subjectivity. Over time,
the emergence of an increasing social

Tuan shows, we can

and epistemic privatization that

leads to the idea of the individual, for better or worse, as

stand

it

today. The development of

a palpable

mulate

when information

— the increasing number of family and

we

awareness of

be followed through the changes by means of which

beginning in the Middle Ages

trace

first

it is

under-

self

can

produced,

begins to accu-

self-portraits; the in-

creasing popularity of mirrors; the development of autobiographical

elements in literature; the evolution of seating from benches to chairs;
the concept of the child as a stage in development; the ramification

of multiple

rooms

interiority in

in small dwellings; the elaboration of a theater of

drama and

The development of

the arts;

and most

recently, psychoanalysis.

a sense of individuality seems to be

accompa-

nied by a corresponding withdrawal of portions of a person's attention

and energy from the public arena and

their

nourishment and

new arena of social action called the self.
In the discourses with which we are perhaps most familiar, the self
appears to be a constant, unchanging, the stable product of a moment

concentration within the
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Western

that

is

history. This

and Machinery

seems a rather episcopal view of something

not only better described as a process but that

in continual flux.

notion of what a

self is

enough that the

—a

local notion, a culturally delimited notion

self

so.

mass media.

It

seems

continues to change, in fact has changed,

beyond the snapshots we have of
hundred years or

also palpably

Yet our institutions continue to be based on a fixed

that inhabits the larger cultural infections of the
clear

is

it

that were taken within the last

The trends toward

and perhaps more

interiority

importantly toward textuality that Barker reported

still

continue with

increasing speed.

Further, they are abetted by concomitant developments in

commu-

— cheap paper, the
— accompanied new discourse networks and
formations, so electronic communication technologies — radio,
computer networks — accompany the discourse networks

nication technology. Just as textual technologies
typewriter, printing
cial

so-

television,

and

social formations

now coming

into being. These technologies,

discourse networks, and social formations continue the trend coward
increasing awareness of a sense of self;
isolation of individuals in

toward increasing physical

Western and Western-influenced

societies;

and toward displacement of shared physical space, both public and
private,

by textuality and prosthetic communication

—

in brief, the

constellation of events that define the close of the mechanical age

the unfolding or revealing of what, for lack of a better term,

and

we might

call the virtual age.

About Method

In regard to the term virtual age,
ages, closes,

and dawns,

words mean.
seeking
ries.

says,

—

if

I

am

it is

I

want

it

clear that

when

I

talk

about

not without being aware of what these

grappling with the forms of historicization, and

frequently not finding

Pasted to one corner of

my

—

different

ways

monitor screen

I

to

tell

these sto-

have a card that

and Machinery
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No
No

2

causes
effects

Mutual emergence

which

is

Ashmore
attribute

also

an extreme position. Death and furniture, as Malcolm

said: If

my

somebody whacks me

headache to

of course, tricky.

I

its

coming

of stories of
there

don't think
I

I

a

tell

If I

I

are,

stories that sur-

situated in a

web

could walk the walk as well as talk the

talk,

hope to produce

discuss here are

could rightly

phenomena

few of the

into being, each one of

own.

I

can show with any assurance what

can

would be no "ages" or "dawns"

given time,
I

its

head,

their intervention. Larger

"caused" the Atari Lab, but

round

in the

which

is

in this essay,

a different account in

more deeply

and eventually,

which the events

situated in their context

.

.

.

and

vice

versa.

— a kind of
adventure narrative interspersed with forays into theory — developed
My

chosen method of representation for

out of earlier

work

method would be

in

which

a cross

I

mentioned that

attempt

my

hypothesized ideal

between Sharon Traweek's Beamtimes and

Lifetimes and Leo Tolstoy's
sally in that direction. It

this

War and

Peace.

10

This piece/peace

recall for factory modification at

any time.

I

feel that

it is

only through

the process of trying out various forms of representation,
I

a

thoroughly experimental and subject to

is

imental and some not, that

is

some exper-

can properly grapple with the formidable

challenge of finding viable pathways into academic discourse in the

time of cultural studies. ("In the time of

.

.

."

There, I've done

it

again.)

Rather than presenting a succession of chapters explicating a com-

mon theme, I have tried to organize the work as a
more or

set of

provocations

— hovering,

whose

central ideas remain

would

like to imagine them, in the background. In this effort,

idealized stance as a novelist

preferred, ideal

is

cal section as well,

I

unstated

the motivating concept.

method; however,

possibly unfortunate debates

less

in the interests of

That

is

as

I

my
my

avoiding some

have cheated and provided a theoreti-

and more explanation than

I

would have

liked.

I
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am

trying to

still
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move toward

methodology that Donna Haraway

a

recently called cat's cradle. In other

cat's cradle describes this

have mentioned that

I

and hold them

prefer to thread these discourses

rather than allowing them

work

in

productive tension

to collapse into a univocal account,

move

Haraway has added

perfectly.

I

and

to

my

experimental statement the missing piece of community, of passing

from hand to hand, perhaps turning them

the accounts

ways and threading them

we

that

in

new

our stories within webs of power that distort them; and

tell

of course the important thing about a cat's cradle

never

On

in different

configurations, being ever mindful

is

you can

that

collapse.

let it

Content

Although other accounts of cyberspace communities and the people

who

construct them are

may

this essay

few

here. In

MIT Media Lab
first

appearing,

possible that readers of

it is

not yet have encountered them; therefore,

the

of the

now

I

include a

any account of the advent of ludic interactive technology
occupies a central role as nurturer of almost

generation of "reality hackers," and

its

all

founder, Nicholas

Negroponte, continues to be seen as an individual with both tremen-

dous foresight and stupendous

When

the

first

for the physical

many

of

world (eschewing for

them moved

directly to a

by the Atari Corporation
by Alan Kay,

up

who might

its

to have been

and

The

Atari

percentage of

women

attrition rates

most research

in

and

It

in his

included

any laboratory

this fact

appears

MIT Media
among women staff

due to Negroponte's influence both

in its early days. It

1987

Lab was headed

have been compared to Negroponte

Lab and on Alan Kay. The high
Lab

in

the slippery term real),

for a long time afterward,

that plagued

and power.

MIT

brand-new research lab financed

in California.

staff the largest

to that time

members

now

left

understand and navigate structures of power.

ability to

among

abilities to attract capital

generation of young technokids

at the

labs did not affect the

Media

appears that Negroponte's encouragement,
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evenhandedness, and possibly his personal charm helped keep a

cadre of bright young

women

them. Negroponte himself

long enough for

in the lab

moved

in a

web

Kay

to hire

of events that enabled and

constrained his choices, including his secure and prestigious directorship of

Le Grand Experiment, the modestly named World Center

Research in Computation,
Atari Lab, unlike the

just

the continued success of a single

passed their peak shortly after
success for both the

opened

Media Lab or

in Paris.

The fortunes of

World Center, were

the

for

the

tied to

company, and the glory days of Atari
its

lab started work. But the days of

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center and

Center ended within a few months of the sudden

fall

the

World

of Atari, thus

ending one of the most interesting and perhaps most promising periods in prosthetic

A

communication research.

"golden window" of financial support, theoretical encourage-

ment, free imagination, and peer camaraderie was open at Atari for

perhaps two years, perhaps no longer than

upon which events seem important. But in
researchers performed astonishing feats.

toward

machine"

on

months, depending

thrust of their

and

ethnicity.

The impact of

this

work was

quently the young researchers'

work remained

research organizations at later times.

notorious Tramiel brothers,

Its

known

research group,

found themselves on the

street.

later,

lab.

and conse-

sold Atari to the

in Silicon Valley for their blood-

composed

an unusually high proportion of

first

between Kay,

to bear fruit at other

When Warner

approach to entrepreneurism, the lab

doomed.

largely

and Atari management about the purpose of the

This miscommunication didn't become visible until

11

work was

an hypothecated "human-

Atari, because of a hidden misunderstanding

the researchers,

thirsty

young

interface, but in situated technologies that addressed such

issues as gender
lost

The

issues of presence not in terms of

six

that brief period the

brilliant

As they

in its original

of brilliant

form was

young men and

young women, suddenly

scattered, they

founded the

generation of companies directly associated with the develop-

ment of what would come
Atari

to be called virtual reality technology.

Lab remains both emblematic of and

the best

The

example of

a
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moment in the emergence of a constellation of ideas concern-

ing

what research

be.

The

in

communication prosthetics and agency should

story of the Atari

Already

in California

who saw computer

Lab makes up Chapter

were several groups of computer engineers

technology as a transformative force for society.

McLuhan-like, they believed that the technology
producing deep changes

in consciousness,

stop them from hurrying things along.

make

6.

itself

They developed programs

dial-up bulletin boards into social forums within

people with access to computers and

was already

but that belief would not
to

which certain

modems could quickly form new

kinds of communities unrestricted by barriers of distance or, perhaps

more

significantly, of physical

stricted

by other means

— such as

ency in the English language.)

numbers of these
as different

appearance. (They were not unre-

early virtual

ethnicity, class, income,

Wide dissemination

As the survivors

built

out of the ashes of the old, they unconsciously built
ern theories of social

life

flu-

communities led to unexpected clashes

and mutually incomprehensible cultures faced

the electronic environment.

and

of the telephone

into their systems

.

.

.

off within

new communities
much older Westsuch as defensive

countermeasures, surveillance, and control. This might be called the

Great Wall

moment

in the history of virtual systems, in retrospect a

rather primitive beginning, but

more

sophisticated techniques were

not long in arriving. The story of these events makes up Chapter

Working

who were

in

tandem with

directly

5.

the early researchers were a few people

concerned with designing and implementing

environments for virtual social interaction. They designed their envi-

ronments as games. The
dungeons, or

earliest of these

were the multiple-user

MUDs. The MUDs were direct descendants of a species
game known as Dungeons and Dragons, and they

of role-playing
later

changed

(or rather

attempted to change) the

full

name

of their

environments to multiple-user domains in an effort to attain a modi-

cum

of respectability.

The concept of MUDs was taken up
Corporation's Palo Alto Research

as a research tool at the

Campus (PARC), where

Xerox

anthro-
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number
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of years observed social interactions

within structured virtual environments with an eye toward eventual
uses in the workplace. But the best

MUDs was

based

known

modem

game. Players entered Habitat via

would

of the descendants of text-

designed at LucasFilm as a pay-per-minute virtual

same way they

in the

access any of the on-line services such as America Online or

CompuServe. Once

inside, they

met other

players,

engaged

in trea-

sure hunts, apprehended (or became) criminals, published news-

papers, married, divorced, and in general replicated in the virtual

environment many of the pleasures and annoyances of

life

in the

physical world. But the experiment never quite caught on in the

United States. Almost
a Japanese

jitsu,

There

it

unknown

here, Habitat

company, and moved

became extremely

1.5 million inhabitants

was acquired by Fu-

mainframe

in

Tokyo.

and attracted approximately

successful,

— an

to a

astonishing

number even

in

light of

LucasFilm's ambitious predictions for their American version. 12

Habitat

is

a useful early

tual spaces, in particular because sex

ployment

in the simulation. Since

Farmer had never thought of
code (they had no idea

how economies evolve in viris a common form of em-

example of

work

Chip Morningstar and Randall

this eventuality

at all of

what

when

they wrote the

to expect of a graphic virtual

environment), they didn't provide ways for inhabitants to assume any
of the vanilla sexual positions. For example, there
scribe characters lying

tions are

unknown.

13

on top of each

Thus

in order to

other,

engage

and a

is

no code

fortiori

in sex in

to de-

dog

posi-

Habitat people

must be inventive, and so they have been. Also, because Fujitsu keeps

good

records,

the space.

An

it is

possible to get

some

how gender works in
me is that at any given

idea of

item of particular interest to

time approximately 15 percent of the Habitat population

is

actively

engaging in cross-dressing or crossgender behavior. After studying
Habitat for a number of years
a

much

treat

longer account later in which

social environments. This

A

I

it
I

only briefly here, in favor of

contrast

it

with newer graphic

account appears at the end of Chapter

subset of multiple-user domains

5.

consists of multiple-player

—
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games

in

set
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multiple-user environment called

constructed at

The

virtual environments.

RBT,

was

of these

earliest

a

Two,

for Reality Built for

VPL Research in Palo Alto by one of the best-known of

the first-generation virtual hackers, Jaron Lanier. Lanier's trademark

dreadlocks became widely recognized in the world's business
nity

when

his picture (or

WSJ never

more

correctly,

uses photographs) appeared

an engraving of

commu-

his face

on the front page of the Wall

Street Journal on January 23, 1990. Lanier's steamy hyperbole on

the subject of virtual reality

and

if

is

legendary in the virtual communities,

world of international finance did not pre-

his entry into the

cisely signal the arrival of the

young

virtuality industry, at least

indicated that industry's vigor and sent a message that

taken seriously. In 1991,
son,

which

VPL

VPL was acquired

modestly described in

"French electronics firm,"

and was

VPL
now

a

is

its

investors' brochure as a

the largest defense contractor in

is

John Waldern of

is

While

viewing, there

this use of the

drive

is

thrill

field

of

W Indus-

of bang-bang-shoot-'em-up

technology holds

all

insert

no question that arcade games

the thrill for

me

commercials for

of

TV

will represent a sig-

sector. In addition, there also

tion that a significant proportion of

young people

and increasing proportion of

computer-based games

in

their

will

one form or another, and so

major obstacle appears to be the

feeling

seems no ques-

spend a

sig-

waking hours playing

tions of this trend have yet to be fully addressed in

A

by

behind technological innovation in virtual-worlds

equipment for the public

nificant

is

the essential attraction of exotic total-immersion visual envi-

chopping up Abel Gance's Napoleon to

nificant

1992

England. The informing philosophy behind W's

ronments coupled with the proven
action.

in

only one other player in the high-stakes

games entrepreneurship. That

is

VPL

known.

tries, in Leicester,

games

Europe

major embarrassment to the largely Greenpeace-oriented

Currently there
virtual

should be

by Thomson CSF. Thom-

employees. Thomson's subsequent gutting of
well

it

it

far the implica-

academic forums.

on the part of many aca-

demics that computer games are beneath serious notice, a situation
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that

already ablaze. Within a short time, the

is

number
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house

in a

of hours that

a broad segment of children will spend playing computer-based

games

will

vision.

It is

exceed the number of hours that they spend watching
entirely possible that

computer-based games

out

major unacknowledged source of socialization and educa-

to be the

tion in industrialized societies before the

course.

tele-

will turn

1990s have run

their

14

While the current generation of multiple-player games would seem
to have

no particular redeeming

among

virtue, their designers are

the fiercest of the techno entrepreneurs. In addition, of

all

the

possible commercial uses bruited about for virtual-worlds equip-

ment, multiple-player games are the only commercial application that
is

currently returning a profit. Clearly they speak to

on the part of
inevitably be
It is

a significant

more

number

some deep

desires

Thus there

of consumers.

of them.

impossible to study the emergence of virtual systems without

acknowledging the overwhelming influence exerted upon the
field

will

of virtual technologies research by the military.

large-scale virtual environments

were

built for military

The

entire

earliest

purposes by

who were working for military organizations: Ivan Sutherwho began his research in three-dimensional displays in 1966,

engineers
land,

became

director of the Information Processing Techniques Office at

the Defense
ness,
in

who

Advanced Research

Projects

Agency (DARPA);

Tom Fur-

started the "Supercockpit" project for the U.S. Air Force

1965, became chief of the Visual Display Systems Branch,

Human

Engineering Division of the Armstrong Aerospace Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; Scott Fisher and

McGreevy

did a

good deal of

their

work

at

NASA Ames

Mike

in the late

1980s.

we can trace any funding back
we include MIT, which has always been

Sooner or
sources;

if

later

by military budgets, there

whose

original research

is

is

almost no one working

not or was

to

government

heavily funded

in the field

not funded by military

today

money.
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Still,

some of

the early

and
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Myron Krueger

involved with government funding.

than

artist

scientist;

were not

influential researchers

is

directly

more of an

Jaron Lanier worked in the video game industry

and wanted to become a composer; Fred Brooks

is

head of the com-

puter science department at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel

and

Hill;

Brenda Laurel took her M.F.A.

directing,

my

or worse,
larly

and

later

Ohio

State in acting

earned a Ph.D. in theater criticism. For better

focus in this essay

not on the military or even particu-

is

my

on government; any number of

better

at

colleagues have done a far

and much more thorough job of studying military and govern-

ment involvement

in research

and technological development than

I

could possibly do. In particular, Bruce Sterling's account of the U.S.
military's

networked environmental

eminently worth reading (although

appeared

now-scarce

in the

first

SIMNET

is

be hard to find, since

it

battle simulation

it

may

issue of

Wired magazine).

Several critical events in the development of virtual systems theory

do not seem

to

me

to

fit

comfortably into a narrative description of

the emergence of the technology of virtual systems.

mented account of a

virtual cross-dresser, for

The

example

first

docu-

— a person

who caused considerable consternation and some misery among the
women in the virtual community that he frequented requires a dif-

—

ferent sort of description
bulletin board.

1985 and
ties

were

It is

realize

from that accorded the

difficult to

how naive most inhabitants

at the time "Julie

first

Graham" was

of the virtual

nets.

From

the

first

documented instance

was engaged

represents a span of seven years.

A

in

and

unhappy women

to 1992,

any given time 15 percent of the population of Habitat
estimate, 150,000 people)

communi-

giving her sensitive

helpful, albeit unquestionably deceptive, advice to

on the

tree-structured

look back over such a brief period to

when

(or,

at

by one

crossgendered behavior,

consideration of crossgendered

behavior in virtual social spaces, in the form of an account of Julie's
brief

life

The

and

trial

florid death,

of a

makes up Chapter

man who was accused

ple personalities

3.

of raping a

by seducing one of her personae

woman with multiis

important to

this

and Machinery
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work. The

became something of a

trial

plicity

and
it

near-legibility;

and continuity, of what constitutes

The

legal terms.

were similar

ways

Mashpee Wampanoag

to the

still

inheres in freaks

raised issues of multi-

it

a single identity in social

and the media

trial itself

in useful

new

spectacle, recalling in

surroundings the old power to fascinate that

and monsters, the power of

29

circus that surrounded

landmark

suit

brought by the

town

Tribal Council, Inc., against the

Mashpee, on Cape Cod, which James Clifford reported

in his

of

marvel-

ous paper "Identity in Mashpee."
In his study Clifford identified three assumptions that he felt

promised the Mashpees' case against the government.

and

(3) the narrative

and

com-

described

and

structure, (2) the hier-

literate

forms of knowledge,

these as (1) the idea of cultural wholeness
archical distinction between oral

He

continuity of history and identity.

I

found that

Clifford's three points constituted a provocative background for the
trial

then under

that

it

was

just

way

in

Oshkosh, Wisconsin, even

in light of the fact

such issues that the attorneys and judge

in the

Osh-

kosh case hoped would not intrude into an already complex debate.
I

to

use the

my

Oshkosh

trial

account of events

as a specimen of

of cultural

here to constitute a parallel narrative thread
in Silicon Valley in the

one kind of public response to a

norms of unitary

That

subjectivity.

and conscious expression of a drive
culture's

Campbell

refers to the social

from the shadows

for closure,

which

is

one of

emergence of the drive for closure as
is

nothing ontological about

call the drive for closure is itself

the interactions of

not simply the

most important ways of making meaning. Joseph

the yoke of individuality. There

What I

and

and negotiations regarding the physi-

a reflection of deeper conflicts

Western

'80s,

visible transgression

is, it is

spectacle of difference in operation, but a voice

cal

1970s and

complex events and

this idea.

an emergent manifestation of
forces.

At

this point

I

become

daunted by complexity. Maybe I'm talking about what Foucault calls
power, and maybe not; whatever it is, it is damnably hard to describe.

Samuel Delany once described power

as

something

like a thin mist

and Machinery
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which

in a valley,

but invisible

is all

when one

is

in

and which

it,

when one can look back on it from a height or
Delany said it in the context of a work of fiction, which

only becomes visible
a distance.
is

mode

a

how

15

of representation with which

have great sympathy; and

I

to say just that in an academic context

cupation. At any rate

have placed

it,

I

have chosen

this

is

along with a few others, in Chapter

while there

is still

self

talk

about

how

quantities or thoroughly

problems

is

how

We

is

already

called power.

the self

manages

an even deeper mystery

A

particle

see

power,

and power mutually constitute each other.

physics approach to psychology:

and we

2.

in a field that

plenty of mystery about

to emerge under these circumstances, there

how

a serious preoc-

and impalpable structure

contoured by that invisible

about

me

account as emblematic and

Development of self-awareness takes place

And

for

see selves,

and we

they exchange forces in terms of discrete

muzzy

in representing this

exchange

the sort of entities that could

produce satisfying accounts

qualities;

move
is

but at bottom there are

Describing

in satisfying terms.

easily

a concrete

still

through such a

field

and

example of Haraway's

Three Aspects of Representation, as discussed passim

in her preface

to Coyote's Sisters (Tokyo: Routledge, 1999). 16 For those

not yet received their copies of Coyote's

Sisters,

aspects are these: Refuse closure; insist

upon

who

have

of course the three
situation;

and seek

multiplicity.

In the concluding chapter

I

reconsider the disparate accounts

I

have

presented and attempt to point out their correspondences and diver-

gences without trying to produce an overarching theoretical frame-

work

that

appears to encompass them

performing the activity for which

me

in

I

was

all.

In

so

doing

I

am

trained and which embroiled

such mischegas in the Science Studies Program at San Diego:

attempting to hold these various discourses in productive tension

without allowing them to collapse into a univocal account.
is

for the reader

thesis
I

is

—

that's

you

— to perform your own

My game

synthesis,

if

syn-

your game.

treat the strategy

I

have

just outlined as a challenge

— the chal-

and Machinery
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lenge of

how

This could

to best convey information to an imagined "reader."

come under

a broader heading along with a constellation

of issues generally identified as part of what

is

sometimes referred to

as a crisis of representation in the social sciences.
a

complex description of

description?

Here

it

a culture

whose

useful to keep in

is

tempting to describe cultures of

many

sorts,

bed other information that
else if

is

How best to convey

chief activity

mind

complex

is

that while

am

I

at-

even though they do not

of the customary definitions of cultures,

something

31

17

it is

fit

necessary to em-

equally important and that becomes

extracted from the context of cultural quasi-

it is

description.

The choice among

the three or perhaps four representational meth-

ods that would best serve the purposes here would be quite
If I

had

method

to

narrow the

field to

that Ursula Le

off

on me

two, the choice would be between the

Guin employed with such

Always Coming Home, and
in the future.

The

I

difficult.

excellent results in

hope that her success with
part of the

first

book would

it

will

rub

consist of

parallel narrative threads interspersed with descriptions of artifacts,

information on cultural byways, "tribal" songs and poetry, and some
interpretation of "tribal" philosophy

of the "tribe."

I

would have

certain academic constraints,

would
on.

consist of

The

my own

and epistemology by members

left it at

that but for

what

feel are

I

and consequently the second section

theoretical interpretations of

other possible choice, as

I

indicated earlier,

what

is

would be

going

a cross

between Traweek's Beamtimes and Lifetimes and Tolstoy's War and
Feace. Those

who do

not have

much

truck with anthropology of

emergent or perhaps phantasmic cultures

I

do something

that for lack of a better description might

be called implications and consequences. Where does

What

bet-

by ignoring these remarks.

ter served

Finally

may find their purposes

this stuff lead?

kind of world are these folks bringing into being? Or, perhaps

to take

up the questions

what kind of system

is

raised by Deleuze, Guattari,

using them to

become

and De Landa,

realized?

To

address

Introduction: Sex, Death,
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this

question

with

I

my last few words in the context of a discussion
who is eleven years old as of this writing and who

frame

my daughter,

is still

and Machinery

trying to figure out just

what

it is

that

I

do.

And

at the very

my favorite person puts in an appearance — Anne Rice's fictional
antihero the Vampire Lestat, who has mysteriously acquired a Ph.D.
end,

in

anthropology. In the context of a

may have

work on

cultural theory, Lestat

a few pithy things to say about vision between the worlds.

1
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In the

1980s and early 1990s,

across disciplines

in

an extensive group of texts cutting

— including the

military; big (and small) business;

education; computer, social, and cognitive science; and psychology
it

was perhaps

"A

the

most quoted phrase of any new work of

consensual hallucination experienced daily by

billions.

.

fiction:
.

.

Un-

thinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the nonspace of the

mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like

These by-now-familiar

lines are

city lights, receding."

from William Gibson's (1984) de-

scription of cyberspace in his novel

Neuromancer, the founding work

for the genre of cyberpunk. Cyberspace

is

not just simulations, or

military experimentation, or computer-supported work, but a space

of pure communication, the free market of symbolic exchange
as

it

ogy.

soon developed, of exotic sensuality mediated by exotic technol-

The concept of cyberspace, which Gibson pulled from

of electronic networking he
pellated a large

and

number

able

saw already

and military

of researchers

many of them a

ence,

some

signal

Since

I

and

began

my

inter-

in a variety of

pursuits, as well as a consider-

into

They had been doing whatever

announcing

definitive

around him,

workers

time, but the arrival of

and simultaneously naming

a spectacular

the kinds

whose work could not be collapsed

a traditionally identifiable category.

they were doing for

in use all

diffuse assortment of

professional, academic,

for

— and,

Neuromancer was

their existence to a larger audi-

their subculture for themselves in

manner.

research on cyberspace, Gibson's book, as well
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as those of the other early

cyberpunk authors, has faded to backdrop,

and cyberspace has gone from an interesting fantasy to
tested financial, cultural,

and

ethical frontier.

Some

a hotly con-

folks claim

it

has

gone even further, on to ho-hum old business as usual. Newer works
of

what might be

called (Goddess excuse

as Neal Stephenson's Snow

me) postcyberpunk, such

Crash, have taken their turn at the leading

edge of popular culture.
so sizzling about the whole thing? Cyberspace as Gibson

What was
described

it

was

ternate reality.
that

is,

from

a physically inhabitable, electronically generated al-

It

was entered by means of

was inhabited by

it

their physical bodies

direct links to the brain;

human "persons"

refigured

which were parked

separated

"normal" space.

in

In

cyberspace, the physical laws of "normal" space did not need to
apply, although

some

experiential rules carried over

space; for example, the geometry of cyberspace as
it

was Cartesian.

In

Neuromancer

the "original"

from normal

Gibson described

body was the au-

thenticating source for the refigured person in cyberspace;

no "per-

sons" existed whose presence was not warranted by the concomitant
existence of a physical
either

body back

in

"normal" space. But death

normal space or cyberspace was

"person"

in

in

real, in the sense that if the

cyberspace died, the body in normal space died also, and

vice versa.

In later novels in the

Neuromancer

cept of cyberspace to evolve.

series,

Gibson allowed

Among other things,

that consciousness in cyberspace

had

his con-

he gave up the idea

to be warranted in a physical

body. This change had interesting consequences, for example, the ap-

pearance in cyberspace of orishas and loas, as well as hints of "oversoul" structures that did not manifest as bounded entities.

1

It

also

helped to both mollify and enflame (take your pick) the hordes of
literary critics, cultural theorists,
rists,

computer

scientists, feminist theo-

hackers, and religious fundamentalists

the cyberspace fray with gusto

who had jumped

into

and enthusiasm.

As Gibson maintained from the beginning,

to a certain extent

cyberspace does exist now, as a metaphor for late-twentieth-century
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communications technologies,

for instance, as data banks, financial

John Perry Barlow, the Grateful Dead songwriter

ATMs. As
who is also a

founder of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, says:

When you

your card into your automated

is

systems, computer networks, military simulations, and

money
console

is.

For the

cowboy

— of course, many of us
We call

berspace already.

cyberspace

teller,

Gibson's vision

rest of

where your

— the dizzying world of the
live at least

part-time in cy-

computer conferencing, or phone

it

virtual this or that, but insofar as

it

put

sex, or

involves communicating with

other people through narrow-bandwidth media,

it is

about negotiat-

ing the tensions between individual subjects, virtual collectivities, and
the physical bodies in

which they may or may not be grounded. Al-

though Gibson's cyberspace arrived with the publication of a particular text in

1984,

in connection

meaning

crystallized certain debates surrounding

it

with particular technological and cultural objects that

had themselves been

in existence for

some

time.

Thus the

cultural

ascension of the term cyberspace had both positive and negative
sults.

The

positive side

is

perhaps ubiquitous, at

hacker, but the negative side concerns
liefs

and practices

in

its

least

one

if

is

a

cultural debates over be-

communications technologies that might have

crystallized in different

nition by

how

re-

forms were dragged into the cyberspace

immense conceptual/gravitational

elements of virtuality have

come

field.

Thus

all

defi-

of the

to possess a greater or less asso-

ciation with the idea of cyberspace, including those that do not particularly relate to

various forms
as radio

it.

They have

— visually

as

all

been with us for

many

years in

dioramas and botanical gardens, aurally

dramas, kinesthetically as carnival

rides, textually

perhaps

as novels.

The network of
cyberspace

is

the

electronic

communication prosthetics

metaphor has achieved

late capitalism, in the historical

moment

visibility in the

for

which

context of

of biosociality (Paul Rabi-

now's term for the collapse of the distinctions between biological
observation, construction, and control, as in the
Project) or technosociality

(my term,

Human Genome

in playful juxtaposition to
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Rabinow's and referring to the
are the

same

ronment).
First,

when one

thing, as

am

I

because

state in

which technology and nature

inhabits a

network

interested in cyberspace for a

it is

number of

The networks

a social environment.

where we can observe new

as a social envi-

reasons.

are elsewheres

collective structures risking themselves in

novel conditions. These structures take the

form of organized and

moderated conferences, multiuser groups, anarchic chats, clandestine
assignations.

Some

are trivial,

real effects outside the nets.

Some

are definitely not trivial

and have

of the interactions are racially dif-

and gendered, stereotypical and Cartesian, reifying old

ferentiated

power

some

differentials

whose workings

are well understood. But

some of

are familiar

and whose

effects

the interactions are novel, strange,

perhaps transformative, and certainly disruptive of

many

traditional

attempts at categorization.

Second,

I

am

interested in cyberspace because the kinds of interac-

we can observe within the spaces of prosthetic communication
are for me emblematic of the current state of complex interaction
between humans and machines. Third, the identities that emerge

tions

from these interactions

— fragmented,

the lenses of technology, culture,
tions

— seem to me to

critters

we

and new technocultural forma-

be, for better or worse,

more

visible as the

ourselves are in process of becoming, here at the close of

the mechanical age.

awesome

complex, diffracted through

see these identities

I

struggle, straining to

engaged

in a

wonderful and

make meaning and to make sense out
know it, swimming for their lives

of the very idea of culture as they
in the

powerful currents of high technology, power structures, and

market forces beyond

their imagination. In this struggle

I

find certain

older structures stubbornly trying to reassert themselves in a technosocial milieu that to

them seems

to have

structures of individual caring, love,

gone berserk. These are the

and perhaps most poignant, of

desire.

While there

is

tural formations

an obvious retrogressive danger

and

in

posing these cul-

collective structures as being in opposition,

thereby of reifying in

my

analysis the

and

whole ontology of binarism
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which so much of

cultural theory

reframe and deconstruct,
of stories. That's

teller

I

why

am

— including my own — attempts to

titling this

book The War of Desire and

Technology at the Close of the Mechanical Age
with considerably mixed emotions, but,

Mindful of the ontic danger

and

age,

I

find myself

still

Vampire Lestat

— doing

it

in fine,

is

like

my

something

words war,

do

close,

Anne

favorite antihero,

anyway. And, as we

I

have chosen to do.

signals implicit in the

—

... a shameless

at heart a novelist

Rice's

will see later, Lestat

himself plays a larger role in this cultural transformation than

we

might suppose.

The War of Desire and Technology
sense that

tween the

it is

is

about science

about emergent technologies,

living

fiction, in the

shifting boundaries be-

and the nonliving, optional embodiments

... in other

words, about the everyday world as cyborg habitat. But
partly about cyberspace.

It is

it

only

is

also about social systems that arise in

phantasmatic spaces enabled by and constituted through communication technologies.

To some

extent they exist in the cultural milieu

suggested by Gibson's cyberspace metaphor. But they also considerably predate Neuromancer. Their existence both validates Gibson's

dark and dystopic vision, points beyond
congenial visions, and also shows

how

it

more

to other, perhaps

metaphor

the cyberspace

emerged from cultural processes long under way.
I

am

not a neutral observer.

I

live a

good part of

my

life

in cyber-

space, surfing the nets, frequently feeling like a fast-forward flaneur.
I

am

interested in prosthetic

communication

for

what

"real" world that might otherwise go unnoticed.

it

shows of the

And I am

interested

because of the potential of cyberspace for emergent behavior, for
social

forms that

arise in a circumstance in

and even space mean something quite
understanding.

want

I

to see

are in the face of adversity,
social

how

which body, meet,

different

want

new

social

forms

and what we can learn from them about
nets.

I

groups of friends evolve when their meeting room
I

place,

from our accustomed

tenacious these

problems outside the worlds of the

symbolic space.

new

to see

how narrowing

the

want

to see

how

exists in a

purely

bandwidth

— that
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doing without customary modes of symbolic exchange such as ges-

ture

and voice tone

—

and

affects sharing

trust,

and how inhabitants

of virtual systems construct and maintain categories such as gender

how people without bodies make love. 2
The predominant mode of these emergent forms is what I have

and

race.

I

want

to see

Rabinow's

called the technosocial, in playful appreciation of Paul

theory of the biosocial.

Rabinow

describes biosociality as the gradual

implosion of the categories of nature and culture, exemplified in

re-

search into genetics as an extension of structures of civilization over

Rabinow

areas formerly considered "natural."

nature will be modeled on culture understood as practice;

sociality,
it

will be

become

says that "in bio-

known and remade through

artificial, just as

of social factors

is

technique; nature will finally

becomes natural.

culture

now giving way to

.

.

.

.

tion

and eventual operationalization of nature." 3

new

social

forms in cyberspace,

it is

.

.

The objectivism

the beginnings of a redefini-

with

When

this process in

I

look for

mind.

I

am

seeking social structures in circumstances in which the technological
is

the natural, in which social space

is

computer code, consensual

and hallucinatory.
This trek into the mysterious recesses of technology, which in the
case of computer technology

natural

is

familiar.
I

am

reminiscent of

is

some

ultimately the binary, in search of the
classical tropes

with which

we may

Of course there is an ironic twist to this Conradesque

be

search:

suggesting a venture not into the heart of "nature" in search of

redemption but rather into the heart of "technology"
nature.

And

rather in

in search of

not nature as object, place, or originary situation, but

Haraway's sense nature

trickster-spirit

animal

— that

is,

as Coyote, the Native

American

as diversity, flexibility, irruption,

playfulness, or put briefly, nature as actant, as process, continual rein-

vention and encounter, that actively

away's words), queers
nets as technosocial,

way

I

resists, disrupts

— representation. When

—

in

sum

speak of

(in

Har-

life

in the

am pointing to what both Rabinow and

Hara-

I

imply, with a hopeful eye on the future not of technology but

of the social forms within technology-viewed-as-nature

— those

social
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whom

forms to

technology has become

invisible, in

no more and no

same way that the workings of our bodies have become

less the

ble in the face of a
ise is to

make

technology

is

the

burgeoning medical imaging industry whose prem-

body thoroughly

nature, for

the problematic

tie

whom

visible

—

elsewhere

social beings for

is

geography, for

body has

political consequences.

some kinds of cyborgs, from which they might

on the

whom
whom

between unitary awareness and unitary physical

camp

for

invisi-

want

I

to see

if

cyberspace

a base

is

coup

stage a

rest of "reality."

Over the past few years
political entities

technologies.
the gradual

I

have written a number of

viewed as fixed

in place

about

articles

by a hypertrophy of location

The purpose of location technology

and pervasive disappearance of the

is

to halt or reverse

socially

and

legally

constituted individual in a society in which the meanings of terms

such as distance and direction are subject to increasing slippage.
this slippage, of course,

does not refer only to the physical or geo-

graphic, but to the other, non-Cartesian

was perhaps the

first

to

of the unconscious

—a

produced

culturally

of location. Freud

perform a kind of codification upon

body of knowledge

replicable

modes

he produced a detailed and,

inal territory, in that

And

that

it

was

was concerned with

territory which, of course,

in the act of definition.

this

imag-

believed,

the territory

was invented and

However,

it

was not

Freud's articulation of the unconscious that concerns us here, but
rather the production of diagnostic criteria which accompanied

Freud's
nostic

work— the

and

seeds of

Statistical

what

is

now

American Psychiatric Association. The
kinds of location technologies to which
of defining a psychological disorder
nizes,

called the

DSM,

the Diag-

Manual of Mental Disorders, published by the

it

I

DSM

is

refer,

because in the process

an example of the

simultaneously produces, orga-

legitimizes a discursive space that has quasi-Cartesian con-

and

comitants.

The inhabitant proper

to this space

is

the virtual entity of

psychological testing, census taking, legal documentation, telephone

numbers,
that,

street

addresses— in

taken together, form

brief, a collection of virtual

elements

a materialized discursivity of their

own
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refer to as the fiduciary subject.

4

have found

that

I

way

to articulate the (always political) tie

fines as a single physical

Thus

1

this idea a useful

between what society de-

a single awareness of

body and

self.

and maintains the fiduciary sub-

the technology that produces

not only produces a discursive landscape, but simultaneously

ject

calls into

being inhabitants of that landscape

who

are proper to

its

geography and character. Such a landscape and such inhabitants
might be a

would work

The

link to

a link,

for the discursive landscape of the theater or television.
its

precisely that

is

human body inhabits.

important from what

and a physical space

This

critical

.

.

namely,

element differentiates

trivial in virtual space.

is

production and maintenance of

this link

as warranting.

By means of

Broadly, this citizen

and Kobena Mercer
body. 5 The other
together,

is

compose

Taken

government

and performative

in separate

works

able

is

called a citizen.

composed of two major elements. One

is

collection of physical

refer to the

the process of war-

what would be

to guarantee the production of

I

between a discursive space

ranting, for example, the political apparatus of

part.

.

being and the physical space of pain and plea-

calls into

sure that the
is

importance, however,

a coupling between the phantasmic space that the location

technology

what

an almost equivalent definition

trivial exercise; after all,

is

the

attributes that Judith Butler
call the culturally intelligible

the collection of virtual attributes which, taken

a structure of

together, these

meaning and intention

for the first

two broadly defined elements compose

a

socially apprehensible citizen.
I

want

to be careful in

making

these distinctions that

dichotomies already in place. There
ing the

body from some other

body.

want

I

is

reify

to be quite clear that the physical/virtual distinction

tual systems theory,

hensible citizen

way

do not

collection of attributes linked to the

not a mind/body distinction. The concept of mind

different

I

always a danger in distinguish-

is

and the

virtual

is

component of the

not part of

is

vir-

socially appre-

not a disembodied thinking thing, but rather a

of conceptualizing a relationship to the

In this sense virtual systems theory

is

human

body.

rather like epistemological feng

shui, the

Chinese art of placement. With
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me

carry

mind,

this in

let

the discussion further.

The

socially apprehensible citizen, then, consists of a collection of

both physical and discursive elements. Although the physical

ments possess a special and bounded order of

reality

on account of

their particular relationship to the social disciplines of pain

sure, the

which

is

cal part
is

remainder of the citizen

is

plea-

meaning of the physi-

By means of warranting,

discursive.

and

far the greater part, the part

also concerned with the production of

—

tied to

— by

ele-

this discursive entity

an association with a particular physical body, and the two

and the

together, the physical

discursive, constitute the socially ap-

prehensible citizen. Within a political framework, the discursive entity

— including the meaning associated with the physical body —

produced by means of texts, such
description. Because so

much

produced through the actions of
it

as legible body, that

ble

body

is

is,

and psychological

as legal, medical,

of such an identity
texts,

as textually

I

discursive

is

and

mediated physicality. The

meaning of "body" on

is

have elsewhere referred to

the social, rather than physical, body; the legible

displays the social

is

its

legi-

body

surface, presenting a set

of cultural codes that organize the ways the body

is

apprehended and

that determine the range of socially appropriate responses.

To my knowledge, William Gibson was the

first

writer to deal with

the issue of warranting. Although he did not specifically refer to the

phenomenon,

it is

implicit in his understanding of the ontology of

cyberspace. In Neuromancer, a death in cyberspace meant that the
physical

body

in biological space also died

— that

is,

that there

is

an

implied link between the virtual body (or more properly the discursive

convergences that constitute and maintain the discursive body

in cyberspace),

and the convergences of discourses, some of which

are of similar nature to the virtual, that constitute the

space

— a link which

the physical

(i.e.,

cal (e.g., sickness

link

is

the

is

biological)

body

and death).

phenomenon

body

in physical

powerful enough to carry information that

A

interprets or understands as physi-

rough and inexact analogue to

this

referred to as virtuality sickness, a sensation
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of nausea which

movement and

caused by the time lag between a physical head

is

the concomitant change in viewpoint or perspective

within a virtual simulation. Virtuality sickness

though

it is

unpleasant, but

it

is

far

from death,

al-

demonstrates the principle to which

I

refer.

The

human

role of the

moves

sciences in articulating the discursive

that produce the fiduciary subject has been discussed at length in

other contexts by, for example, Foucault. In

The History of Madness,

Foucault discusses the epistemological and social moves by means of

which certain people are excluded from normal

The

moves

result of these

is

social intercourse.

the discursive space that simultaneously

The

organizes and calls into being the rational social order. Later, in
Birth of the Prison, Foucault describes a

ganizing physical space so as to

make

available for observation; this process

method of dividing and

or-

the inhabitants of that space
is

accomplished

in

ways

that

presage the gradual transformation of the citizen into streams of information, a process that
tion of the cyborg.

Haraway

identifies as part of the

produc-

6

In contrast to the relentlessly monistic articulations of physical
virtual space that

law and science favor,

let

and

mode

us juxtapose the

of the technosocial, of reinvention and encounter in a technological

space viewed as

itself a social

and physical environment, as

a kind

of nature. In the idealized view of such a space, the very elements
that Foucault

saw

as being suppressed in the process of "gridding"

reassert themselves in novel

ways

— irruptively constituting

that are simultaneously technological

and

identities

social, a catastrophic

emer-

gence of the ludic and the unpredictable at the very heart of the ordered mathematical structures that by their nature seek to suppress
it.

This process

cial,

as

the social

is

possible, in fact inevitable, because the technoso-

mode

of the computer nets, evokes unruly multiplicity

an integral part of social identity. There

for multiplicity as a response to violence,

multiplicity as a response to less overt
in a

is

plenty of precedent

and certainly enough

methods of subjection;

pun on Klausewitz's remark that war

is

politics

for

in fact,

by other means,
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tempting to describe multiplicity as resistance by other means

it is

keeping in mind that multiplicity alone, of which
dence, does not in and of
is

4

itself

we have ample

evi-

constitute a successful resistance

(it

important not to forget the danger of simple responses, of what

Leila

Cosu-Lughod has

a response that

and

called the

romance of resistance), but

it is still

perspicuous in incidences of psychological abuse

is

stress.

Some forms

of multiple personality are useful examples of such a

mode ready to hand. Further, in the language of the programmers who already inhabit the frontiers of the technosocial, multiple
personality is a mode that is already in place, fairly debugged in the
social

current release. Multiples exist around us here and now, and regardof the bad press accorded to multiple personality "disorder,"

less

some remain

invisible, living their lives quietly

situation suggests

are familiar
I

many

and

of the issues of passing and "outing" that

from other discourses.

do not want to suggest that there

is

some magical or redemptive

quality to multiple personality, but rather that the
tiplicity

plays

itself

is

human

particularly noticeable in the technosocial

tual systems.

way

in

which mul-

out within a physical and psychological frame

highly suggestive of a broader abstraction of
that

gracefully. Their

The multiple

is

behavior, one

framework of

ranted to, but outside
sits

at a

would
in a

of, a single physical

body. The body in question

an older dispensation be associated with

space which

The cyborg,

is

quite irrelevant to

this

sociality that

body goes on

it.

the multiple personality, the technosocial subject, Gib-

son's cyberspace

cowboy all suggest a

(which

of which

the computer code by

is

radical rewriting, in the techno-

largely constituted by textual production,

social space
is

The mul-

within the computer networks, a being war-

computer terminal somewhere, but the locus of

in

vir-

the enantiomorph, the opposite, of the

unitary monistic identity that location technology produces.
tiple is the socializer

is

whose

much

prosthetic mediation a sig-

nificant portion of the space of technosociality exists), of the

bounded

individual as the standard social unit and validated social actant. For

—
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Collective Structures

example, the well-known multiple Truddi Chase, according to her
psychologist/author, consists of 92 supposed "functions." In her

study of multiple personality and trauma, "The Horror of No Longer

Remembering

the

Reason

for Forgetting,"

Thyrza Goodeve points

out:

Truddi's troops (who, for the most part, significantly, do not go by conven-

The Interpreter,
"names," but by what we might call "functions"
The Gate Keeper, The Buffer, The Recorder, for example) explain their
7
origin as "an intellectual reproduction system." The individual, imploding
under the pressures of her material conditions, disappears, and the emergent
construction, developing from the ashes of violence, seems something much
closer to the population of a "small town," or an ever flickering series of
tional

—

switching television channels
often presumed by the

Such fractured

— but never that embattled Cartesian cogito so

pronoun

identities

"I."

8

attention to alternatives, always

call

multiple, always in tension. Just as changes in
political

economies presage a radical simplification of biological

diversity, the ramification of

complex

social systems in the alter space

of communications technologies suggests a
tion

complex "real-world"

war between

cludes the almost-living, the not-living,
in the

and the

never-living, arising

embodiments and multiple

ready have a considerable industry built around
never refer to

it

in those terms.

itous about these developments.

paid

in-

boundaries between technology, society, and "nature," in the

architectures of multiple

we

simplifica-

and multiplicity ... an explosion of actors and actants that

to, so

much

big

money

There

may

selves.

We

al-

promise, although

of course, nothing fortu-

Never has so much attention been

spent on, a

as science fiction only ten years earlier.

systems

is,

its

suggest that the effort

is

phenomenon

that originated

A look at the origins of virtual
driven by

fense needs or market forces can explain.

more than

either de-
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From an

article in the

On July 23,

San Francisco Chronicle:

1990, a 27-year-old

consin charging that

Mark

woman

filed a

complaint

in

Oshkosh, Wis-

Peterson, an acquaintance, raped her in her car.

The woman had been previously diagnosed as having Multiple Personality
Disorder (MPD). She claimed that Peterson raped her after deliberately
drawing out one of her personalities, a naive young woman who he thought
would be willing to have sex with him.

Cut

to: the

municipal building complex

in

Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Outside the courthouse, gleaming white media vans lined the
nose to

tail like

a

pod

of refrigerators in rut.

antennas reached skyward, and teenagers

A

1

street,

forest of bristling

in brightly

colored fast-

food livery came and went bearing boxes and bags; the local pizza
joints

were doing a land-office business keeping the crews supplied.

The sun was very

bright,

and we blinked

as

we emerged from

shadows of the courthouse. "Jim Clifford would have loved
commented.
during the

"I

trial

wonder what

New

village.

Mashpee courthouse looked

like

my

friend asked.

England. The town of Mashpee was originally an Indian

The Mashpee Indians deeded some land

the settlers eventually took over everything.

viving

I

he was researching."

"Where's Mashpee?"
"In

the

the

this,"

Mashpee

families sued the

back, claiming that
the suit finally

came

it

to the settlers,

A few years

town of Mashpee

had been taken from them

to

trial,

the

and

ago the sur-

to get their land
illegally.

When

government argued that the case
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revolved around the issue of whether the

Mashpee

as the

Mashpee

Mashpee now were

same

were these Mashpee

then. In other words,

Mashpee

direct descendants of the original

the

in

an uninterrupted

progression.
issue really being

"So the

argued was,

just

what

continuity,

anyway?

be, or

the transmission of shared symbols

is it

Is it

bloodline, like

in hell

cultural

is

the government wanted

and

it

to

values, like the

view that the Mashpee themselves seemed to hold?

why

"That's

arguing here

is

I

find this trial so interesting, because

what

almost the identical thing. Except instead of

what

they're

what

is

a culture, the thing running in the

background

We all say, 'I'm not the person

then,' but to not only the govern-

ment but

was

a person.

is

also everybody else, that's a figure of speech."

While we stood
I

I

is

wanted

in line there

were

and one other things

a million

to add. For example, the idea that personal identity

refractory

is

a culturally specific one.

Changing your name

is

so

to signify

in your life was common in many North AmeriNames themselves weren't codified as personal descripthe Domesday Book. The idea behind taking a name

an important change
can cultures.
tors until

appropriate to one's current circumstance was that identity
static.

Rather, the concept of one's public and private

self,

is

not

separately

or together, changes with age and experience (as do the definitions
of the categories public and private) ; and the
the identity package

mother to the

is

name

or the label or

an expression of that concept. The child

adult, but the adult

is

not merely the child a

is

bit later

in time.

Retaining the same

name throughout

life is

part of an evolving

strategy of producing particular kinds of subjects. In order to stabilize
a

name

in

such a

way

that

it

becomes a permanent descriptor,

function must either be split off from the

self,

its

or else the self must

acquire a species of obduracy and permanence to match that of the

name. In

this

manner

a

interchangeability ...

permanent name
if

you can't have

facilitates control;

enhances

a symbolic identity (name)

that coincides with your actual state at the time, then your institution-
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maintained or fiduciary identity speaks you; you become the ge-

ally

neric identity that the institutional descriptors allow.

On this particular day, the first day of what by anybody's definition
could be called the spectacle of multiplicity, everyone was getting 15
seconds of fame, each person's own little niche in the spectacle, as
multiplicity

and violence were processed through the great engine of

commodification

just like everything else.

Reporters from media

all

over the world were interviewing everything that moved. There were

many

only so

whatever

people available in Oshkosh, and after exhausting

possibilities presented themselves in the

the municipal complex, the

typical paparazzi feeding frenzy.

house doors

Mark

by the BBC," he

The
the

was

vicinity of

On the lawn not far from the

in a

court-

Oshkosh Herald,

Blitstein, a reporter for the

small local newspaper,

broad

media began to devour each other

grinning broadly. "1

was

a

just interviewed

said.

cult of Isis reached full flower in

New Kingdom

Egypt around 300

b.c.e., in

during the Persian Dynasties. The consul Lucius

Cornelius Sulla brought the

myth

Isis

to

Rome

86

in

b.c.e.,

where

it

took root and flourished for nearly 700 years, becoming for a time

one of the most popular branches of
Egyptian temples to

The

Isis

were closed sometime

outlines of this familiar

only the ocean.

On

Roman

myth

are simple:

mythology. The
in

500-600

At

first

c.e.

there existed

the surface of the ocean appeared an egg,

which Ra, the sun, was born. Ra gave

birth to

two

last

sons,

from

Shu and

Geb, and two daughters, Tefnut and Nut. Geb and Nut had two suns,
Set

and

Osiris,

his sister Isis

and two daughters,

and succeeded Ra

Isis

and Nephthys.

Osiris married

as king of the earth.

However,

his

brother Set hated him. Set killed Osiris, cut him into pieces, and scattered the fragments over the entire Nile valley.

fragments,

embalmed them, and

In

gathered up the

resurrected Osiris as king of the

netherworld, or the land of the dead.

who

Isis

Isis

and

Osiris

had

a son, Horus,

defeated Set in battle and became king of the earth.
his

foundational

work

in

abnormal psychology, Multiple
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Personality Disorder (1986), Colin Ross
Isis/Osiris

myth

illustrates the

urrection of the self in a
representative

many

makes

fragmentation, death, healing, and res-

new

form.

morphotype because

He probably
it

is

chose

more widely

what Joseph Campbell

other versions of

the point that the

this as his

familiar than

called the resurrection

mythoid, an iconic fragment of human belief systems which Campbell
asserted recurs across cultural boundaries.

(Campbell had other

We

problems with his theory that need not concern us here.

would

be more likely to look to structuralism for similar theoretical
approaches.)

Ross used the Osiris myth as a

specific therapeutic

model.

He main-

tained that the MPD patient suffered from an Osiris complex, rather

than an Oedipus complex. His abandonment of the Oedipus complex

model stems from

as a useful explanatory

his reading of Freud's inter-

pretation of the case of Anna O. and Freud's repudiation of the seduction theory following the publication of Studies in Hysteria. Ross's

rationale

partly one of explanatory

is

the Oedipal

model

is

economy; he points out that

what hackers would

call a

kluge

—

a

complex,

unwieldy, and aesthetically unsatisfactory patch that has the singular
virtue of getting the job

done

mention the accompanying

— and that the

Isis

Osiris

model (not

to

model that would replace the Elektra

complex) provides a much simpler and more elegant explanatory

framework

for multiple personality.

There were certainly enough varied opinions about what

was going on here
The knots of

to supply a very large

number

in hell

of theoreticians.

professionals of various stripes engaged in

muted or

heated discussions called to mind the gedankenexperiment of setting

an

infinite

number

of

monkeys

to the task of writing the complete

works of Shakespeare. Harold Wasserman, one of the psychologists
observing the
being paid to

trial,

commented, "There's an awful excess of attention

MPD

these days.

grossly overdiagnosed.
it's like

And

You know,

in

many ways

it's

people are being channeled into

your most recent designer disease."

being
it

.

.

.
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"What

else

way

some therapeutic
is

good for?"

is it

"It's also a

to get attention because of

circles.

Part of her

way

Then her other

fashionability in

own

its

of expressing

illness so

way

so she gets attention. But that

chological problem has

its

There's no doubt that Sarah

not well. But she's learned to channel her

Or maybe

49

is
it

gets attention.

of dealing with a psy-

difficulties. It's also

it

who

a person

self-damaging.

to burn herself with cigarettes.

is

wonder how she got burned."

personalities

was

"Is there a possibility that she

To

acting?

get attention,

I

mean."

Wasserman shook
it

was

a hell of a brilliant job.

was something
lary

isn't

"In
the

And

if

was

acting,

she wasn't acting, then there

going on that was quite fascinating. Her vocabufor instance

.

.

.

over time and place, they're con-

within a personality."

"How
and

else

and demeanor,

sistent

his head, looking thoughtful. "If she

can you be sure that a particular person
faking

it

for

really has

MPD

some reason?"

many cases it's terribly hard to say
very difficult to make
Most MPDs are very intelligent. I'd think the more intelligent
.

.

.

call.

you were, the

better you'd be able to fake something like that.

were mentally

ill

anyway and knew

to get a designer disease.

the state

You might

it,

good way

committed to a

be worried about getting lost

in

MPD

is

just as fast as

to get lots of attention really fast.

state facility,
I

you

there'd be excellent reasons

hospital system, and coming up with symptoms of

a hell of a

If

you bet I'd generate

a

If I

good case of MPD

possibly could. That kind of thing can easily

some

were

make

between

the difference between

life

and death

reasonably comfortable

life

and being zombified by compulsory meds

in

places, or

a

24 hours a day."
"I'm not really sure

just

what

this stuff

is,

how

it

works, or really

anything as simple as reliable diagnostic procedures.

what we're seeing here

is

a very tight interaction

and the doctors, where a certain amount of
the interactions between them, and that

good part of

between the patients

this stuff

makes

A

it

is

occurring in

very difficult to

tell
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SO

what's really going on.

when

Do you

two years old?

you're

The thing

cult every day.

MPD

get

when

I'd like to find out,

is

taking on a

life

of

you're diagnosed or

but

it

gets

more

diffi-

own.

its

much argument about
"But in this case,
whether the incident between Sarah and Mark Peterson really hapthere's not

at least,

pened

.

.

that's not what's at stake. After all, Sarah's condition

.

knew

wasn't exactly a secret. Her friends knew; the neighbors

had

MPD. And

Peterson

to everybody that the

lying

.

.

after

.

bragged about

all,
it

.

.

.

guy was

his head. "It

a real sleazebag,

he bragged about

it

was

she

clear

and that he was

afterward to friends. Hell, he

to the cops."

Rather than delegating the

County

He shook

Jesus."

District Attorney

trial

to

a

prosecutor,

Winnebago

Joseph Paulus handled the case himself.

He

took Peterson through the hoops, then doubled back. "Let's get back
to your

making

love to Jennifer," Paulus said.

Peterson immediately corrected him. "I never said

I

made

love to

her."

Paulus looked faintly annoyed, went back to his table, and

through
in

a pile of

which

.

.

.

ah"

"We

papers there.

riffled

have a statement here from you,

— he found the page he was looking for — "you gave

Officer Barnes a statement in

which you claimed

to have

made

love

to Jennifer."

"Well,

I

.

.

.

"Would you

that's
like

not right."

me

to read

it

to

you?" Paulus was looking

papers in his hand; he barely looked up

"No. I mean I know what I
Paulus's eyebrows

said,

came up

a

when he

said

at the

it.

and that statement was incorrect."
trifle,

but his expression didn't

change. "In your statement to Officer Barnes you said that you and

Sarah had discussed her multiple personalities before you went to the
park,

is

"No,

that correct?"
sir."

"You

didn't talk about her multiple personalities with her?"

"No,

sir."
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"At any time?"
'That's right."

Paulus put most of the papers down, or rather slapped them down,
and rounded on Peterson. He was plainly angry, "You allowed all
kinds of untruths to go into this statement, didn't you?"
Peterson fumbled for a moment. "I was tired from a long day's

work," he

said.

Freud and Breuer published
in

their classic

work

Studies in Hysteria

1895. The book consisted of some case histories of their female

patients

and

a

number

of chapters on theory. All the

scribed in the case histories

had what would be

women

de-

theoretically de-

scribed as dissociative disorders. In addition, most had been sexually

abused. In Ross's view,

Anna

history in the book, "clearly

O., the subject of the most

had MPD." Up

famous case

to that point, Freud

had

considered these patients as suffering from the adult consequences of
real

childhood sexual abuse. His treatment took the

trauma into account from both

However, within

a

clinical

and

reality of the

theoretical perspectives.

few years of publishing Studies

in Hysteria,

Freud repudiated the seduction theory which he had so carefully and
effectively

worked

out. This point in Freud's

development of

choanalytic theory has been a focus for study for

some

his psy-

time; for ex-

ample, Ernest Jones pointed out in his 1953 biography of Freud that

many

of the abusive fathers of Freud's dissociative female patients

were part of Freud's
tremely

awkward

social circle. This fact

would have made

been sexually abused as children. Anna O.'s family lived
tensteinerstrasse, only
lived

it

for Freud to state publicly that his patients

ex-

had

in the Liech-

one block from the Bergasse, where Freud both

and worked. Breuer,

for his part,

was extremely uncomfortable

with the sexual aspects of Anna O.'s symptomatology (Jones 1953,
247).

Edward

Salzsieder, Peterson's attorney, started out with a novel

and, until that moment, an unthinkable idea. Salzsieder suggested

—
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law forbade questioning

that even though Wisconsin

a rape victim

about her sexual history, such protection shouldn't extend to

all

of

her other personalities. So he proposed questioning the other personalities

— Franny and Ginger

Many

ries.

observers

in particular

that this

felt

— about

was one of

their sexual histo-

the key points in the

definition of multiple personality as a condition or state with legal

standing other than as a pathology. For better or worse, Judge
ley didn't think

much

of the idea.

—
though "We're trying to

He

did appreciate

some very

split

its

complexity,

to [Sarah]

and

do

he said

fine hairs here,"

autonomy

but he wasn't willing to take the idea so far as to impute
to the multiples. "I

find," he said, "that the rape shield

Haw-

law applies

her personalities combined."

all

That threw Salzsieder back on

his

own

resources. Deprived of the

opportunity to question the personalities about their individual sexual exploits, he

To

fell

back on the strategy of attacking

their legitimacy.

MPD

bring this off he needed to assemble a cadre of

unbelievers with legal and professional stature

doubt on the whole idea of

cast

difficult to do. All

it

turned out,

it

kinds of people were willing to testify on

of the issue. But Salzsieder

was looking

who

not only didn't believe in

that

MPD

was

MPD. As

infidels,

who, he hoped, could

MPD

for a special person,

wasn't

all

sides

someone

but also could convince a court

a convenient fantasy, something that Sarah

had read

about and then adopted to excuse her promiscuous behavior. Eventually

he came up with

a slightly balding
jects the

man

Andrew
of

medium

build

is

from Pennsylvania,

who when on

the stand pro-

proper blend of sober professionalism and easy believability

that Salzsieder needed. Powell
late

Powell. Powell

speaker

who

is

is

an impressive

convinced that

MPD

is

infidel.

He

is

an

articu-

a medical hoax. Salzsieder

had gotten him to review Sarah's psychiatric records

for the previous

year.

Salzsieder started by getting Powell to attack the credibility of

MPD as a diagnostic category. After Powell was sworn in, Salzsieder
asked,

"How many psychologists actually have patients with MPD?"

"There's a band of very intense believers

who have all the sightings,
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\

where the

UFOs

rest of us

"What

never see any," Powell said.

I

the

call

of psychiatry."

"In your professional opinion, what would you

call

Sarah's

condition?"

Powell put his fingertips together

son episode. "I would say that ...

I

like a character

from

a Perry

Ma-

believe Sarah does have psychiat-

problems, but her problems don't appear grave enough to

ric

within the

DSM3

fit

guidelines."

"She's well enough to

mean? Responsible

know what she's
own actions?"

doing.

Is

that

what you

for her

"That's correct."

In his foundational account of

mentation of
ethnic

and

self

MPD,

Colin Ross identifies the frag-

and the transformation of identity that occur across

cultural boundaries,

all

of which he lumps together under

the rubric of "aberration." While his identification of this characteristic

of

human

situated.

cultures

Ross

is

is

correct, his use of the rubric

interested in

making

is

peculiarly

a strong case for legitimizing

MPD as a recognized medical phenomenon, and in so doing he seems
to feel that he

must explain away the problem of why many of the

cultures he mentions in passing

do not themselves pathologize

Ross can perhaps be excused for pathologizing

MPD

MPD.

tout court, be-

cause he evinces a genuine interest in assisting the individuals he has

observed whose accommodation to buried trauma causes,

words, more suffering than

how

with

the

phenomenon

framework of
of multiplicity
finer.
is

it

prevents.

I

(in

Deleuze and

Among the phenomena

useful to note

is

am primarily concerned here

of multiple personality

cultural developments in

in his

fits

into a broader

which the abstract machine

Guattari's words)

at the close of the

is

grinding finer and

mechanical age that

the pervasive burgeoning of the ontic

it

and epistemic

qualities of multiplicity in all their forms.

It

for.

was

the

moment everyone

in the

courtroom had been waiting

People had been standing in line since before

dawn

to assure
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themselves of seats in the courtroom.

A

chairs to use while they waited in the

predawn

few had brought folding

Some

chill.

sat

on

beach blankets with thermos jugs of steaming coffee. The composition of the

crowd was extraordinarily

diverse.

After an agonizing wait while people chatted to each other with
the

same

lively

animation that

I

associated with waiting for the start

of a long-anticipated film, the bailiff called the

was instantaneous. "All

silence

Hawley

strode

Hawley

sat

in,

room

rise," the bailiff called,

down from

courtroom, his glasses catching the

light.

seated died away, and a hush again

fell

the bench at the packed

The sound of people

was required of him

much beyond what

as presiding magistrate, but this

and made

carried well in the room.

and

film

down

It

we proceed any

equipment

in this

out of sight."

morning he

a brief introductory speech. His voice

was

a calm voice, not too inflected.

further,

room

He

getting

over the room.

For the most part Hawley had not said very

are

and Judge

high-backed leather chair, squared some-

in the

thing on his desk, and looked

"Before

The

followed by the court stenographer.

down

cleared his throat

to order.

is

I

want

to

make

sure

turned off and that

all

all

the video

the cameras

scanned the room slowly, more for

effect

than for surveillance, then continued in the same calm voice. "There
has been an unusual
issues

make

we
it

amount of

attention surrounding this case.

are considering are of an unusual nature. But

clear to everyone here that this

sensitive case.

There

may

is

first

want
is

to

a very

be some bizarre behavior that you have not

way

witnessed before. But nothing should get in the
court of law,

I

not a circus. This

The

and foremost.

I

know

that

I

of this being a

can expect you to

behave appropriately."

Nods from the spectators. People settled deeper into their seats.
The unusually large population of professionals among the spectators

now made

itself

known

as people reached into bags

for their yellow notepads,

dotted with buttercups.

making the room bloom

and

like a

briefcases

gray

field
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ble,

and Paulus

to Paulus.

called his

The

first

silence deepened,

if
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that were possi-

witness of the day.

Sarah walked briskly to the stand. She seated herself and was

sworn

in.

This

the

is

She put her hands in her lap and looked calmly at Paulus.

really. It is
It is

main

event,

I

thought.

not sound-bite media hype.

looking

It is

what

not columns in a newspaper.

woman

this

It is

whole thing

is

about,

not theory or discussion.

a young, calm, slightly Asian-

It is

white cotton sweater and a

in a short-sleeved

calf-

length pale blue skirt.

Paulus stood a few feet in front of her, holding his body relaxed

and

still.

He

spoke to her

loud but clearly audible

in a

normal conversational tone, not very

in the silent

room.

"Sarah, you've heard some testimony here about some events that

took place recently

in Shiner Park.

Do you

recall that

testimony?"

Sarah nodded slightly, then added, "I do."

"Do you have any

personal knowledge as to the events in the

park?"

"No," Sarah

said, "I

do not." Her voice was

quiet, flat, matter-

of-fact.

"Who would

be in the best position to talk about the events in the

park that night?"
"Franny," Sarah

"Would
like

it

said.

be possible for us

to,

uh"

— Paulus hesitated and looked

he wanted to clear his throat, but he settled for an instant's pause

instead

and then continued

— "meet Franny, and

"Yes," Sarah said, looking calmly at him.

A

talk to her?"

beat or two.

"Now?"

"Yes," Paulus said. "Take your time."

The

silence

was

absolute. Faintly,

from somewhere outside

in the

hallway, something metallic dropped to the floor and rolled.

Sarah closed her eyes and slowly lowered her head until her chin

was

resting

on her

chest. She sat that

slowly and shallowly.
a collective breath.

It

seemed

as

way, her body

though everyone

The muted hush of

still,

in the

breathing

room

the air conditioning

held

came
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slowly up from the background as

if

someone had turned up

a

volume

control.

Maybe

five

seconds passed, maybe ten.

It felt

like hours.

Then

she

raised her head, and slowly opened her eyes.

She looked at Paulus, and suddenly her face was animated,

and mobile

way that it hadn't been a moment before. The muscles
mouth and eyes seemed to work differently, to be some-

in a

around her

how more

alive,

robust. She looked

him up and down, taking him

in

with

obvious appreciation. "Hel-/o/' she said.

"Franny?" Paulus

said, inquisitively.

"Good morning," Franny

said.

She looked around at the win-

dowless courtroom. "Or good afternoon

was more musical than
too,

was animated, but

it
it

— which

had been, with an odd
didn't

sound quite

body. Her posture, the

features hadn't

way

it?"

lilt

like

should have sounded. Also, on closer inspection

more animated look of her

is

Her phrasing

to the words.

It,

an animated voice
appeared that the

it

made

it

down

into her

she held herself, the positions of her

shoulders and legs and the relative tension in the muscles of her body,

hadn't changed very

Paulus looked as

much from

if

Sarah's posture.

he wanted to

feel relieved,

but again he hid

it

quickly. "It's, uh, morning, actually," he said, in a conversational
tone.

"How

"I'm
"Just

and

He

are

you today?"

How are you?" The same
fine. Now
was just talking to

fine.

lilt

I

I'd like to talk to

to the words.

Sarah a few moments ago,

you about what happened June ninth of 1990."

glanced up at Hawley. "But before

we do

that, the judge has to

talk to you."

Hawley looked down at Franny. When she faced forward most of
what he could see of her was the top of her head, but she turned now
to face him.

Her expression was hard

perfectly placid, as

if

to catch, but

swearing in several people

something he did every day. "Franny," he

your right hand for me, please."

in

Hawley looked
one body were

said, "I'd like

you

to raise
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like

God"
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any other

Franny

part,

said, "Yes," they both lowered their hands, and she turned back to

Paulus.

"What did he say?"
"He said it felt good. And I knew what I was supposed to do when
he said that. I seen it on TV. People wiggling like that. And when a
person says

it

good. So

put

I

good, the other person

feels

my

arms around

is

his back,

supposed to say

and

I

said,

it

That

feels

feels

nice.'

"Did

it

feel

"No," she
that, aren't

An

nice?" Paulus asked.

said,

you?

sounding perplexed. "But you're supposed to say

It

was on TV."

important aspect of Freud's personal genius, and one with

ing import for the developing field of psychoanalysis,
to construct a clinically plausible

explained the

phenomena

and

was

last-

his ability

socially acceptable theory that

of adult dissociation and simultaneously

denied the reality of childhood sexual abuse. This, which Ross refers
to as Freud's unfortunate "metapsychological digression,"

was

the

theory of the Oedipus and Elektra complexes. Returning resolutely
to his point,
scribes

Ross

asserts that the Osiris

what happens

in the etiology of

Elektra complex can, and
if

it

complex more

MPD

does so with a

clearly de-

than the Oedipus or

minimum

of description;

economy of representation counts for anything, the Osiris complex

wins hands down. The trouble with the Osiris myth
frame, as Ross comments,

clinical

agent of the fragmentation of

is

self

that, "in

in a

modern

our culture, the original

does not always receive divine

retribution."

From

the point at

which Freud repudiated the seduction theory,

and continuing forward almost

to the present, psychoanalysts of

Freudian persuasion considered patients with dissociative disorders
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of traumatic origin to be suffering from unresolved unconscious

incestuous fantasies. This state of affairs has been treated at length

by feminist scholars

Rivera 1987, 1988; Sprengnether 1985;

(e.g.,

etc.).

We

are

still

ing the final

looking at traumatically produced

D

to indicate that the thing

is

MPD

a disorder

here,

still

us-

and nothing
is

MPD

so important to an examination of communication technology?

More

more. Just what

to the point,

is

is it,

then, that

there any

room

we

are looking at,

and why

for nontraumatic multiplicity in

any

of these clinical accounts? At one point Ross, for example, answers
this

question almost dismissively and with complete self-confidence:

"The term

[multiple personality] suggests that

it is

necessary to de-

bate whether one person can really have more than one personality,

put more extremely, whether there can really be more than one

or,

person in a single body.
here Ross misses

Of course

some of

the

there can't" (Ross 1986, 41).

most

crucial implications of his study.

Multiple personality (without the stigmatizing
that resonates throughout the accounts

both affirms and denies that

mode

And

in a

I

final

D)

is

a

mode

present here. Ross's research

complex way. He has

a clear

investment in affirming the reality of a clinical definition of multiplicity,

and

his

views concerning Freud's problems in coming to grips

with the probable etiology of clinical multiplicity (with the D) are
useful in studying the influence Freud has
analysis.

of

For reasons that

hand the

I

norms concerning

field

of psycho-

find not entirely clear, he dismisses out

idea that there can be

body. At that point he appears to
cultural

had on the

the

more than one person
fall

back on received

in a single

social

and

meaning of "person" and "body."

Like the surgeons at the Stanford Gender Dysphoria Project, of whom
I

have written elsewhere, 2 Ross

still

acts as a gatekeeper for

meaning

within a larger cultural frame, and in so doing his stakes and invest-

ments become

clearer.

In this context, the context of multiplicity
useful to consider the

work

and psychology,

it

is

of Sherry Turkic In her study "Construe-
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Self in Virtual Reality," presented

Third International Conference on Cyberspace, Turkle notes:

at the

The power of the

(virtual)

medium

as a material for the projection of aspects

of both conscious and unconscious aspects of the self suggests an analogy

between multiple-user domains (MUDs) and psychotherapeutic milieus.
are a context for constructions and reconstructions of identity; they
.

.

.

MUDs

are also a context for reflecting on old notions of identity itself. Through
contemporary psychoanalytic theory which stresses the decentered subject
and through the fragmented selves presented by patients (and most dramatically the increasing
ity)
is

numbers of patients who present with multiple personalin which any unitary notion of identity

psychology confronts the ways

What

the self

is

"avatars"?

What

when it functions as a society?
among its constituent "alters" or
Those burdened by post-traumatic dissociative syndrome (MPD)

problematic and illusory.

when

it

divides

is

suffer the question; inhabitants of

the self

labor

its

MUDs

play with

it.

In Turkle's context, the context of virtual systems, the question

that Ross dismisses as, to him, obviously false
selves inhabit a single

body

—

socioepistemic structures by

— namely, can multiple

It is

irrelevant because the

means of which

the meanings of the

is

irrelevant.

terms self and body are produced operate differently in virtual space.

Turkle not only perceives

and turns

how the

it

this difference acutely,

but seizes upon

into a psychotherapeutic tool. Moreover, Turkle

shows

uses of virtual space as an adjunct to therapy translate across

domains, beyond the virtual worlds and into the biological.
in this

it

context might be called the ultimate experiment

person with

—

What

plugging a

MPD into the MUDs — has yet to be performed. Thus we

have not yet observed one of

its

possibly hopeful outcomes: healing

trauma, but preserving multiplicity; or perhaps more pertinent, creating discursive space for a possibly transformative legitimization of

some forms of multiplicity. The answers
ously

— why

is

MPD so important to an examination of communica-

tion technology,
clinical

accounts

of virtuality.

to the questions posed previ-

and

—

is

there

in fine are

room

for nontraumatic multiplicity in

bound up with

The technosocial space of

ruptive ludic quality and

its

potential

the prosthetic character

virtual systems, with

for

its ir-

experimentation and

—
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emergence,
ers,

a

is

domain of nontraumatic

multiplicity.

myself included, are waiting to observe

nontraumatic multiplicity and

Turkle and oth-

how the dialogue between
new

accounts emerges in a

clinical

therapeutic context.

"Do you remember what you
"Most
there

of

it

was small

were many of us

shared the body.

"How
"He

body.

I

said

him about some of

did he react to your telling

didn't

we were many,
we were multiple, that we
him

recall telling

I

in the

told

I

talk.

was there?"

talked about while he
that

the others."

him about some of

the others?"

seem surprised."

Although everyone had

his or her

own

reason for being there, ob-

servers could not quite explain their fascination with the
scene.

I

make

tried to

a

few mental models, but the attempt didn't

work. The courtroom audience's behavior, though, was
away. Their attention was on the
sacred and the forbidden.

I

am

moment

its

own

give-

of rupture, conjoining the

certainly not the

first

to label this

moment

the

reality

ripped aside to reveal the nuts and bolts by which the struc-

ture

is

is

moment

courtroom

of interruption,

when

the seamless surface of

maintained. Sarah was a liminal creature, marked as represent-

ing something deeply desired

and deeply

feared. In the

same court

an ax murderer would attract a certain ghoulish attention, but nothing like the fascination

where one

we were

finds a circumstance

emotional energy coupled with the
such a focus, there
that the

The
lic
is

is

I

least

is

site

that

it

of a massive exercise of

It

clear

it is

enough

moment.

it is

commonly

represented,

power and of its aftermath,

of a marshaling of physical proof that identity
arises in crisis.

seemed

why

not unlike Foucault's descriptions of pub-

executions. 3 Multiple personality, as

the

most intense

understanding of

the place to dig, then

think,

the principle that

a focus of the

is

moment Franny appeared was

spectacle,

On

seeing here.

which

the site

— of whatever form

vividly demonstrates the connection

between the

violence of splitting off a string of identities to the violence of repre-
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court of law. In

order for the prosecution's strategy to work, the victim must manifest
a collection of identities each
as a legal subject. In our

one of which

view of

is

recognizable to the jury

we

this spectacle,

constituted in a particular position as viewers in the

Foucault describes the viewer's position

find ourselves

same way that

in his disquisition

on Velaz-

We are witnesses to an exercise of power, to a fixing in position

quez.

of a particular subjectivity. Having thus been

tesque

—

might

reflect

in this case, to the spectacle of the

drawn

to the gro-

maimed persona

— we

on how we got here and where we were going when

our attention was arrested.
First

is

the spectacle of violence at the margins, at the origins of

To make

subject construction.

to the universal, in the violence by

which the multiple subject

national identities have traditionally arisen

autonomy

physically at the site of

its

that as civilized beings
at

•

as

application.

we would

We are witnesses to a spectacle

when confronted with

subjectivity

to

We

fail

to

prehending our

trial

it.

site

laid bare

Instead

we

own

the identification

We miss the lesson of how we came
ab

origine, miss

com-

violent origin.

ends with Peterson's conviction.

This outcome

is

a

mixed

grill

for the various interests surrounding

While there are several points on which new law might have

been written, two in particular are interesting
Peterson

name

make

to be capable of being constructed as witnesses

trial.

is

—a

a particular narrative of passage, that of recog-

nizing the protagonist as oneself.

the

acknowledge

prefer not to

an aberration, as pathology, engendered by an unfortunate

encounter with a sick author(ity).

The

con-

— the consolidation of a

and consequently we cannot bring ourselves
it

is

an act of violence, temporally and

in

which the apparatus of production of

view

the local

syndrome we recognize the elements by which

stituted in the medical

sense of conscious

move from

the discredited

trial.

with mental

One

illness.

in

connection with the

concerns the conflation of multiple personality

Another concerns the

legal status of

each

member
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of a multiple personality. Both of these relate to issues of how cultural

meaning

is

constructed in relation to bodies and selves.

Ruth Reeve:, Sarah's downstairs neighbor, had no particular
vestment in

much of the debate.

and they're

ities],

met most of them

"I've

real," she said.

no

"It's

in-

[the personal-

different, really,

than

talking to a roomful of people."

"Do you think

she's sick

.

.

.

mentally

ill? I

mean, multiple personal-

."

ity as a disease

.

.

"Well, her personalities mostly just seem to
like

live their lives. It's

not

one of them's a murderer or goes around busting up the furniture.

Some

of them aren't healthy for her, though.

her, so she doesn't

have to do things

like eat

I

hope therapy can help

crayons or burn herself.

—
But " She looked thoughtful for a moment, searching for words.
"You know,"

she said, "if the therapy turns out to be effective I'm

going to miss the personalities. They're a wonderful bunch of folks."

The
is

The law

verdict upholds existing Wisconsin law.

a crime to have sex with a mentally

ill

who

person

states that

is

it

so severely

impaired that he or she cannot appreciate the consequences of the
behavior, and
trial

if

the other person

made no attempt

mental

knows

of the

to separate the issue of

illness, the verdict reinforces

who

from

issues of

outcome seems natural

great majority of mental health professionals

few,

MPD

Because the

the general conflation of multiple

personality with mental illness. This

A

illness.

to the

who viewed the trial.
MPD, are

perceived the opportunity to "decriminalize"

disappointed.

Multiple personality covers a broad range of phenomena, which
includes within

its

spectrum such things as

personality disorder

among

is

other things, blackouts. That

at a time,

and

if

there

spirit possession.

is

a

is,

only one personality

dominant personality

gaps during the time the other personalities are out.
in

Multiple

the official term for a condition that includes,

it

suffers

is

out

memory

"You find clothes

your closets that you have no memory of having bought, and worse
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they aren't the cut or color you would ever think of buying,"

one multiple

says.

"You

summonses about

get court

you didn't commit, you wake up

in the

burns and bruises and you have no idea
In general the

dominant personality

these occurrences.

coping

in the

The dominant

world, and

it

is

morning and

find

you have

how or where you got them."

is

frightened and troubled by

personality

this

traffic violations

may

also have difficulty

maladjustment, or the fear and

disorientation caused by the blackouts, that generally brings the per-

son into the doctor's

office.

At the other end of the spectrum are persons who also consider
themselves multiples but do not suffer blackouts and claim to retain

awareness of what the
out.

alter personalities are

These persons find themselves

doing when they are

in a difficult situation. If they as-

sert their multiplicity, they fear being pathologized, so they tend to
live

"in the closet," like other marginalized groups.

They

live largely

clandestine existences, holding regular day jobs and occasionally socializing

with other multiples of similar type. They worry about being

discovered and being forced to quit their jobs, or about being declared disabled or mentally incompetent.

They have no common

liter-

ature that unites them; the multiple equivalent of Radclyffe Hall's

Well of Loneliness has yet to be written. Their accustomed

mode

of existence, sharing a single body with several quasi-independent
personalities,

is

emblematic of a

the world of virtual systems.

fair

percentage of everyday

life in

In Novel Conditions:

The Cross-Dressing

Psychiatrist

Underlying the story of multiplicity and continuity as

Oshkosh

is

this tangle

tions

is

a tangle of multiply nested assumptions.

that subjectivity

— that

which

body

that

Another

politic.
is.

Let

me

tell

is

you

a

which,

by virtue of possessing

their existence

we know

boundary

means of anchoring one corner of
which

is

warranted

have begun to notice,

is

here. In the course of this essay a

in the

unproblematically what

story, a tale of the nets, as a

the system of discourse within

this discussion operates. It is also a fable of loss of
I

in

thread of

invariably constituted in relation to a phys-

is

social beings, people, exist

biological bodies through

"body"

unfolded

that one of our Western industrialized cultural assump-

is

ical substrate

it

One

the tenor of

number

innocence

more than one

story

of chapters partake of the

loss-of-innocence motif ... in retrospect, a surprising number. People

who

still

believe that

I

have some sort of rosy vision of the future of

virtual systems are advised to reread a

few of the origin myths

sent in these pages. Herewith, another.

I

pre-

1

This one begins in 1982, on the CompuServe conference system.

CompuServe

is

owned by Reader's

Digest and Ziff-Davis.

Compu-

Serve began in 1980 as a generalized information service, offering

such things as plane reservations, weather reports, and the "Electronic

Shopping Mall," which

is

simply

lists

of retail items that can

be purchased through CompuServe and ordered on-line.

It

was one

of perhaps three major information services that started up within a

year or so of each other.

The others were The Source, Prodigy, and
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America Online.

All of these

were early attempts by businesses to

capture some of the potential market formed by consumers with computers and

modems, an attempt

had not previously
this

existed.

market was or where

to generate business of a kind that

None

it

reports in the Wall Street Journal,

That

was along

computers would be media

is,

visually, like

knew what

of the on-line services

but their thinking, as evidenced by

lay,

the lines of television.

which goods could be sold

in

a shopping service. Prodigy implemented

this

theory by

having banners advertising products running along the bottom of the

go on

screen, while permitting conferencing to
area.

in the

The companies who financed The Source seem

was

that unrestricted conversation

cause

it

was never permitted

and The Source saw

their

tracted audiences in the

to occur within the system.

to

Both Prodigy

goods. They

selling

same way that broadcasters

to be delivered to manufacturers in the

meant

to have believed

American Way, be-

against the

primary mission as

main screen

at-

product

did, as a

form of demographic groups

watch commercials. The Source went quietly bankrupt

in

1986. Prodigy, by virtue of having permitted on-line conferencing,

weathered the storms of the shakeout days
that whatever on-line services were

good

in

for,

which
it

it

became

was not

clear

to deliver

audiences to manufacturers. CompuServe, however, found out quite
early that the thing users found

encing and chat

put

it,

—

that

most

interesting

was

on-line confer-

connectivity. Or, as an industry observer

is,

"People are willing to pay

money

just to connect. Just for the

opportunity to communicate." America Online never saw

itself as

medium

in various

for selling

goods and concentrated on connectivity

a

forms from the beginning.

Most

now offer what
where many people

on-line conferences

which are

virtual places

are called chat lines,

can interact simulta-

neously in real time. In the Internet world there are

many such places
known as

with quite elaborately worked out geographies; these are
multiple-user thisses-and-thats. 2

dants of

real-life things called

The

first

of these were direct descen-

role-playing games, or

RPGs.

Role-playing games were developed within a rather small

commu-
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whose members shared

nity

members of

medieval

which

style,

full regalia as

well as medieval banquets

to say, 16-course meals of staggering rich-

is

Once one has attended such

ness.

SCA, one of

The SCA sponsors

the driving forces behind the Renaissance Faires.

in

most were

certain social traits. First,

the Society for Creative Anachronism, or

medieval tournaments with

a banquet, the shorter

much more

people in the Middle Ages becomes

life

span of

understandable.

Participants are extremely dedicated to the principles of the

one of which

is

In California,

where many

is

that tournaments go

on

SCA,

as scheduled, rain or shine.

SCA members live, this can

be risky. There

something not exactly bracing about watching two grown men

full

armor trying

whack each

to

other with

thrashing and wallowing through ankle-deep

During

phase of

this

my

research

I

in

wooden swords while

mud and

pouring

got a glimpse of what

rain.

must be

it

be trained as a traditional anthropologist, and finally to be sent

like to

to
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some godforsaken

island

where one thrashes out one's fieldwork

a soggy sleeping bag while being

wracked by disabling

parasites

in

and

continuous dysentery.
Second,

many

of the people

themselves part of what

And third,
pate in
also

is

who

belong to the

events and

also consider

sometimes called the neopagan movement.

particularly in California,

SCA

SCA

who

many of the people who partici-

belong to the neopagan movement are

computer programmers.

Originally

RPGs seemed

their fantasy roles

also a

good deal

to be a

way

for

SCA members

to continue

between tournaments. Role-playing games are
less

expensive and more energy efficient than

tournaments. They have tremendous grab for their participants,
are open-ended,

RPG

participants have kept a

monthly

players' imaginations.

good game going

for several days at a time to play the

and defecating
appeal than

when

and improve with the

roles

in role.

reality.

were

simpler, magic

for years, meeting

game, eating, sleeping,

For some, the game has considerably more

They express an unalloyed

nostalgia for a time

clearly defined, folks lived closer to nature,

was

Some

afoot,

and adventure was

still

possible.

life

They

was
are
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aware, to a certain extent, that their Arthurian vision of the Middle

Ages

thoroughly bogus, but they have no intention of allowing

is

reality to

The

temper

RPG was published as a

first

tions in

their enthusiasm.

1972 and was
It

was an extension,

D&D,

it

quickly became

as

the Austin

game

into a textual world.

a set of rules invented by

designer Steve Jackson called the Generic Universal

Role Playing System, or

A

SCA

really, of

known, used

GURPS,

voluminous books containing

and powers.

enough, Dungeons and

called, appropriately

Dragons.

and character descrip-

set of rules

designated

and

for constructing characters,

of character attributes, weapons,

lists

Dungeon Master

acted as arbiter of dis-

putes and prognosticator of events and had considerable effect on

Dungeon Masters,

the progress of the game; creative

like

good

tops,

were hard to find and, once discovered, were highly prized.

The

first

120- and 300-baud

modems became

available in the mid-

1970s, and virtually the instant that they became available, the pro-

grammers among the
the

game

D&D community began to develop versions of

that could be played on-line.

on small personal computers
IPs).

The

(the very first

first

on-line systems ran

were developed

for

Apple

Because of the problems of writing multitasking operating sys-

tems, which allow several people to log in on-line at once, the

systems were time-aliased; that
at\a time, so
first

is,

first

only one person could be on-line

simultaneous real-time interaction was impossible. The

of these to achieve a kind of success

the elements that are

still

was

a

program

in

northern

The program contained most of

California called Mines of Moria.

ubiquitous in on-line

RPG systems:

Quests,

Fearsome Monsters, Treasure, Wizards, Twisty Mazes, Vast Castles,
and, because the systems were written by young heterosexual males,
the occasional

Damsel

As the Internet came
incarnation as
systems.

in Distress.

into being

ARPANET, more

3

from

its

earlier

and more

cloistered

people had access to multitasking

ARPANET had been built around multitasking systems
Laboratories' UNIX and had packet-switching protocols

The

such as Bell

built in; these

enabled multiple users to log in from widely sepa-
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1980s and were named,

Multiple-User Dungeons or
military career persons
large systems
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first
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MUDs. When

who

and

oversaw the operation of the

actually

MUDs

began to notice the

after their origins,

the staid academics

in the

mid-1980s, they took

offense at such cavalier misuse of their equipment.

The

MUDs

of renaming their

then tried the bald public-relations

systems Multiple-User

Domains

in

move

writers of the

an effort to distance themselves

from the offensive odor of play that accompanied the word dungeon.
The system administrators were unimpressed by this move. Later
multiple-user social environments
tiple-User Social Environment),

came

to be called

MUSHes

MUSEs

(for

Mul-

(for Multiple-User Social

MUCKs, and MOOs (MUD Object-Oriented). Of these, all
somewhat similar except for the MOO, which uses a different and
much more flexible method of creating objects within the simulation.
Host),
are

Unlike
the

MUDs,

MOO

objects

and

attributes in a

crashes, everything

is

still

MOO are persistent; when

in place

when

it

comes back

up. This property has importance for large systems such as Fujitsu's

Habitat and smaller ones that contain
as the

MIT Media

Lab's

MediaMOO

many complex

objects, such

and the U.Texas ACTLab's

PointMOOt.
The multiple-user

social

environments written for the

large, cor-

porate-owned, for-pay systems betray none of their origins
culture.

They do not contain

objects,

in low-

nor can objects be constructed

within them. They are thoroughly sanitized, consisting merely of bare
spaces within which interactions can take place. They are the Motel

6 of virtual systems. Such an environment

puServe.

York

It

is

was on CompuServe, some time

psychiatrist

the

CB chat line on Com-

early in 1982, that a

named Sanford Lewin opened an

New

account.

In the conversation channels, particularly the real-time chat confer-

ences such as CB,
dle," that

it is

customary to choose an on-line name, or "han-

may have no

CompuServe does not
virtual conversations

relationship to one's "real" name,

reveal.

4

which

Frequently, however, participants in

choose handles that express some part of their
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personalities, real or imagined. Lewin, with his profession in

mind,

chose the handle "Doctor."

does not appear to have dawned on him that the term was

It

gender-neutral until a day not long after he

been involved

first

signed on.

He had

chat in public virtual space, had started

in a general

an interesting conversation with a woman, and they had decided to

drop into private mode for a few minutes. In private mode two people

who

have chosen to converse can only "hear" each other, and the
people in the vicinity cannot "hear" them. The private

rest of the

conversation was actually under
realized

it

was profoundly

Somehow

in before.

his

whom

to

psychiatrist.

most personal conversations with

thing missing,

some

few minutes before Lewin

for a

from any conversation he'd been

different

woman

the

woman

taken him for a

way

he was talking had mis-

He had
women

essential connection.

why, because the conversation he was

there

felt

that even in

was always some-

Suddenly he understood

now

more open than anything he'd experienced.

always

having was deeper and

"I

was stunned," he

I hadn't known that women
among themselves that way. There was so much more vulneraso much more depth and complexity. And then I thought to

"at the conversational mode.

later,

talked
bility,

them

myself, Here's a terrific opportunity to help people, by catching

when

their

normal defenses are down and they're more able to hear

what they need

to hear."

Lewin reasoned, or claimed
willing to

let

down

to have reasoned, that

their conversational barriers

in the chat system, then as a psychiatrist he

to

said

if

with

women were
other women

could use the chat system

do good. The obvious strategy of continuing

to use the gender-

neutral "Doctor" handle didn't seem like the right approach.

It

ap-

pears that he became deeply intrigued with the idea of interacting

with

women

masquerade.

as a

woman,

He wanted

tent that he could feel

and

essential

way.

what

And

becoming an on-line

rather than using a female persona as a

to

become
it

was

a female persona to such an ex-

like to

be a

woman

in

at this point his idea of helping

woman

some deep

women

psychiatrist took a different turn.

by
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second account with CompuServe under the name

Graham. He spent considerable time working out Julie's persona. He needed someone who would be fully functioning on-line,
5

Julie

but largely unavailable off-line in order to keep her real identity
cret.

For the most part, he developed an elaborate and complex

tory for Julie, but creating imaginary personae

se-

his-

was not something

with which he had extensive experience. So there were a few minor
inconsistencies in Julie's history

from time to time; and

it

was

these

that provided the initial clues that eventually tipped off a few people

on the net that something was wrong. As
major problems didn't

arise

turned out, though, Julie's

from the inconsistencies

but rather from the consistencies

had developed

it

in her history,

— from the picture-book

life

Lewin

for her.

Julie first signed

on

in

1982. She described herself as a

neuropsychologist who, within the

last

New York

few years, had been involved

automobile accident caused by a drunken driver. Her

in a serious

boyfriend had been killed, and she had suffered severe neurological

damage

to her

head and spine,

controls speech. She
face

had been severely

was unable
anyone

in particular to Broca's area,

was now mute and

which

paraplegic. In addition, her

disfigured, to the extent that plastic surgery

to restore her appearance. Consequently she never

in person.

drawing from

life,

saw

She had become a recluse, embittered, slowly with-

and seriously planning

her a small computer and

modem and

suicide,

when

a friend gave

she discovered CompuServe.

After being tentatively on-line for a while, her personality began
to flourish. She

how

began to talk about

interacting with other

women

how

her

in the net

life

was changing, and

was helping her recon-

sider her situation. She stopped thinking of suicide

ning her

life.

Although she

lived alone

and began plan-

and currently held no

job, she

had a small income from an inheritance; her family had made
tune

in a mercantile business, so at least she

level of physical

was assured of

comfort. She was an atheist,

who

a for-

a certain

enjoyed attacking

organized religion; smoked dope, and was occasionally quite stoned
on-line late at night;

and was bisexual, from time

to time

coming on
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she talked. In fact, as time went

on, she became flamboyantly sexual. Eventually she

many of her friends
Some time during
pseudonym,
least

on the

that she

to engage in net sex with her.

period Julie changed her handle, or sign-on

this

as a celebration of her return to
net.

was encouraging

She

still

an active social

known

parties at

which those who

lived

geographic proximity would gather to exchange a few

mode, and

socialities in biological

Instead she

inability to

only by her on-line persona. People

on the chat system held occasional
in reasonable

at

maintained her personal privacy, insisting

was too ashamed of her disfigurements and her

vocalize, preferring to be

life,

Julie assiduously

avoided these.
further.

Her

women's discussion group on CompuServe. She

also

ramped up her

social profile

on the net even

standard greeting was a huge, expansive "HI!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Julie started a

had long

talks with

extremely helpful to

women
many

outside the group, and her advice

of them.

Over the course of time

was

several

women

confided to her that they were depressed and thinking about

suicide,

and she shared her own thoughts about her brush with

cide

and helped them

also helped several

older

woman

to

move on

women

to

more

sui-

life-affirming attitudes. She

with drug and chemical dependencies.

An

confided her desire to return to college and her fear of

being rejected; Julie encouraged her to go through with the application process.

Once

the

woman was

accepted, Julie advised her on the

writing of several papers (including one on
acted as wise counsel and supportive

She also took

it

upon

system, in particular

MPD) and

in general

sister.

herself to ferret out pretenders in the chat

men who masqueraded

as

women. As Van

Gelder pointed out in her study of the incident, Julie was not shy

about warning

ing,

women about the

dangers of letting one's guard

"Remember to be careful," Van Gelder quotes
"Things may not be as they seem." 6

on the

net.

There

is

a subtext here,

calling the on-line persona.

which has to do with what

Of

course

we

all

I

down

her as say-

have been

change personae

all

the

In
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time, to suit the social occasion, although with on-line personae the
act

is

more purposeful. Nevertheless,

which we

have been raised

is

the societal imperative with

that there

is

one primary persona, or

"true identity," and that in the off-line world

persona

this

is

— the "real world"—

firmly attached to a single physical body, by

our existence as a social being

is

which

authorized and in which

is

it

grounded. The origin of this "correct" relationship between body and
persona seems to have been contemporaneous with the Enlightenment, the same cultural
call the

moment

that gave birth to

sovereign subject. True, there

is

what we

like to

no shortage of examples ex-

tending far back in time of a sense of something in the body other

than just meat. Usually
similar manifestation

this

has to do with an impalpable soul or a

— some agency that

consciousness, and that normally

only after death. For

many people,

may

carries

the seat of

it

be decoupled from the body

though, the soul or some impalpa-

ble avatar routinely journeys free of the body,

routinely expended in

with

managing

and

a certain

amount

of energy

is

Partly the

Western idea that the body and the subject are inseparable

is

a

worthy exercise

in

wish fulfillment

the results of

— an attempt

travels.

its

to explain

why

ego-centered subjectivity terminates with the substrate and to enforce
the termination. Recently

we

find in science fiction quite a

of attempts to refigure this relationship, notably in the
thors like

John Varley, who has made

phenomenologies of the

Julie

worked

self (e.g.,

off her fury at

number

work

of au-

serious tries at constructing

Varley 1986).

drunk drivers by volunteering

to ride

along in police patrol cars. Because of her experience at neuropsychology, she was able to spot erratic driving very quickly, and by her
paralysis she could offer herself as a horrible

example of the conse-

quences. During one of these forays she met a young cop

Her

disability

and disfigured

face bothered

him not

named John.
a whit,

and

they had a whirlwind romance. Shortly he proposed to her. After
Julie
life

won

his

mother over

away by marrying

(she

had told him "he was throwing

a cripple"), they

were married

in a

his

joyous

—
74
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ceremony. Rather than having a
tion on-line, toasting

live reception,

they held the recep-

and being toasted by friends from remote

sites

around the country. They announced that they intended to honey-

moon

Greek

in the

gan showing up

ferences

States,

there were problems, but

and shortly

on the conference

to exotic places.

circuit

While they were on

frequently out

Europe

safari,

on stakeouts

as

Her new popu-

allowed them to take frequent
if

there

was

trips

a place her

When

wheelchair couldn't reach, he simply carried her.

home he was

in

John was the quintessential

caring husband, watching out for her, nurturing her.
larity

be-

began to bloom. She began attending con-

and giving papers around the

Of course

from Greece

real postcards

mailboxes.

in their friends'

Julie's professional life

well.

and soon

islands,

they were

which gave

in the evenings,

her lots of time to engage with her on-line friends. Occasionally he

would take over

the keyboard

and

talk to her friends

on the chat

system.
Julie

began talking about becoming a college teacher. She

felt

that

she could overcome her handicap by using a computer in the class-

room. This would be hooked to
students.

7

a large screen to "talk" with her

Throughout the planning of her new career, John was thor-

oughly supportive and caring. 8
It

to

was some time during

become

suspicious. She

this

period that Julie's friends

was always

off at conferences,

first

began

where pre-

sumably she met face to face with colleagues. And she and John spent
a lot of time

on exotic vacations, where she must

face to face.

It

also be seeing people

seemed that the only people who never got to

her were her on-line friends.

With them she maintained

a firm

see

and

many contrawho pegged her

unyielding invisibility. There were beginning to be too
dictions.
first.

But

it

was

the other disabled

They knew the

of being disabled.

real difficulties

Not

— personal and interpersonal

"differently abled," that wonderful term, but

rather the brutal reality of the
friends

women on-line

way most

people

— including some

— related to them. In particular they knew the exquisite prob-

lems of negotiating friendships, not to mention love relationships,
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with the "normally" abled. In that context,

in close quarters

relationship with the unfailingly caring

John was
Still,

nobody had

woman,

romantic

John was simply impossible.

yet pegged Julie as other than a disabled

but also

on-line thought that she

felt

that she

and about her frequent

life

argument they had to deal with the

some of those

of

Julie's

a Stepford husband.

The other disabled women
disabled
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trips

—

lying

from Greece
year,

a

about her

But against that

reality that they

real postcards

was probably

was probably
trips.

and John had gone back to Greece next

woman.

line of

had hard evidence

— and

in fact Julie

accompanied by an-

other flurry of postcards.

Julie,

desire

John, Joan

— they are

all

wonderful examples of the war of

and technology. Their complex

virtual identities are real

and

productive interventions into our cultural belief that the unmarked
social unit, besides being white

and male,

body. Multiple personality "disorder"

As

I

tried to

make

clear in "Identity in

is

is

a single self in a single

another such intervention.

Oshkosh,"

MPD

considered to be pathological, the result of trauma. But
to the construction

and management of pathology

is

generally

we can look

for the circum-

stances that constitute and authorize the unmarked, so that

take the pathologization of

we may

MPD and in general the management and

control of any manifestations of body-self, other than the one

one

self

norm, to be useful tools

cal subject so

we can

see

interventions to be made,

elsewheres

—

what makes them work. There
and here we interrogate

in this case, virtual space, the

Julie's friends

turns her

life

events were

weren't the only ones

was taking and

was experiencing.

In fact,

few Harawayan

— for information. Of

course, the virtual environment of the chat lines

when such

a

is

just the beginning,

still

who were

singular.

nervous over the

the tremendous personal

Lewin was

are other

phantasmic "structure"

within which real social interactions take place

a look at a single event

body-

to take apart discourses of the politi-

growth she

getting nervous too. Apparently
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he'd never expected the impersonation to succeed so dramatically.

He thought he'd make a few contacts on-line, and maybe offer helpful
advice to some women. What had happened instead was that he'd
found himself deeply engaged in developing a whole new part of himself that he'd never known existed. His responses had long since
ceased to be a masquerade; with the help of the on-line mode and a
amount of textual prosthetics, he was

certain

in the process of

becom-

ing Julie. She no longer simply carried out his wishes at the keyboard;

own emergent personality,
Not that he was losing his own

own

she had her

her

tions.

identity, but

ideas, her

own

direc-

he was certainly

developing a parallel one, one of considerable puissance. Jekyll and
Julie.

As her friendships deepened and simultaneously the imposture

began to unravel, Lewin began to

the enormity of his

realize

deception.

And

the simplicity of the solution.

Julie

had

And

so events ground inexorably onward.

seriously

to die.

ill.

With John's

help, she

signed on to her account to

what was happening:
she had

little

Julie

resistance,

tell

was rushed

The

result

horrific.

sions of shock, sorrow,

became

to the hospital.

had been struck by an exotic bug

and

up her demise

was

Julie

John

her on-line friends and to explain

in her

weakened

For a few days she hovered between
ered, setting

One day

life

state

it

was

to

which

killing her.

and death, while Lewin hov-

in a plausible fashion.

Lewin, as John, was deluged with expres-

and

caring. People offered medical advice,

Some people
became jammed. So many

offered financial assistance, sent cards, sent flowers.

went into out-and-out panic. The chat
people got seriously upset, in

Lewin backed down. He

He

couldn't stand to engineer

couldn't stand to go through with

her death. Julie recovered and

The

relief

lines

fact, that
it.

came home.

on the net was enormous. Joyous messages were ex-

changed. Julie and John were overwhelmed with caring from their
friends. In fact,

sometime during the great outpouring of sympathy

and concern, while Julie was

at death's door,

one of her friends man-
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aged to find out the name of the hospital where she was supposed
to be staying. He called, to see if he could help out, and was told

was no one

there

Lewin was

He

to solve.

registered by that

still

name. Another thread unraveled.

stuck with the problem that he hadn't had the guts

decided to try another tack, one that might work even

better

from

his point of view. Shortly, Julie

to her

new

friend,

Sanford Lewin, a

enormously gracious about
tell it,

Lewin was the

it, if

began to introduce people

New York

She was

psychiatrist.

not downright pushy.

To

hear her

greatest thing to hit a net since Star-Kist Tuna.

She told them Lewin was absolutely wonderful, charming, graceful,
intelligent,

and eminently worthy of their most affectionate

Thus introduced, Lewin then began
lie's

trying to

make

attention.

friends with Ju-

friends himself.

He

couldn't do

it.

Sanford simply didn't have the personality to make friends easily

Where

on-line.

dued and

Julie

shy. Julie

was freewheeling and
was

how

shall

and he
days.

we

was

a devout conservative Jew. Julie

occasionally got a bit drunk on-line; Sanford was,

say, drug-free

—

in fact,

restricted his drinking to a

And

he was frightened of drugs

little

to complete the insult, Julie

on-line, while

was sub-

a confirmed atheist, an articulate firebrand

of rationality, while Sanford

smoked dope and

jazzy, Sanford

when

it

came

Manischewitz on high holy

had

fantastic luck with sex

to erotics Sanford

was

a hopeless klutz

who didn't know a vagina from a virginal. In short, Sanford's Sanford
persona was being defeated by

What do you do when
ter

his Julie persona.

your imaginary playmate makes friends bet-

than you do?

With Herculean

efforts

Lewin had succeeded

in striking

a beginning friendship with a few of Julie's friends

persona began to come

up

when

the Julie

seriously unraveled. First the disabled

began to wonder aloud, then Lewin took the

whom

to a few

more women with

Once he

started the process,

word

he
of

felt

at least

women

risk of revealing himself

he had built a friendship.

what was happening spread

rapidly through the net. But just as building Julie's original persona
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had taken some

time, the actual dismantling of

it

took several

months, as more clearly voiced suspicions gradually turned to factual
information and the information was passed around the conferences,
repeated, discussed, and picked over. Shortly the process reached a
critical level

where

became

it

self-supporting. In spite of the inescap-

able reality of the deception, though, or rather in spite of the inescap-

Graham,

able unreality of Julie

there

was

and

a kind of temporal

emotional mass in motion that, Newton-like, tended to remain in
motion. Even as
the

myth of

it

Julie

slowly disintegrated like one of the walking dead,

tended to

still

roll

ponderously ahead on

shedding shocked clots of ex-Julie fans as

though spread out over time, was

it

its

ran down. The

like a series of

own,

effect,

bombing

raids inter-

many

of those in

spersed throughout a ground war.

Perhaps to everyone's surprise, the emotion that
the chat system

cumstances

felt

most deeply was mourning. Because of the

which

in

it

occurred, Julie's unmasking as a construct, a

man, had been worse than

cross-dressing

cused instant of pain and
ported

and to

cir-

loss.

a death. There

was no

fo-

There was no funeral, no socially sup-

way to lay the Julie persona to rest, to release one's emotions
move on. The help Julie had given people in that very regard

seemed inappropriate

in the circumstance.

Whatever

else Julie

was

or wasn't, she had been a good friend and a staunch supporter to

many

people in need, giving unstintingly of her time and virtual en-

ergy wherever

it

was

required.

Her

to see the bright side of difficulties

women, over

fine sense of

charm and charisma should have rubbed
And, quite understandably, some of the

lives.

felt

tion which, in her opinion,

was tantamount

raped," she said, "I

if

good

things Julie did

women formed
and

violation,

.

.

.

my

were

At

least

some of her

on Lewin. But

off

women

with forgiveness. At least one said that she

as

ability

had helped many people, mostly

very difficult places in their

felt

humor and

it

didn't.

did not bounce back

a deep emotional viola-

to sexual assault. "I felt

deepest secrets were violated. The

all

done by deception." Some of the

a support group to talk about their sense of betrayal

which they referred to wryly

as "Julie-anon."
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relationship of the Julie incident to Peterson's rape of Sarah's

Franny persona
is

The Cross-Dressing

in

Oshkosh

is

remarkable for

no mention of pathology with Lewin's

was

the issue of rape

committed

it.

explicitly raised

its

resonances. There

Julie persona, even

though

and one of Lewin's personae

Conversely, in Sarah's case issues of pathology are the

deciding factors, working both in her favor (Peterson was convicted

because Sarah was judged mentally incompetent because of her multiple personalities)

on Sarah's
tem of

and against her

justice, the

in

American

sys-

question of pathology was never raised in connec-

tion with Peterson,

an issue

(the decision implicitly places limits

social agency). Significantly, in terms of the

who committed

a physical act of rape, but

was

regard to his victim and was used in a kind of reverse and

problematic spin to convict him. The issue of warranting was clear

(Malcolm Ashmore's "furniture" argument ... the

in Sarah's case

judge and jury accepted the evidence of their eyes, they could see

Sarah relinquish the host body to the Franny persona), but
tion in Julie's case enabled the rape (the

occulta-

its

narrow-bandwidth mode of

the nets interfered with the chat participants' warranting Julie to

Lewin, so that even when they became suspicious they had to

back on nonphysical cues that

more

tricky.

The judge and

failed them).

jury

had

The

fall

issue of presence

a single physical

body

is

to look

at, but they clearly experienced the presence of several persons within

that frame.

The wide-bandwidth mode of physicality permitted them

to warrant those personae to a specific physical individual, the politically apprehensible citizen. In Julie's case the technosocial

virtual systems

mode

is

in full operation. Because of the limited

mode

of the net, both of Lewin's personae had equal presence

sufficient presence that participants in the chat conferences
difficulty in distinguishing

distinctions

between them and

— but

had no

making sophisticated

regarding possible friendships and mutual interests.

There was no

politically apprehensible citizen, but there

tainly socially legible personae.

The

in

of

bandwidth

Julie incident

quarterbacking

produced

among

were

cer-

9

a large

amount of Monday morning

the habitues of CompuServe's chat system. In
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women

retrospect, several

the

bounds of good sense

felt

that Julie's helpfulness

had exceeded

— that what she had actually fostered was

dependency. Others focused on her maneuvers for net sex, which

sometimes amounted to heavy come-ons even with old
haps most

telling

was

among Julie's
disability. One said,

the rethinking,

of their attitudes toward Julie's

friends. Per-

closest friends,

"In retrospect,

we went out of our way to believe her. We wanted to give her all the
support we could, because of what she was trying to do. So everybody
was bending over backward

to extend praise

We were all so supportive when she got mar-

to this disabled person.

and when she was making

ried

fact there

was

and support and caring

all

the speaking engagements ... in

a lot of patronizing going

on

that

we

didn't recognize

at the time."

He

Sanford Lewin retained his CompuServe account.

low

profile

on the

ently low-key.

to

become

not least because the Sanford persona

net,

Many

has a

of Julie's friends

made

at least a

them. Several of the

token attempt

Not too many succeeded, because, ac-^
simply wasn't that much in common between

women who were

friends of Julie have

acquaintances of Lewin, and a few have become friends.
"I've been trying to forget

through properly

about the

in the first place,

Julie thing.

there's

in

I

my

sympathized with the

rules

and

do not

said,
it

women took risks
or Sanford, man or
all

along.

really like."

who

study population, the people

programs by means of which the nets

it

One

didn't think

an inner person that must have been there

That's the person

The hackers

We

become

and many of the

that they shouldn't have. But whether he's Julie

stood that

inher-

friends with him.

cording to them, there

woman,

is

fairly

women whom

exist, just

Julie

wrote the

smiled tiredly.

had taken

in,

A

few

and under-

takes time to realize, through experience, that social

necessarily

virtual worlds.

But

map
all

across the interface between the physical

of

them had understood from

the begin-

ning that the nets presaged radical changes in social conventions,

some of which would go unnoticed. That
disabled

woman who

is

is,

until

an event

like a

— not

a true

revealed to be "only" a persona
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name

at all

— along with the violated confidences that

resulted

HI

from

the different senses in which various actors understood the term person,

all

acted together to push these changes to the foreground.

Some

of these engineers,in fact, wrote software for the Utopian possibilities
it

offered.

Young enough in the first days of the

and adjust

net to react

quickly, they had long ago taken for granted that

many

of the pre-

net assumptions about the nature of identity had quietly vanished.

Even though they

easily

understood and assimilated conflictual

tions such as virtual persona as

mask

for

an underlying

situa-

identity,

few

had yet thought very deeply about what underlay the underlying idenan old joke about a

woman

tity.

There

who

said that she understood quite clearly

is

ing in space;

it

actually rested

at a lecture

what kept

on the back of

on cosmology

the earth hang-

a giant turtle.

asked what the turtle was standing on, she replied that the
standing on the back of yet another
can't confuse me,
Is it

personae

young man;

all

the

it's

and added

turtles all the

way down?

Say amen, somebody.

turtle,

When

turtle

tartly,

way down."

was

"You
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Having been

a technical

and

scientific writer (or

author of fantasy and science

between science and

fiction,

fiction are fluid.

that the boundaries

The most troubling

precisely those that are difficult to analyze
in the

weenie) as well as an

am aware

I

—

stories are

stories that are situated

boundaries between categories and that must be analyzed

multiple

ways before

their

meanings can be understood. In the

in
lis-

tener they frequently produce a sense of unease, a feeling that the

way

things are might shift unexpectedly or slip away.

I

find that fre-

quently these are the most interesting stories, because their shapeshifting qualities

make them powerful

Different beings

tell

these

boundary

agents of transformation.
stories.

Some

are people (as

we provisionally understand the term). Some are more or less anonymous collective agencies like governments, departments, and bureaus, where an individual's name on the story is usually a polite
formality.

out of thin

Some
air.

stories

seem to be

There are other beings that

that are harder to describe.

tend to see them as people
collectivities.

to

make

self

tell

they materialized

if

stories as well, entities

However they may be

like ourselves.

constituted,

We put faces

"The IRS screwed me." Such seemingly

show our deep
usually our

just there, as

proclivity,

own

self that

our deep need, to make

we remake

our definitions of a "person."

1

.

.

.

light

self in the

remarks

world

continually, but also the need

out of any collection of attributes that

recognize as possessing agency

we

on enormous

that

is,

we

think

we can

that resembles or acts like
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As

our bodies, and our
is

them and

telling

our

by which we produce our communities,

listen to the stories

I

own

selves,

my stakes

are high in understanding

what reason. The way each of us experiences

for

sen:es of ourselves often seems like a universal constant,

unchanged across space and time. That there
of us

is

an "I" within each

unproblematic, a given. Yet other things about ourselves that

is

given and immutable have proven to be quite plastic

we thought of as

and malleable. Take,
ticians

who

ways

for example, the

in

which feminist theore-

took the "fact" of sex apart into some of

its

components and

demonstrated a multiplicity of distinctions between the concepts of
sex and gender.

working

theoreticians

developed
to

make

Making gender

new

was

visible

tools for changing the

a deeper,

partially possible because

and feminist

studies

ways we had learned

to see,

in such areas as cultural

more

fine-grained seeing possible.

The

just-so char-

— the very quotidian and homely character
— helped conceal the operations of networks of

acter of stories of gender

of their invisibility

power and

and

the flow of their energies,

in a similar

way the homely,

given character of bodies and selves conceals networks, pervasive and

powerful in their
nities they form

own ways.

Stories of

make up much

bodies and selves not because

keep them separate

it

in

may

such a
never

self

and the commulives.

are children of Descartes,
else,

feminist

I

say

and must

and

cultural

have begun to dislodge that grounding

way that, with

fall

we

body and

groundwork of our

— more than anything

theorists, as well as others,

myth

of the

luck and support from fellow travelers,

back quite into place

between our bodies and our

selves

is

— but because the coupling

a powerfully contested site,

densely structured, at which governments, industries, scientists, technologists, religious fanatics, religious moderates,

and scholars

fight for the rigL' to speech, for a

ground, and not incidentally for
structures by

tin

media

practitioners,

profoundly moral high

right to control the epistemic

which bodies mean.

Our commonsense

notions of community and of the bodies from

which communities are formed take
that communities are

made up

as starting points,

among others,

of aggregations of individual "selves"
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and that each "self"

equipped with a single physical body.

is

inquiring scholars that at the Advanced

Laboratory
sity

unit

of Texas at Austin,

grounded

we

in various studies the "I"

just-so story that goes

refer to these principles as

The notion of

in a self.

and

on

I

tell

Communication Technology

Department of Radio-TV-Film here

in the
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the self as

at the Univer-

BUGS — a body

we know

called

it,

in others the "subject," that tenacious

to assure us that there exists an "I" for

each body and that while there can be more than one "I" on tap there

can only be one present
part of

life. It

was

any time, seems

at

a natural

we

kind of story that

just this

and inevitable

told each other in

we
made

order to hide the complexities of gender and of what
until theoreticians of gender, sexuality,
tices visible

and showed how

and culture

call race,

the prac-

their invisibility authorized

and an-

chored interlocking systems of oppression. There was more than

enough work
occupy an
of the
the

to be

done with

even feminist theories, stop

self,

framework upon which

It is

from gender and race to

entire generation of theorists. But

framework of the
body.

issues arising

most Western theories

just short of tinkering

the idea of gender itself

is

based

with

— the

individual's self-awareness in relation to a physical

by means of

this

framework

that

we put

in place the "I"

without whose coupling to a physical body there can be no race or
gender, no discourse, no structure of meaning.
It is

for this reason that the need to

Telling any story seems to depend

the stories by

community

is

which the complex and
continually

make

self

seems so urgent.

upon BUGS. To make

shifting play of body, self,

made and remade, we need

the signs of the apparatus by

means

and

to look for

of which the stories are told,

and, by tracing the evolution of this apparatus,
forces, battles, negotiations,

visible

we need

and settlements by which

to

it is

show

the

made and

remade.

A

disabled woman types on a computer keyboard with her headstick, conversing with friends at other keyboards in the vast elsewhere of the computer conferencing nets. She offers her many women friends advice for their

emotional problems, sound advice that helps them

effect real

and positive
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changes in their

woman

abled

lives.

A

few years

abled male psychiatrist.

fully

later,

it

is

discovered that the dis-

by a middle-aged,
and disgusted women retheir lives. They state that

a persona, a social construct created

is

Some

pudiate the genuine gains they had

horrified

made

in

communication was insufferably dishonest. Computer hackers,
mostly young white males, fail to understand what the women are upset
they

feel

the

about.

These encounters are about relationships between bodies and
personae/selves/subjects,

and the

multiplicities of connections be-

tween them. They are about negotiating

and

tions of social spaces

physical

and ideological

which they
•

•

Many
Many

in its
•

A

bound together by webs

activities

They map out

force.

and the conjunc-

realities,

of

a field of discourse for

act as experiential demarcations:

persons in a single body (multiple personality).
persons outside a single body (personae within cyberspace

many forms and
single

person

attendant technologies of communication).

many

in/outside

bodies

(institutional

social

behavior).

The two constants
self,

in these

accounts are bodies and experiences of

whether they are called avatars, persons,

One way to
ifications,

read the history of technology

is

selves, or subjects.

as a series of complex-

knots and loosenings of the bonds and tensions between

bodies and selves, mediated by technologies of communication,

within a force

field

of

power

relationships

— and

I

intend as a pur-

posive inflection the science fiction flavor of "force fields." Over
time, as technology has
lar

grown

increasingly complex,

and

in particu-

with the development of information technology (which addresses

itself

overtly rather than covertly to symbolic exchange), the role

of technology in mediating the flow of communication between

bodies and selves has become
pensable.

From

this situation arises a

structured interactions
tional categories
resist traditional

more ubiquitous and more

—

such

among

actors

complex

variety of densely

and actants that

resist tradi-

as, say, social or technical categories

modes of

indis-

— and

analysis. Because the character of their
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interactions resembles that of familiar social systems, but rather than
interacting in villages, cities, or clubs they interact "virtually," in the

elsewhere space of communications networks,

I

call

them

virtual

systems.

Technologies

among

social

that

enable

near-instantaneous

groups pose old problems

unexpected ways

in

in

new

communication

guises (similar to the

which the invention of the automobile

affected

postadolescent courting behavior in some industrialized nations), but
also pose

new problems:

not simply problems of accountability

who

did

The

issue of warrantability

it),

but of war rantability

— that

did a body/subject unit do

(i.e.,
is, is

involved in this interaction anywhere?

there a physical

—

is

Anselm Strauss and others 2 have argued
around a

common

symbolic structure

(i.e.,

is

it).

human body

one such.
that a group constituted

a "culture area" of

its

own,

"the limits of which are set neither by territory nor formal membership, but

work

by the

limits of effective

communication."

3

In terms that

quite well for virtual systems, Strauss asserts:

We may say that every group develops its own system of significant symbols
which are held

in

common by its members and around which group activities
members

toward and with reference to each
toward their own actions and thus
interpret and assess that activity in communal terms. Group membership is
thus a symbolic, not a physical, matter, and the symbols which arise during
the life of the group are, in turn, internalized by the members and affect
are organized. Insofar as the

act

other, they take each other's perspectives

their individual acts.

In

4

commenting on

the

work

of G. H.

Mead,

Strauss

was quick

to

point out the implications of such a position. The constitution and
evolution of social worlds, the form and structure of

community

as

expressed spatially in architecture and proxemics, need not be depen-

dent upon distribution in a physical space the arrangement of which
acquires ontic status, but instead could as validly be based
bolic exchanges of

which proximity

is

upon sym-

merely a secondary

effect.

As

complex technologies increasingly mediate communication, raising
problems of accountability (e.g., obscene phone calls), theorists have
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turned their attention to the systems that arise within the frame of

communications technologies as a source of
dicators of crises

and responses

social control

Among

in the social order.

and

as in-

the recent

attention to following technological objects as mediators in social
interaction

Latour at

is

UC

the

work

of Shirley Strum. Sharing research with Bruno

San Diego and drawing upon her studies of baboons,

Strum suggests that the
mates, and

tools used by primates

first

therefore the earliest technologies

were

were other

pri-

social interactions,

5
mediators in a system of symbolic exchange.

Consider a study of the relationships between bodies and selves
in

terms of an analysis of the history of one

set

of practices

communications technologies (telegraph, telephone, radio,
fax,

ISDN, computer networks, and games)

(the twentieth century

and

after).

in a particular

separations,

and

and bodies and the play of

fusions.

say,

period

Let us treat the history of these

technologies as an account of dissociation and integration
tensions between selves

—

television,

By mediating these

— of the

their interactions,

interactions,

communi-

cations technologies serve specific functions as creators and mediators of social spaces

Social spaces

and

and

social groups.

social

groups do not spring into being only as

concomitants of technology. Some workers study technologies as
crystallizations of social networks, the technologies

and the networks

cocreating each other in an overlapping multiplicity of complex interactions (Cole 1989;

Haraway 1990; Tomas 1989;

Star 1990b; etc.).

Technologies can be seen as simultaneously causes of and responses
to social crisis (Wilson 1986). Consider following the history of

com-

munication technologies as a study of social groups searching for

ways

to enact

and

stabilize a sense of presence in increasingly diffuse

and distributed networks of

electronically mediated interaction,

and

thus also as ways to stabilize self/selves in shifting and unstable fields
of power.
Let's consider bodies

and

technology in three ways:

selves in relation to

communications
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1.

and relationships between selves constituted and mediated
by technologies of communication; i.e., an apparatus for the production of community.

2.

Technologies that mediate cultural

Selves

legibility for the biological
substrates to selves, substrates that legally authenticate political

action;

i.e.,

an apparatus for the production of body.

Technologies mediating between bodies and selves that
may not be within physical proximity; i.e., interfaces.

3.

Implicit in

many

may

or

of these accounts are assumptions about what

bodies should be or do, what form bodies should take, and what
conditions relationships between bodies and selves should require.

Over time, the

relationship between bodies

and

their attendant

"selves" has undergone a slow process of change. Although

have been profound and

lasting, the classical

its

effects

bourgeois worldview,

incorporating a mechanistic view of the universe/nature and an egoistic

view of "man," with

its

implications for the

might be coupled under a particular
cal constraints,

was

set of political

perhaps in the

late

and epistemologi-

1840s

Its

influence began to be

1600s and was signaled by the publication

of Newton's Principia, for example;
silenced, in the

self

a preeminent factor in the production of knowl-

edge for a period of only about 150 years.
felt

ways body and

at

it

was challenged, though not

about the time of the discovery of non-

Euclidean geometry and the development of critical psychology. Powerful social forces

channeled the structure of

form of binary oppositions: body/mind,

this

worldview into the

self/society, male/female,

and so on. In the deployment of a series of epistemes whose informing
principles include the ontic status of binary oppositions,

we can

see

both the workings of the totalizing mechanisms that produced the

new

classical sciences

ciplines

—

and also the substructure

for the

academic

dis-

the deployment of each being deeply informed by the emer-

gence of capitalism as a primary influence upon the structures of

knowledge production.
This deployment of knowledge structures was accompanied by im-

provements

in systems of

measurement both

in the realms of the

—
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physical and the symbolic (as in cartography and psychology). Partly,
I

complex response

suggest, this process represented a

to a political

need to order the relationships between the emerging "subject" and
its

presumed associated body

of a social order that

this sense of the term, social

that

knowing where

is,

in

ways

was already

that assured the maintenance

in

dangerous disequilibrium. In

order implied spatial accountability

the subject under the law was.

Accountability traditionally referred to the physical body and most

took the form of laws that fixed the physical body within a

visibly

juridical field

whose

were precisely deter-

fiduciary characteristics

addresses, passports,
— the census, the introduction of
and
numbers
the
invention
deployment
of documentatelephone
—

mined

street

tions of citizenship in
veillance

and control

manageable

citizen.

all

their forms,

which

this activity

amplification of spaciality and presence

was

ception of where, which
sciences, of

(and

later,

new

—

is

an elaboration and

hypertrophy of the per-

a

reflected in the elaboration, within the

fiduciary understandings of cosmic

and molecular

atomic) velocity and position.

The symmetry implied by
velocity

to say, fine-tuning sur-

producing a more "stable,"

in the interests of

The subtext of

is

the increasing precision with

and position could be determined

world was ruptured

in the

in the

which both

macro and micro

1920s and '30s by the theoretical work

of Niels Bohr, for example, and later by

Werner Heisenberg. The

deep ontic unease that these proposals generated, even though they

were frequently only imperfectly understood, 6 was accompanied by
increasing preoccupation

macro

level for precisely

and position
plicit in this

on the part of

a political apparatus at the

determining action

in everything

from

satellite

(as speed, e.g., cf. Virilio)

ranging to postal codes. Im-

elaboration of the concepts of spatiality and presence

the development of the fiduciary subject, that
logical,

and biological unit that

is

a political, epistemo-

not only measurable and quantifi-

able but also understood in an essential
individual societal actor

is,

is

becomes fixed

ordinates that determine physical locus

way

as being in place.

in respect to

—

a

mode

The

geographical co-

that implies an on-
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tic

privilege of the physical

body and an unusual but

invocation of a metaphysics of presence that
other debates

— rather than being located

in relation to a social

work, a

be familiar from

in a virtual

system, that

world whose primary mode of interaction

social

search, by a metaphysics of presence

the true site of agency.

that a (living)

body alone,

this coupling, rather

It is

body

that privileges the

is,

net-

that of

In the context of this re-

mean

I

is

presence within the body of a socially articulated

plies the

of the

identifiable

world constituted within an information

narrow-bandwidth symbolic exchange.

is

may
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body imself that

than the presence

as the site of political

authentication and political action.
Tactics of discipline and control directed at the body are

manage

and

fixed

have been constructed to

jurisdictions of the physical

— making the

way

accompanied

and sciences

The

fiduciary subject

as psychological testing.

the deployment of the

capital formation

—

in particular a

nary experiential framework
of and relationships to the
clear in regard to

ways

in

boundaries between the

and those of the symbolic extremely per-

— by techniques such

In this

reside.

stabilized within a grid of coordinates that implicates

virtual location technologies

meable

to

the coupled self within which agency and consequent politi-

cal authenticity
is

meant

new

and of

kinds of knowledge that

their

concomitants

worldview that took

— had a profound

human

for

effect

its

in the arts

basis a bi-

on perceptions

body. This effect

is

particularly

which an individual acquired knowledge

of the categories of physical experience

— of experiences of one's own

body. For example, the invention of sensual categories such as pleasure as

ways of interpreting bodily experience

of the body

—a

fairly late

development

in

European discourses

— can be interpreted as an

at-

tempt to impose order upon the chaotic and unruly theater of sensual
experiences that the body
tive

and productive

potential.

bodies can experience
system;

it

was thought

fulfills

7

to represent, in

all its

disrup-

Categorizing the sensual modes that

several functions.

represents efforts to frame the

body

It elicits

as

a discourse

an ordered

set of

impressions that could be disrupted and require reordering (implying
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do the ordering); and

a structure to

ways

that bodily experience

is

it

implies a binary view of the

mediated

— the opposition of order and

chaos within the frame of a single physicality.

On a high-resolution color computer screen appear images of a man and
woman being married in an elaborate ceremony. They, their wedding party,
a few presents,

and the surrounding landscape appear on the screen as de-

tailed drawings, like a

cartoon movie.

Some

of the guests appear to be ani-

mals, while others are invisible, signaling their presence by a small cloud at

Each bodylike form on the screen is an avatar, a bodywho might be located anywhere in the
world. The mainframe that makes their social interaction possible is located
in Yokohama, but each person's physical body is seated at a terminal somewhere in the world; and the geography of the landscape that surrounds their
wedding party is, in Haraway's terms, elsewhere.
the top of the screen.

representative for a physical person

Theorists of gender and the body view individuals' experiences of
their

own

bodies as socially constructed, in juxtaposition to ap-

proaches which hold that the body

is

ontologically present to

itself

and to the experiences of the (always unitary) "self" that inhabits

it;

Lacanian terms, under the older dispensation the essence of one's

in

own body
we

tion. If

is

understood as that which ultimately

consider the physical

of inhabiting

it

map

of the

as socially mediated, then

to imagine the next step in a progression
to imagine the location of the
cially

mediated

— not

resists

it

should not be

toward the

self that inhabits the

ways we think of

in the usual

symboliza-

body and our experience

social

body

difficult

— that

is,

as also so-

subject construc-

tion in terms of position within a social field or of capacity to

experience, but of the physical location of the subject, independent
of the

ground

body within which
it,

theories of the

body

are accustomed to

within a system of symbolic exchange, that

is,

information

technology.

Theorizing a
ity

self in this

and location,

way

— a particular interpretation of

through which the

self

spatial-

network of information exchange

in relation to a

moves by

a different order of vectors

from

those by which the body moves, a self which moves in a spatiality

from which the body

is

excluded

— allows us to interpret the world
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of high-speed communications technology as a cultural framework

within which social interaction can be understood as "normal" and
can be studied in the same way as other social systems. Having made
that statement, however,

I

must immediately move on

virtual systems interactions are, after

seamless theory. The chief difference
sity

all,

is

to

a bit different.

add that

So much for

the effect of changing the den-

of the communication, or the bandwidth. Bandwidth, as

the term here, refers to the
time. "Reality"

is

amount of information exchanged

wide-bandwidth, because people

cate face to face in real time use multiple

a wonderful exercise

they do

when

on emergent behavior

(e.g., if

that the current standard for
is

in unit

who communi-

gamut of

semiotics. In

in designing "intelligent"

appliances get to be so smart, what do

you're not home),

communication

use

I

modes simultaneously—

speech, gestures, facial expression, the entire

kitchen appliances

in

Wendy

Kellogg comments wryly

bandwidth by which we judge

visual

that of reality ... a high bandwidth indeed. In

video terms, bandwidth translates into resolution. Kellogg

is

fond

of pointing out real objects in the lecture hall and remarking on

how much

resolution they have.

Computer conferencing

bandwidth, because communication

is

is

narrow-

restricted to lines of text

on

a screen.

The

cultural history of electronic

communication

tory of exponentially increasing bandwidth.

bandwidth
ties.

to engage

more of

is

in part a his-

effect of

narrowing

the participants' interpretive facul-

This increased engagement has the effect of making communica-

more

tion

precisely.

and

is

The

difficult

On

when

the information needs to be conveyed

the other hand, for symbolic exchange originating at

relating to the surface of the body,

startling effects.

A

deep need

is

narrowing the bandwidth has

revealed to create extremely detailed

images of the absent and invisible body, of
the symbol-generating artifacts

which

human

interaction,

and

are part of that interaction.

Frequently in narrow-bandwidth communication the interpretive faculties

of one participant or another are powerfully, even obsessively,

engaged.
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A

typical

example of the extent to which participants

bandwidth communication engage their

and of the extent

to

which

own

is

by the

provided by studies of

provider interactions in phone sex. Phone sex
structing desire through a single

mode

is

client-

the process of con-

of communication, the

The communication bandwidth between

further

narrow-

their interpretations are driven

engagement of structures of desire

voice.

in

interpretive faculties

client

human

and provider

is

narrowed because the voices are passed through the telephone

network, which not only reduces the audio bandwidth but also introduces

was

fairly

high levels of distortion. In

particularly interested in

the construction of desire

my

studies of

phone

how distortion and bandwidth

and

erotics.

sex,

I

affected

8

Technically speaking, the effect of distortion on the intelligibility
of the

human

expect,

voice has been most thoroughly studied.

most of the

studies have been conducted or

As one might

commissioned by

the military, as part of efforts to fix adequate standards of intelligibility for

communication under

studies

showed

that the

battle conditions. In the process, the

human

auditory system has extremely wide

tolerance for distortion and bandwidth limitation in voice
cation.

communi-

On the other hand, they failed to note that even small amounts

of distortion create changes in interactive styles.

It

seems reasonable

to speculate that these changes are caused by the participants' engag-

ing their interpretive faculties in an effort to provide closure

of symbols that
to

is

on

a set

perceived as incomplete. But closure in regard

what?
In

phone

moorings
attractor

sex,

once the

signiflers

in a particularized physical experience, the

becomes the

most powerful

client's idealized fantasy. In this

narrow bandwidth becomes
complex

begin to "float" loose from their

circumstance

a powerful asset, because extremely

fantasies can be generated

acting such fantasies, participants

from a small

draw on

set of cues. In en-

a repertoire of cultural

codes to construct a scenario that compresses large amounts of infor-

mation into a very small space. The provider verbally codes for
ture, appearance,

and

proclivity,

and expresses these

ges-

as verbal tokens,

sometimes compressing the token to no more than a single word.
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The

client

uncompresses the tokens and constructs

a dense,
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complex

interactional image. In a Lacanian interpretation of these
interactions, client

of

and provider mobilize

lack— filling

this

erotic tension

by taking advantage

in missing information with idealized information.
In

circumstance desire, theorized as a response to perceived lack,
product of the tension between embodied reality and the

arises as a

emptiness of the token, in the forces that maintain the preexisting
codes by which the token is constituted. The client mobilizes expectations

and preexisting codes

as smell

and

for

taste, that are

body

in the

modes

of experience, such

absent from the token.

Because tokens in phone sex are presented

in the verbal

mode

alone, the client employs cues provided by the verbal token to construct a

scent

—

multimodal object of desire with attributes of shape,
in other

the client's
is

own

words,

all

tactility,

the attributes of physical presence

— from

experiential or phantasmic cultural schema. This act

thoroughly individual and interpretive, so that out of a highly com-

pressed token of desire the client constitutes meaning that
locally situated,

and

socially particular.

which

attributes of a fetish,

is

is

dense,

The token has some of

the

also a concretization of a structured

interaction with an absent object that mobilizes desire or expectations of desire.

Narrow-bandwidth

interactions are useful in analyzing

how partic-

ipants construct desire because the interactions are both real and

schematized.

Though

they cannot provide information about the vast

and complex spectrum of human sexuality across time and
they do provide a laboratory that

is

large,

easily accessible for a detailed study of desire in

mode. But

it is

society,

moderately diverse, and

narrow-bandwidth

not necessary to engage in interactions that mobilize

desire to experience the attraction of virtual systems. In the early

days of

my

study, an informant at an organization that tracks high-

technology businesses commented that large public databases were
experiencing difficulty in becoming profitable. "What's happening,"

he said,

"is that users don't find the services, like on-line ticketing,

electronic shopping,

and stock

reports, very interesting.

hand, the on-line conferences are jammed.

On

the other

What commercial

on-line
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information services like Prodigy don't realize
ing to pay

money

just to connect. Just for the

nicate." That Prodigy

way

fails

the database runs

on-line conferences

its

guage

—

is

that people are will-

commu-

opportunity to

to understand this point

is

clear

from the

conferences. Prodigy supervisors monitor

its

and censor what

it

considers offensive lan-

what Latour might consider an example of building your

morals into your technology and what I would consider building your
morals into your nature. 9 At
a set of morals of

control

is

this point

any kind on the net

does not look

it

is

virtual space.

In

"Don't even

an ironic mode,

—

in part, at least,

going to work. ''Centralized

I

experiment

consider that remark to be a vastly hopeful

because centralized control

the street, control finds

in

try."

is

not the only kind

of control. Just as technology, in Gibson's words, finds
uses in virtual systems,

its

and

serve the transformations that control undergoes as

among

imposing

impossible," Chip Morningstar and Randall Farmer (1991)

say, speaking of Habitat, at present the largest social

one

like

it

I

its

uses

on

hope to ob-

seeks

its

level

the virtual communities. Virtual systems imply particular un-

derstandings of space, time, proximity, and agency.
that early users of the telephone evinced

when

From

the unease

they spoke "to" an-

other person "through" the telephone, as opposed to speaking "to"
the telephone

itself,

early users of the

10

contrasted with the easy familiarity with which

computer seized upon the opportunities

puter conferencing,

we can

see that people

it

com-

have become comfortable

— by which mean
— on the other end of a wire, and eventually that

with the idea that there are agencies
authorized personae

for

became unnecessary

I

to be assured that there

politically

was an "other end"

to the wire.

Whereas, prior to electronic communication, an agent maintained
proximity through texts bearing the agent's
texts implied could be enforced

of electronic speech proximity

agency becomes

invisible.

through

is

seal,

human

and the agency the

delegates, in the time

maintained through technology, and

Users of the telephone eventually took for

granted that they were speaking to another person "on" the

tele-
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phone. 11

It

was

this sense of

assurance

bounded unitary agency, grounded by
ual refiguration of the

in the

presence of a specific

a voice, that undergirds a grad-

meaning of proximity. With the advent of elec-

tronically prostheticized speech, agency

was grounded not by

but by an iconic representation of a voice, compressed

and volume and distorted by the

text but far less than

was proximate when

in

a voice

bandwidth

limitations of the early carbon-gran-

ule transducers, so as to be something

on a
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more than

a signature or seal

an embodied physical vocalization. Agency

the authorizing

body could be manifested

through technological prosthetics. This technological manifestation
in turn implied that the relationship

body had become more

between agency and authorizing

discursive. This process of changing the rela-

tionship between agency and authorizing

body

into a discursive one

eventually produced the subjectivity that could fairly unproblematically inhabit the virtual spaces of the nets.

This observation brings us to the advent of the
tual communities, in
their first

workout.

which the

issues of

first

electronic vir-

agency and proximity got

Agency and Proximity:
Communities/CommuniTrees

The

virtual

first

communities based on information technology were

the on-line bulletin board services (BBS) of the mid-1970s. These

were not dependent upon the widespread ownership of computers,
merely of terminals; but even a used terminal cost several hundred
dollars, so that access to the first
ics

experimenters,

ham

BBSs was mainly limited

to electron-

radio operators, and the early hardy com-

puter builders.

board services were named

Bulletin

tion

—

after their perceived func-

virtual places, conceived to be like physical bulletin boards,

where people could post notes

BBS programs were

for general reading.

The

first

primitive, mainly allowing the user to search for

messages alphabetically, or simply to read messages

in the order in

which they were posted. These programs were sold by
for very

little,

successful

or given

away

as

"shareware"

—

their authors

part of the early vi-

sionary ethic of electronic virtual communities. The idea of share-

ware, as enunciated by

many programmers who

write shareware

programs, was that the computer was a passage point for circulating concepts of community.

rather than

The important thing about shareware,

making an immediate

profit for the producer,

was

to

nourish the community in expectation that such nourishment would

"come around"
have

it,

wants to be

Within
cisco

to the nourisher. Information, as Stuart

a

Brand would

free.

few months of the

first

BBS's appearance, a San Fran-

group headed by John James and Dean Gengle,

who were
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programmers and visionary

BBS was
James

gence of

new kind

potentially a

felt

thinkers,

had developed the idea that the

of community, a

could transform existing society and

new

themselves,

social forms.

saw

the

BBS

community

facilitate the

The CommuniTree Group,

in

McLuhanesque terms

because of the ontological structure

it

that

emer-

as they called

as transformative

presupposed and simulta-

— the mode of tree-structured discourse and the comspoke
— and because was another order of

neously created

munity that

it

it

"extension," in McLuhan's sense, a kind of prosthesis. The
the

CommuniTree Group envisioned was not merely

BBS

that

a virtual locus,

but an extension of the participant's instrumentality into a virtual
social space.

The CommuniTree

idea began in earnest

when James and Gengle

began discussing the possible uses to which computers might be put

when

they became widely and inexpensively available. These discus-

sions took place in the early 1970s, at a time

synonymous with mainframe, with
of

what would

Commodore

later

Pet,

when computer was

large centralized units.

The

be called personal computers, the Apple

had been on the market

discussions, therefore, centered

for only a short time.

around mainframes

II

first

and

These

— very large com-

puters that centralized data processing operations.

James had been thinking about human-computer interaction from
this perspective for

meant

a single

some

human

human-computer

interaction

interacting with a single computer.

The broad

time. In 1976,

range of unexplored relationships

among many humans connected

by a single communication channel had not yet been studied more
than superficially.
ray Hill,

New

Work had

Jersey,

been done at Bell Laboratories

in

Mur-

by a small group of researchers studying the

nascent discipline of information theory as described by Claude Shan-

non

in his pioneering

work only

a

few years previous. They were

at

the stage of preliminary experimentation with message passing, using

human

subjects isolated in cubicles

cating by writing to each other
this

work

in the

1950s.

on

who were

restricted to

three-by-five cards.

communi-

They published
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James was thinking of the

situation

— not quite

yet in

of several terminals connected together simultaneously.
at those terminals could

at the

New Jersey

quite primitive

existence—

The humans

communicate with one another much

people on a telephone party

ment
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line. In fact,

Institute of

there

was such an arrange-

Technology, although

and experimental. This system,

like

was

it

still

called the Electronic

Information Exchange System or EIES, provided some simple protocols

and a command-line

text messages

among

interface of sorts for the

exchange of simple

The NJIT engineers thought

several terminals.

of this as a clumsy alternative to the telephone, but one that might

provide useful services for such things as written memos. They

thought of the mainframe as a kind of

was

terminals. This system

common

switch between the

and similar to telephone

traditional,

"frame" computers, which were nothing more than souped-up

ver-

sions of the five generations of mechanical crossbar switches and the

had constituted automated

earlier step-by-step rotary switches that

central offices since they

At

this

were

first

introduced in the 1940s.

point the working metaphor was

and switch

as tool.

Mainframes,

after

all,

still

computer

as switch,

were huge, centralized num-

ber crunchers to which terminals had only recently been connected.
Previously, as a rule, there had been only one terminal connected to
a
it

mainframe

at a time. This terminal

was

called the console, because

served the same function as the control console for any large and

complex electromechanical

device. Usually the console contained in-

strumentation that provided information on the state of the machine,

which parts were currently working and which were

not, important

voltages and temperatures, and so forth. Programs and data were

supplied to the console operator in the form of stacks of cards with
holes

punched

in

them. There was nothing secret about consoles;

Sperry Instruments

(later

vacuum-tube Univac

in a

Sperry Rand) kept the console for

show window

(How

in

Manhattan while

recent this recent past

was

how

archaic computation at the University of Texas

is

huge,

the

com-

— or perhaps
— may be

puter

in operation.

its

is

evinced by the presence of an office in the computation complex at

1
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UT

Austin that claims to

still

accept punch cards for computer pro-

cessing jobs.)

After this period, various manufacturers were actively working on

more than one program

operating systems that would permit
at

to run

once on a single mainframe, and thereby permit more than one

operator to be connected at the same time. This concurrent processing

scheme would lessen somewhat the time that experimenters

had to wait
frame

for their jobs to run,

directly, they

and

if

they could access the main-

could further avoid the bottleneck of the single

console operator in a single location.
It

seems rather fashionable these days to talk about change

of paradigm shifts, but something rather like that

morning that James woke up with the germ of
idea of

what

the

mainframe was

for.

James

a

was

in

terms

in the air the

new and

strange

on the edge of the

sat

bed for a few minutes sipping scalding coffee while he mulled the
idea over,

and then

the idea off him.

Conrad Greenstone

called his friend

What would happen, James

mote terminals could not only post messages

asked,

if

to

bounce

people at

re-

to each other, but could

attach messages to other messages?

Greenstone thought about
talk

about the possibilities.

ideas

it

for a

few seconds, and then began to

They discussed the threads of the many

and possible conversations that might emerge from such an

rangement. Both

message passing,

men were aware of the
but they didn't make a

early Bell

Labs work on

conscious connection be-

tween that work and the germ of the concept they were
cussing.
idea,

James suggested

a practical

ar-

scheme

for

now

dis-

implementing the

which involved keeping track of messages by means of a compu-

tational strategy

known

as a binary search tree.

EIES project and talked a

bit

about the

utility

to each other in terms of a distributed

Greenstone suggested that they

The

idea

was

exciting,

call

They mentioned

community of

discourse.

such a system a conference

and the two men moved

Shortly afterward, James, Greenstone, and

the

of attaching messages

tree.

into action quickly.

two mutual

friends,

Dean

Gengle and Steve Smith, committed their time and energy to form a
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small business that they called the

/

CommuniTree Group. The

\

pur-

pose of the group was to develop James's idea into a commercial
product, and simultaneously to promote the idea of electronic com-

munity that the Tree suggested.

James and Greenstone had been,

in their

words, "hanging around"

with the Forth Interest Group, a San Francisco Bay Area association

programmers who were dedicated

of

the Forth

to writing

programming language. This was

tion to structured

in

in

its

which predicates came before

parodied in a bumper sticker popular

Bay Area. The

"Honk

(roughly,

sticker read:

you

if

in its brevity

use of Reverse Polish Notation, a

which Reverse Polish sometimes brought

the

a relatively recent addi-

programming languages, unusual

compactness as well

and syntax

computer code using

to

subjects.

among Forth programmers in
if) honk then"

"((forth like you)

like Forth").

Bay Area

it

was

a crusade, a religion.

share of fanatics, young

its

The opacity

computer code was aptly

Forth was not just another computer language; to
in the

and

grammar

Top Guns

of

It

its

practitioners

attracted

more than

programming who

felt

that

the language they used strongly influenced the kinds of things they

could produce, and that with Forth they could do anything at

do

it

better, cheaper,

and

complex statements on
syntactical structure

faster. Forth's

a base

known

way

and

of building increasingly

composed of

as threading,

all

a

few seed phrases,

made

it

a

an unusually

powerful tool for very large complex structures. The downside of
Forth, and one that

CommuniTree
Most

would

fanatics,

structured

was

later
its

cause endless grief for the young

utter opacity.

programming languages bear some

sort of distant

resemblance to the grammar and syntax of the English language, so
that

it is

possible to read

written

in, say,

page of

it.

Not

the

C

and perhaps dimly comprehend

a

program

programming language merely by looking at a

so with Forth.

The

impossibility of this task

is

partly

due to the primitive character of Forth's programming elements (not

meant

And it is partly due to the sheer orneriness of
many of whom, almost perversely, refuse to annotate

pejoratively).

Forth fanatics,
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their

programs to prevent them from being understood by other, pos-

sibly rival,

programmers, as well as by casual readers.

1

An example may help to make this clearer. While common practice
as well as common sense dictates that procedures be given names that
roughly describe their function

— for example,

the disk drive might be called something like

Forth jockeys elect to

name

their

cal characters or lists of cities,

procedure opaquely
case, the

a procedure that resets

— some

RESET_DISK

procedures after obscure mythologi-

such as the notorious screen-redrawing

named LODI_NEW_JERSEY. 2

programmer claimed

In the latter

that the illuminated pixels the proce-

dure sometimes produced reminded him of the lights of his home-

town. The

ability of

might be understood

such practices to sabotage program debugging
if

one were to imagine looking

one of which consisted of procedures with names

at

two programs,

like these:

DRAW_MENU;
GET_INPUT;
ADD_TO_FILE;
PRINT_RESULT;

END
while the other said:

SLAPITUP;

BURGUNDY;
FRODO;
EARWIG;

END

3

This quixotic character of the Bay Area Forth programmers would
turn out to be a direct contributor to the sacking and destruction
of

CommuniTree

— what

might be called a kind of electronic

deforestation.

Howard

Perhaps the leading advocate of Forth-as-religion was
Perlmutter.

A

young graduate of

MIT who

had been raised

York, Perlmutter had migrated to California and

set

up

in

New

a small

software development company, called Softweaver, in Santa Cruz.

There he surrounded himself with a cadre of

brilliant,

fanatical
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1

5

Forth experts from the computer science program at the University
of California.
In the characteristic
nities, to

Rather,

manner of some of

the early Forth

commu-

Perlmutter Forth wasn't simply a programming language.

it

was an element within

a system, a building block in an

associated group of elements that, taken together, represented a
plete philosophy of
effect a

life.

This

way of life,

if

practiced diligently,

gradual but pervasive transformation not only

the practitioner, but in the greater world as well.

broad group of

martial arts

entirely appropriate. Included in the

is

spiritual practices

would

in the life of

The

this idea to a

com-

similarity of

such as Japanese

Tao

of Forth as

interpreted at Softweaver were rules for right diet, which for the

programmers meant macrobiotics;
weaver meant dedicating oneself

in practice, signing

on with

one chose to eat communally. Macrobiotics can be a
pline,

Soft-

to a macrobiotic diet as long as

and backsliders and those whose purpose was

fierce disci-

less

than one-

pointed would occasionally escape to one of the nearby restaurants

(McDonald's was a

favorite) for less spiritual nourishment.

Appar-

ently the attributes of right living did not include neatness,

more often than not Softweaver's communal kitchen was

cluttered

with rusty pots brimming with clotted masses of days-old

beans and sagging mounds of cooked

own

evolution into

new

life

rice

and

mung

deeply engaged in their

forms.

Softweaver was the most visibly successful of the early independent
developers in the mountains. But the

hills

were

full

of

programmers

like Perlmutter. Hundreds of tiny vacation cabins dotted the hillsides

in the

San Lorenzo Valley.

1930s and
the hot

'40s, as

summers

their

of these had been built during the

hideaways for young successful families during

in California's Central Valley.

past, these families

had passed

Many

were

approaching old age,

mountain properties on

As the 1970s

rolled

had moved on, or

to their children.

When

these properties were originally occupied, the San Lorenzo Valley

had been something of

a popular vacation spot. But the valley's

glory had passed in the 1960s, leaving a residual population of older

1
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who were quite conservative in both their political and
philosophy. Many of the old, rickety, single-walled cabins

residents
social

were

left

unoccupied; and

it

was

in these relatively inexpensive

new gen

desirably isolated structures that a significant portion of the

eration of technofreaks were beginning to settle.
ulation, either retired or

found

itself

engaged

Thus the aging pop-

in fairly traditional occupations,

lives consisted

of round-the-clock computer program-

ming interspersed with occasional raucous

parties.

could be considered grounds for suspicion, and
the

it

This

lifestyle

was.

custom among the programmers, who

at the time

almost exclusively male, sartorial quality was not high on the
importance. In

many

fact,

of the computer

cowboys took

pride in appearing in public in their most thoroughly

By

this

means they were expressing

community: the

more

were

list

of

a perverse

worn

clothing.

a specific social value in their

privilege of flouting the strict dress codes that

a requirement for people of their age
in

-

cheek by jowl with a fringe community of young single

people whose

As was

and

traditional venues. This divide

who were

were

forced to take jobs

was exacerbated by

the exag-

gerated age difference between the generations in the valley. With

few exceptions, the

social engines of Santa

Cruz County

in the

1960s

— the newspapers, established businesses, public gathering
places, portions of government and law enforcement — were firmly
and '70s

in the

hands of an older and markedly conservative population. This

group maintained what

what

it

saw

it

considered to be traditional values against

as a barbarian invasion.

The programmers'

situation

was made worse by

resemblance to the genuine hippies
their

who had also made the mountains

home, and whose grubby, marginal, and

lifestyle

some
ble to

was not

financially precarious

a thin cover over graduate-level degrees

technical proficiencies.

The depth of

this gulf

most of the technofreaks. They tended

not only dressed

their superficial

like

was oddly

invisi-

view the hippies as

themselves but also possessed of similar talents.

That the hippies had chosen
for that matter to live

to

and awe-

to

farm or make

on welfare or

to steal

craft

commodities, or

what they needed, looked
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to the

programmers

like a provisional choice similar to their

which could be altered or abandoned

Many

will.

of craft

107

of the programmers

saw

any moment by an

at

own

their

skills as

own,
act of

another kind

quite similar to the craft skills of the hippies, failing to

skill

understand the unconscious worldview and dense social networks
that underlay the superficially simple acts of writing computer code.
In brief, to the

Many

programmers
had cut

programmers the hippies were

of the technofreaks were part of the
to hit the valley,

men

first

wave of young

barely out of their teens

on microprocessors

their teeth

them.

just like

like

MOS Technology's 6502,

which was used by both Commodore and Apple and whose
tion set

was small enough

that machine-level

A

attainable with relative ease.

who

instruc-

programming was

few were expatriates from the high-

energy physics community that was beginning to form around Stanford University, and within that small group an even smaller group

was playing

at the

boundary that

boundaries between

for

many

One

by ex-physicist Nick Herbert

working on the idea
universe

was

was

— that

discipline of physics

is,

—

of these, a tiny collection of people

who

called themselves

CORE, was

— part humorous, part serious — that the

a sentient being

detectable

theory and religion

of the early physicists, beginning in the

1900s, was quite permeable.
led

field

that

entire

and that the sentience of the universe

God spoke

to

humanity through the

and that God's voice could be made audible

through the practices of physics— not allegorically but actually,
the

form of

real

words snatched from the

out,

God happened

cists

one

void. That, as

to speak English didn't

worry the

in

turned

it

CORE

physi-

bit.

At bottom

their plan

verse's sentience could

sciousness

was

phenomena. To

the

was
most

simple.

The place through which

easily leak into the

boundary

this end, the

between

CORE

the uni-

ambit of human con-

ordered

and

random

physicists constructed a series

of experiments to examine events that were thought to be completely

random. They chose the decay
unstable atoms that

make up

rates of certain isotopes, because the

the radioactive

components of isotopes

1
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decay to more stable states at random intervals. They fed the output
of their event counters through a series of

filters

and thence

directly

to a Teletype 33 printer.

The output of

the printer

was weirdly

make up

together, they didn't quite

were unnervingly
It

the

was

first

needs a

close. "Just

and woolly, a

bit

intelligible sentences,
little

context

in this technosocial

wave of personal computers,

but they
said.

— Northern California during
and

diverse, wild

crazed in places, and shot through with elements

CommuniTree Group began
BBS

amid

more work," Herbert

a milieu dense

of spirituality and cultural messianism

that the

disturbing. Scattered

words stood out clearly. Taken

pages of gibberish, occasional English

in its original

fulness. Their reasoning

— that

the

members of

the

work. They claimed

(correctly)

form was extremely limited

in its use-

was

their

simple.

The

physical bulletin board for

which the BBS was the metaphor had the advantage of being quickly
scannable. By

and wood,

is

its

nature, a physical bulletin board,

and even the

relatively small;

able in terms of their size and the

be displayed. As a result, there
to be organized

is

amount

not

composed of cork

largest are fairly

of information that can

much need

beyond topic headings, such

manage-

as

for bulletin boards

"For Sale." By simply

scanning them visually, a person in search of information could manage some kind of organization of the materials present on the board.

But the on-line BBS, accessible by reading only one message at a time,
could not be scanned in any intuitively satisfactory fashion. There

were primitive search protocols in the early BBSs, but they were usually
restricted to alphabetical searches or searches

by key words. Later,

programmers added the capability of searches by dates of posting.

The CommuniTree Group, however, proposed something
different.

What James had

designed was not simply a more sophisti-

cated search protocol, but a wholly
a tree-structured conference,

structures called, in

By using

the

word

new kind

of

BBS

course of organicity which

that they called

employing as a working metaphor data

computer science terms, binary

tree the

radically

tree protocols.

group managed to invoke a kind of
fit

easily into

dis-

ongoing northern Califor-
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nian discourse in the 1970s, particularly
area and adjoining

was

of the tree
of

its

Sonoma and

in the

109

San Francisco Bay

Santa Cruz counties. Each branch

to be a separate conference that

grew naturally out

root message by virtue of each subsequent message that was

attached to

it.

The continuity between messages grew from whatever

thread of thought each reader found interesting. Conferences that
lacked participation would cease to grow, but would remain on-line
as archives of failed discourse

for other,

more

and

as potential sources of inspiration

flourishing conferences. Because each reader could

choose a unique thread of the discourse to develop, such a reader
also

became ipso

facto an author,

and thus CommuniTree could

ar-

guably be viewed as an early on-line hypertext system.

James and

his

group were acutely aware that the networks and

computer systems within which

was embedded

their Utopian project

were not simply controlled by, but owed

their very existence to, the

military/industrial/government complex to whose agendas

Tree was skew. The group was not daunted by
they believed that their approach, with

components, could

Communi-

knowledge. Rather

emphasis on smallness and

and acephalous command

multiplicity, decentered
relatively low-tech

its

this

structures,

exist within or

and

even infect the

larger, totalizing communication structures that they shared with such
"

formidable monoliths as the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency, or
symbiotic

DARPA. At

times they even envisioned the operation as

— an electronic crocodile

between DARPA's

bird plucking useful data from

teeth.

With each version of

the

BBS

system, the

CommuniTree Group

supplied a massive, detailed instruction manual
less

than a

— which was nothing

set of directions for constructing a

new kind

of virtual

community. They

couched the manual in radical 1970s language, giv-

ing chapters such

titles

as

"Downscale, please, Buddha" and

meet the electronic avatar on the road,

laserblast hir!"

4

"If

you

This rich in-

termingling of spiritual and technological imagery took place in the

context of George Lucas's Star Wars, a film that embodied the themes
of the technological transformativists, from the all-pervading Force
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to

what Vivian Sobchack (1987)

man and
It

was around

Star

Wars represented

Wars

in particular that the technological

hu-

and

communities of the early BBSs coalesced.

which the good guys,

a future in

won

and overwhelmingly outgunned,
saries

infinite

technological progress."

radically spiritual virtual

Star

outcome of

called "the

number

tiny in

out over vastly superior adver-

— with the help of a mystical Force that "surrounds us and pen-

etrates us ...

binds the galaxy together" and which the hero can

it

access by learning to "trust your feelings"
tion of the early 1970s

later discourses of virtual

went on-line

1

in

May

1978

Bay Area of northern California, one year
the Apple

II

computer and

erating manual.

its first

as well get

good

first

ern mysticism that

in the

San Francisco

after the introduction of

quickly.

conference was

at it."

6

The opening

"We

sen-

are as gods

This technospiritual

tiousness, full of the promise of the redemptive

that Star Wars' future qffered

communities. 5

typewritten and hand-drawn op-

CommuniTree 2 followed

tence of the prospectus for the

and might

a quintessential injunc-

and a juxtaposition of interiority and technol-

ogy that carried over into

CommuniTree

—

bump-

power of technology

and mixed with the

easy, catchall East-

was popular in upscale northern California, char-

acterized the early conferences.

of the prospectus, the

As might be gathered from the tone

conference, entitled "Origins,"

first

was about

successor religions.

The conferees saw themselves not primarily
boards nor as participants
of a

in a

as readers of bulletin

novel discourse, but rather as agents

new kind of social experiment. They saw the terminal or personal

computer

as a tool for social transformation

social interaction. Conversations

kind of public

meant

letter

to be read

and replied

7

to at a time later than they

They spoke of them

in physical spaces.

When

it

refigured

time-aliased, like a

writing or the posting of broadsides.

But their participants saw them
cial acts.

by the ways

on a BBS were

They were

were posted.

as conversations, nonetheless, as so-

as real-time interchanges that occurred

asked

how

a social act, they explained that they

sitting

saw

alone at a terminal was

the terminal as a

window
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into a social space. Frequently the social space

was described

1

1

!

as being

"out there" (usually accompanied by an expansive wave of the hand),
or sometimes "in there" (accompanied by a gesture toward the computer).

When

participants

moved

their

mode. They were demonstrating
differently

conference

hands expressively as though typing, em-

phasizing the gestural quality and essential

tween the

many

describing the act of communication,

tactility

a perceived

embodied character of

and the articulation of that communication

communication

virtual

in

of the virtual

deep connection be-

terms of an imagined

physical locus within which an exchange of information took place

between physical

From

entities.

these descriptions given by participants in the earliest virtual

already clear that virtual communication required

interactions,

it is

a propensity

toward play or fantasy on the part of the

participants,

either as a precondition of the interaction or as a concomitant. Also

was

present in the descriptions of participants

other expressive modalities to the

a propensity to reduce

tactile: visual

and auditory

my

mation. This has remained a constant throughout
except in the most

trivial

circumstances.

the beginning the electronic virtual

overcome

8

seemed

It

mode

infor-

observations

clear that

from

possessed the power to

character of single-mode transmission and limited

its

bandwidth.

While the CommuniTree conference slowly took root and began
to

burgeon and ramify, certain circumstances

in the

marketplace were

conspiring to bring trouble to the nascent communities. In 1982,

Apple Computer entered into the

first

of a series of agreements with

the federal government in which the corporation
give computers

portion of

its

away

was permitted

to

to public schools in lieu of Apple's paying a

federal taxes.

In terms of

market

strategy, this action dramatically increased

Apple's presence in the school system and set the stage for Apple's

domination of the education market. This success says more, perhaps, about IBM's clumsy approach to its own personal computer

market than

it

does about Apple's marketing

skill.

In terms of

raw
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percentage, Apple never controlled

more than perhaps 30 percent of

the educational market, but the remaining 70 or so percent

was com-

posed of hundreds of small domestic and foreign companies that

manufactured IBM-compatible machines, or "clones." In terms of

volume

sales,

Apple's share of the personal computer market repre-

sented only a small fraction of IBM's

manufactured by

IBM

itself

own

machines, meaning PCs

rather than PC-compatible machines

manufactured by independent third-party companies. But Apple consistently perceived the

market

differently

gedly concentrated on business

went

after business

distributed systems.

little

employees, the educational market, and small,
It

was not

more than gape

IBM had

IBM dog-

management and mainframes, Apple

until late in

volume overtook and passed IBM's,

do

from IBM. Where

in

at

1992 that Apple's

sales

which point Big Blue could

astonishment. The stranglehold that

held on the computing machine business since the 1920s,

beginning with the earliest Hollerith card readers for the Census

Bureau, ended in 1992 because IBM's management had failed to perceive and, once perceived, to believe in the transition to distributed

processing that had been under

way

for

more than

ten years.

It is

hardly necessary to add that the peculiar invisibility that distributed
processing had for

IBM

extended to

its

concomitants as well ... in

particular to the prosthetic social implications of

networked

local

machines.

Within a

fairly brief

time following Apple's successful deal with

the IRS there were significant
ble to students of

numbers of personal computers

accessi-

Some

of those

grammar school and high school

age.

computers had modems.

The

students, at

first

mostly boys with the linguistic proclivities of

pubescent males, soon discovered the Tree's phone number and

wasted no time

in logging

onto the conferences. They appeared unin-

spired by the relatively intellectual

and

spiritual air of the

ongoing

debates, and they proceeded to express their dissatisfaction in

appropriate to their age, sex, and language

The

first

ways

abilities.

time this adolescent discontent was expressed came as a
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complete surprise to the sysop. Quite suddenly, there
of one of the ongoing discussions of the nature of
religion

JAMIE
As

was

in

human

1

1

?

the middle
society

and

a brief message:

YOU SHITHEAD HAHAHAHAHAHAHA

message scrolled by, the computer beeped. Puzzled and a bit
annoyed, the sysop punched keys to read the message again. Again
this

the computer beeped.
ter at the end,

to

an

do something

The message's author had put

invisible character that

—

in other

to control the machine's

The sysop

a control charac-

caused the computer

itself

words, that bypassed the sysop's authority

hardware and instead operated

it

directly.

scrolled to the next message:

FUCK YOU MOTHERFUCKER SHITFUCK
This time there was a whole slew of beeps after the message

30 of them

— and the sysop's baby, asleep

dow, woke up

unexpected sound and began to

at the

More annoyed now,
went

in her crib

— 20 or

near the wincry.

the sysop quickly deleted both messages and

off to soothe her child. But in

CommuniTree not even

the sysop

could actually delete a message; instead, she did a thing called exiling,

by which a message
branch.
is

An

there. This ability

because any

is

rendered invisible but remains attached to

exiled message can
is

be read by people

who know

its
it

a powerful device for preventing censorship,

member of the Tree community who knew that messages

had been exiled could simply
messages' numbers or

What

still

the sysop

post, or ask others to post, the exiled

titles.

had temporarily forgotten was that even though

exiled messages cease to be visible, they

still

take up disk space.

When

the Tree gods designed the mass storage part of the system, Apple

had

just released the first floppy drives

Apple

II.

The

and

software for the

drives were fairly reasonable in cost, in part because

Shugart's development of the control card
ing Steve

DOS

Wozniak and Randy Trigg

to

was behind schedule,

implement some

forc-

functions in

the software that would otherwise have been incorporated into the
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drives themselves.

Each drive was capable of storing 150 kilobytes

CommuniTree

of data.

at the time

1

had the luxury of having two of them, and

300 kilobytes of

real estate

like

it

The Tree gods were

farthest reaches of the universe.

hundred K?" they said. "We'll never

Heh heh.
One morning

looked

fill

extended to the

exultant. "Three

those suckers up!"

not long afterward the sysop was awakened by the

alarming clackety-clack and baritone buzz of the Apple's drives

down

a screwdriver

a

re-

— a sound about as soothing as running

peatedly seeking track zero

wooden

Venetian blind.

It is

a

dreaded noise

which usually means that a disk has become defective or information
has been

woke

lost. It also

the

baby again, which didn't improve the

mood.

sysop's

Sure enough, the Tree was down, with a "Disk Full" message. Puz-

Sysop punched up the data, and the Tree system reported

zled, the

number

that the

of messages on the Tree

was about

had been a few days previous. This made no

same

the

sense, until the

as

it

Sysop

recalled that the Tree's operating system didn't include exiled mes-

sages in

she

its

summary

remembered

of disk usage

that there

— but the Apple's DOS

did.

Then

had been an unusually high number of

annoying garbage messages over the past week or two. She had

much

quickly exiled them without paying

had been quite

retrospect that there

seemed

it

in

a few.

Quitting the Tree program, she booted

A

attention, but

DOS and checked the disks.
K was being used for

quick calculation showed that about 160

conferencing, but another 150

K

or so

messages. She thought back about
the

little

been ...

Was

suckers usually was, and

ummm

exile

.

.

at the rate of

she'd dealt with

them

in

how many words

exiled

long one of

calculated that there

must have

500 of them!

that possible? Yes,

been arriving
less,

.

was being eaten up by

them

it

was. The exiled messages had actually

about 25 a day. Because they were mindin a

mindless fashion, frequently able to

bunches because they arrived that way. Quietly and
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unobtrusively, this invisible garbage heap had

grown

until

it

1

1

$

took up

of the available space on the disks.

all

Now

for the first time in the history of the Tree there

was

a

need

not merely to exile messages but to actually, physically, remove them.

There was a disk maintenance routine for physically removing exiled
messages, but the Tree gods had deliberately
cute in order to discourage censorship.

on the disk

It

made

it

difficult to exe-

involved deleting the sectors

that contained the messages, then packing the remaining

messages closer together. This procedure, called defragmenting, was

somewhat dangerous.
disk,

Of

one sector

course,

A

process.

It

involved moving the entire contents of the

at a time,

from one location on the disk

to another.

introduced the possibility of catastrophic errors

it

in the

single power-line spike or a tiny defect in the surface of

the disk could cause the result of the defragmenting process to be

nothing but garbage. Consequently, the disks had to be backed up
before they were defragmented in case

lumped together meant

factors

two hours of

all

the data were lost. All these

that in practice

the sysop's time to

took something

it

remove exiled messages. Originally

James and Gengle figured that the process would need
out perhaps once a month. With
ers, that rate

zoomed

ued to escalate

The sysop

until

to be carried

the arrival of the kiddie system

to something like once a week,
it

and then contin-

James and Gengle. No, they

they couldn't change the code. The Tree was the Tree

The

And

ideal sysop

Tree sysop had a

Forth was Forth

and a baby, and a

a day just for removing messages

by defragmentation
need to

start

the Tree

over

failures,

said,

— visionary,

— compact, but opaque.

would simply have kept

life,

kill-

reached a rate of nearly once a day.

called in the Marines:

but vulnerable.

like

at

job;

and two hours of time

— compounded

worn-out

But in practice the

it.

disks,

as

it

frequently

was

and the consequent

— rapidly grew out of control. Within a short time

was jammed with obscene and

scatalogical messages. Be-

cause of the provisions for privacy built into the code there was no

way to monitor the messages

as they arrived,

censorship precautions there was no easy

and because of the

way

to

anti-

remove them once

—
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they were in the system.

using up hours of time

Members

The

had to be purged

entire set of disks

— every day or two.

of the Tree discourse began to

away.

fall

Things got worse. The young hackers discovered the sport of crashing the system by discovering bugs in the system

The Tree gods had unwittingly made

command

this task easy for

structure.

them.

First,

because control characters passed through CommuniTree's system
transparently and on into the

command

interface of the

Apple

itself,

hackers could directly control the Apple's hardware from their

mote machines. Second, because of the provisions of the system

made observing incoming messages
to experiment with impunity,

operator to

Not

all

know what was

the

re-

that

impossible, the hackers were free

and there was no way

for the system

taking place until the Tree crashed.

young experimenters

necessarily

wanted

to

wreck the

conferences, but entering control codes into the Apple's operating

system from a remote location was an exploratory operation similar
to swinging a

crowbar

was chancy, but
tive.

More

darkened pottery factory

the odds were that

to the point,

in the hackerkids'

anonymously and
be lost on those

in a

seemed

it

who

no

would turn out

clear that there

newfound power
at

it

— the outcome

was

to be destruca

huge frisson

to destroy things at a distance,

risk to themselves;

and

this point

should not

study the conduct of war in the age of intelligent

machines.

Each time the CommuniTree system melted down under the hackerkids' relentless assaults,
disks.

it

was

generally too late to save the existing

The sysop would be obliged

to reconstitute the ongoing confer-

ences from earlier backup versions. This wearisome task

mensely frustrating to the conferees,

who

lost their

discussions each time a recovery from older disks

After only a few

months

was im-

paths through the

was

necessary.

of nearly continual assault that the system

operators were powerless to prevent, the Tree expired, choked to

death by a kind of teenage mutant kudzu vine, a circumstance that

one participant saw as "the consequences of unbridled freedom of
expression."

CommuniTree

1

died on the floor of a house in Soquel,
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California,

on

a

sunny afternoon,

out onto the rug,
for tracks that

its

its

1 1

electronic guts hanging limply

exhausted floppy drives

still

clacking, searching

Tree's final death, several

young participants

were no longer readable.

However, with

,the

took the lessons and implications of such a community away with

them

— including the hard lessons about what was and what was not

possible in an unstructured

and unprotected conferencing environ-

ment, painfully learned through direct experience with the system
bashers

— and

proceeded to write their

own

conference systems.

Within a few years there was a proliferation of on-line
munities with perhaps
rior

less

message-handling capability

Temple of Zuul, PC-Tree, and

— for

fin

de

com-

siecle

example, Pyrzqxgl, XBBS,

the Sea of Mists

large hard drives (at the time "large"

minuscule by our

virtual

visionary character but with vastly supe-

meant 40 megabytes, which

standards but

more storage than CommuniTree

1

— systems that had

still

is

almost 200 times

possessed); that incorporated

provisions for simultaneous multiple logons

(e.g.,

Stuart

II,

although

chat was not yet possible); that allowed monitoring and disconnection of "troublesome" participants (hackers attempting to crash
the system); that were written in accessible code; and that facilitated

easy removal of messages that did not further the purposes of the

system operators.

Accompanying

the arrival of the second generation of on-line con-

ference software for the virtual communities

lance and social control. This

is

fense.

It

is

funded and

the age of surveil-

not to say that surveillance and

control did not already exist in the nets.

ARPANET, was

was

The

earliest on-line

sponsored by the

widely believed that the National Security Agency, an

agency of the U.S. government, routinely monitors
works. In contrast, what the
surveillance instituted

and

how

later conferences

of the net-

put in place was local

communication

for the greatest

Who is sponsoring surveillance of what and

the needs of public

all

monitored by individual system operators

in the interests of facilitating

of users.

network,

Department of De-

and private users

interact,

for

number

which ends,

and how these
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agendas overlap and

will

conflict,

become

clearer as this study

progresses.
In retrospect, the visionary character of

phy proved an obstacle

to the Tree's survival. Ensuring privacy in

and enabling unlimited access

aspects of the Tree's structure

work

conferences within the Tree did not
availability of terminals to

the Tree gods' ideas of

veteran put

it,

CommuniTree's philoso-

as

to all

in a context of increasing

young men who did not

what counted

necessarily share

community. As one Tree

"The barbarian hordes mowed us down." Thus,

practice, surveillance

in

and control proved necessary adjuncts to main-

taining order in the early virtual communities.

The

institution of vir-

was

tual frontier justice in the second generation of conferences

knowledge of the

carried out in clear

all

fate of

CommuniTree

and

1,

with considerable attention to the implications of a benevolent-despot approach to system administration.

about what might have happened
Tree had not coincided with the

if

first

It is

tempting to speculate

the introduction of

Communi-

wave of computer jugend. Would

quiet anarchy have prevailed for a longer time, or, given the possibility

more gradual evolution toward more structured

of a

would

it

perhaps have prevailed forever? Perhaps the future of

tronic virtual communities

Not

social order,

all

environments

based on conversation.

was based on

action.

user dungeons.

would have been

in the

An

elec-

quite different.

next generation of communities were

entire category of virtual

environments

These were the adventure games, the multiple-

Many

of these were structured as games, but a few

were begun simply as environments to explore. The pioneers of
genre, Pavel Curtis at

researchers

who were

were turned loose

PARC

and

Amy Bruckman

interested in

at

in unstructured virtual

mundane models;

Curtis's

own home, and MediaMOO
Lab.

is

environments that mim-

LambdaMOO
a

MIT, were both

what would happen when people

icked familiar environments in the physical world.

chose

this

To

this

end each

was modeled on

model of the actual

his

MIT Media

9

At

least

one environment has gone considerably beyond the

text-
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based idea of interaction to a

fully

1

1

graphic interface: Fujitsu Habitat,

Tokyo, designed by Chip Morningstar and Randall Farmer. Habi-

in

tat residents,

who

are called avatars, can change clothes and

body
Within the simulation, the terms used to describe the framework for these changes are worth remarking: An avatar goes to the
parts.

"spray shop" to buy body colors or clothes (the Japanese description

ambiguous

is

as to which), to the

"head shop" to buy

a

new

head,

but to the 'sex change clinic" to change sex. Changing heads
'

commercial transaction, but changing sex
register of social order, even

when what

is

a

a medical one, a different

is

being changed

is

is

a repre-

sentation created with binary code.
Fujitsu

employs a number of people as system administrators. The

official Fujitsu descriptor for

system administrators

is

Oracles; in at-

tempting to explain what they do, Oracles use such terms as "dieties"

and "gods of Habitat." Morningstar and Farmer's term was Wizards

— demonstrating the emergent

gins in

and debt

virtual social environments' ori-

Dungeons and Dragons

to the earlier

role-playing

games. Oracles practice management by wandering around, so they
are frequently active within the simulation.

Oracles are able to observe both the
signed up for Habitat and also

upon
up

men

for space in Habitat

who

is

records of

who

has

inside the simulation. Based

my own obserworld" who sign

and also upon the Oracles' and

Fujitsu's figures

vations, the ratio of

who

official

to

is

women from

the "real

among the avatars
of men to women is three

four to one. However,

participate in the simulation, the ratio

to one. Habitat Oracles like to interpret these data as indicating that

"the people

who

gender without

are using Fujitsu Habitat are selecting their Habitat

much

relation to their actual gender." This

misunderstanding of the data;
genders without

men

to

much

women would

more men who

a slight

participants in Habitat selected their

relation to their actual genders, the ratio of

run closer to one to one. Some of the avatars

are selecting genders that

presentations, but

if

is

more

may

likely

be at variance with their usual gender

what

the figures

show

is

that there are

prefer to use feminine gender presentations than there

—
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are

women who

same

The reasons seem

prefer to use the masculine.

women

as those in the text-based virtual communities: On-line,

attract

more

and get

interest

in spite of their smaller

attention,

whether because of or

numbers. "Real-world" men quickly notice

and appropriate

this fact

more

it

for their

own

advantage. Because they

understand the role-playing aspects of gender presentation

and because

ludic space of the simulation,

gender

is

the

warranted or anchored

in their

in the

their sense of personal

own

bodies,

and also impor-

bandwidth limitations of the Habitat simulation

tantly because the

preclude detailed, complex gender presentations, they are able to
avail themselves of the advantages of

ring the disadvantages.

gender switching without incur-

They enjoy the

without having to experience the oppres-

qualities of being othered

and disempowerment that are part of

sion

and pleasurable

attractive

its

construction as well.

Should any unpleasant or even incipiently boring events
can simply log out.

It is

the ability to log out

most rankling, and
could

perhaps

this ability

they

more than anything else

— that feminist analysts of

virtual systems find

certainly with sufficient reason.

log out of our oppressions

all

arise,

Would

that

we

or our unpleasant social

situations.

In Habitat, avatars frequently

multiple personae, but they
it

know

that their avatar friends have

manage

still

to treat each persona as

were a discrete individual. One Oracle

said,

if

"Other characters,

even while recognizing that A-san equals B-san, will go ahead and
treat

him

[sic] like

a different person.

that in systems like Habitat

we can

Habitat's economic dimension
ble,

and

in

any money economy

I

suppose that

it is

in these areas

identify role playing."

makes monetary exchanges

it is

likely that sex will be

possi-

one of the

items for sale. Sex workers exist in Habitat, in an environment where
sex, insofar as

we can

call

it

sex,

is

free of disease.

kind of (quasi)physical erotic stimulation

is

fellatio.

variably transacted between a male client and a
client avatar sits in a chair,

of

him

to

perform

fellatio

The most common
So far

this

is

in-

woman provider. The

and the sex-worker avatar kneels

in front

with rapid movements of her head. Habitat
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does not

perhaps) evince any male sex workers,

(yet,

in

such steamy virtual environments as the Mimtel Pink

1

2

contrast to

service.

It

is

not impossible that alternative sex practices outside the mainstream

Japanese heterosexual norm could emerge, but given the character

and

social training of the

to Habitat, such a

development

Tokyo's lone lesbian bar

what appears

major number of people

is still

is

who

have access

not likely to occur very soon.

an isolated

site

of resistance in a sea of

to be (perhaps deceptively) stolid sexual conformity. 10

Lessons of the Virtual Communities

The

participants of these electronically mediated virtual communities

acquire

skills that are useful for the virtual social

environments devel-

oping in late-twentieth-century technologized nations. The

partici-

pants learn to delegate their agencies to body representatives that
exist in imaginal spaces contiguously with representatives of other

individuals.

dreaming

They become accustomed

in

like reading,

an awake

— to

what might be

called lucid

a constellation of activities

which the actions of the reader have consequences

world of the dream or of the book. The older metaphor of

reading undergoes a transformation in a textual space that
sual, interactive,

tion

much

but an active and interactive reading, a participatory

social practice in
in the

state

to

practices

and

— the

haptic,

and that

production

of

is

is

consen-

constituted through inscrip-

microprocessor

code.

boundaries between the social and the "natural" and between

The
biol-

ogy and technology take on the generous permeability that characterizes

communal

space in the most recent virtual systems.

6
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Cyberdammerung

Many

virtual reality

I:

at the Atari

Lab

(VR) engineers believe that the

first

workers to

build successful systems incorporating principles that could be considered cyberspace-like were Scott Fisher, Ivan Sutherland at

and

Tom

MIT,

Furness for the Air Force. In 1967 and 1968, Sutherland
1

built a see-through

helmet at the

MIT

Draper Lab

Cambridge,

in

Massachusetts. This system used television screens and half-silvered
mirrors, so that the environment
It

was not designed

was

visible

through the

TV displays.

to provide a surround environment. In

1970, Sutherland continued

this

work

at the University of

1969 and
Utah, do-

ing things with vector-generated computer graphics and maps,

see-through technology. In his lab were Jim Clark,

more

Furness had been working on

— he

who went on

to

and Don Vickers.

start Silicon Graphics,

Tom

still

started in the

mid-1970s

VR

systems for 15 years or

at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base. His systems were also see-through, rather than enclosing.

He

pushed the technology forward, particularly by adopting the use of
high-resolution

an elaborate

two

large

the Darth

Human

CRTs. Furness's system, designed

flight

USAF, was

simulation cyberspace employing a helmet with

CRT devices,

so large and

Vader helmet. He

Interface

for the

left

Technology Lab

Scott Fisher started at

cumbersome

that

it

was dubbed

Wright-Patterson in 1988 to start the

MIT in the

at the University of

Washington.

machine architecture group. The

MA group worked on developing stereo displays and crude helmets
to contain them,

and

it

received a small proportion of

its

funding
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from

DARPA. When

the group terminated the project, they gave the

stereo displays to another

which was developing

UNC

chine. In the

I

group

at the University of

North Carolina,

a display device called the Pixel Planes

lab were

Ma-

Henry Fuchs and Fred Brooks, who had

been working on force feedback with systems previously developed

UNC

at

Argonne and Oak Ridge national

labs.

on

large projected stereo displays, but

was aware of Sutherland's and

Furness's

The

work with helmets and experimented with

iature display system into a helmet of their

group worked

putting a min-

own. Their

specialties

were medical modeling, molecular modeling, and architectural
walk-through. The

new computer

UNC

science building at

was

de-

signed partially with their system. Using their software and three-

dimensional computer imaging equipment, the architects could "walk

through" the

full-sized virtual building

actual walk-through

handlebars.

and examine

was accomplished with

The experiment was so

structure.

its

a treadmill

and

The

bicycle

successful that during the walk-

through one of the architects discovered a misplaced wall that would
have been very expensive to

fix

once the actual structure had been

built.

Attracted, as were

many

ership of Alan Kay, Fisher
in

other innovators, by the charismatic lead-

went to work

for the Atari Corporation

1982. Fisher's colleague Brenda Laurel, already ensconced at Atari

but not yet in the lab, had been blitzing him with information about
the horizons just opening there. Truth to

mouthwatering; Atari,

was

at the time

tell,

offering a genuine opportunity for serious

edge of interaction research. For Fisher and for
brilliant researchers, the challenge

the prospects were

an enormously wealthy company,

was

work

at the cutting

many

irresistible

other young,

— and, as

it

would

turn out, dangerous.

The Atari Research Lab was

a unique, controversial,

and explo-

sively short-lived organization for basic research in virtual reality

interactive

multimedia

in the early 1980s.

Corporation, one of the

and

interactive

game

first

It

was

and

a child of the Atari

manufacturers of personal computers

software.

The

lab

was founded

in the

context
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of Atari's

runaway growth and astonishing

me generation— the

time of the

My BMW"

Want

profitability.

It

I

12S

was

the

florescence of the yuppies, the "I

kids, junk bonds, wholesale corporate looting,
the

gutting of the social services infrastructure in the United States,
and
the reelection of Ronald Reagan. The Republicans were in
control,

and the dancing looked

like

it

would go on

high corporate optimism, and within

this

forever.

It

was

a time of

framework two revolution-

ary research establishments were started up almost simultaneously.

One was
in

named World Center for Computer Research,
The World Center was the brainchild of Jean-Jacques

the modestly

Paris.

who had

Servan-Schreiber,

persuaded President Georges Pompidou

of the program's importance.

Pompidou had then pushed

the fund-

ing for the center through otherwise impenetrable red tape with
gratifying speed.

The other research

center

the other side of the globe but in concept

was

the Atari Lab, on

and execution

a universe

away.
Servan-Schreiber had two candidates in mind for the prestigious
directorate of the

World

Center.

One was Seymour

done so much groundbreaking research

in

Papert,

computer cognition with

Marvin Minsky. The other was Nicholas Negroponte,
charismatic founder of the Architecture Machine
later,

of the

When

who had

the suave

Group

at

and

MIT and,

Media Lab.

Atari decided in late 1981 to start a laboratory to do re-

search in interactivity, the impression they gave was that the Lab

would be an
Its scientists

effort

on

a par with nothing less than the

would have

at the cutting

a free

World

hand and unlimited resources

Center.
to

work

edge of new technology. Top management at Atari

allo-

cated spacious digs in the company's Sunnyvale, California, complex,
a

group of gleaming new buildings

plete with

built

around

a

sunny atrium com-

burgeoning tropical plants and singing

needed someone to spearhead the new

effort.

track record and dispatched an emissary to offer
chief scientist at the

new

lab,

birds.

Now

they

They knew Negroponte's

him

the position of

only to find that he had just accepted

Servan-Schreiber's offer of the directorate at the

World Center.

Atari
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immediately went to the second person they'd had

in

mind: Alan

Kay, formerly of Xerox.

Kay had been

a child prodigy

Xerox when

before being hired by
lavishly

site,

ble

mark

and

PARC was

funded by Xerox's huge

in the industry

later a professional

profits.

by describing

still

musician

dream research

a

He had made an

indeli-

(the state of the art did not

permit him to build) a handheld graphical interface computer. As
they did with a whole succession of brilliant and eminently market-

Xerox missed developing

able ideas,

product. 2

Kay had

also designed

programming languages and
as

the device into a marketable

one of the

earliest object-oriented

ways had distinguished himself

in other

an up-and-coming researcher with organizational

Kay began by
uates.

hiring a slew of recent

Then he proceeded

Group, luring the
real)

MIT graduates and near gradMIT Architecture Machine

to raid the

bright, eager

promises of gorgeous

abilities.

young graduate students with

offices, state of the art

(quite

equipment, Califor-

nia climate (which looked paradisiacal to the Boston-based students),

and what looked

"Rumor

at

MIT was

Jim Dunion
draining a

like

said.

unlimited funding. They accepted in droves.

that Alan

was bringing them out

"He took almost everybody

they had.

It

was

like

swimming pool."

Already at Atari was a young and

ing. Previously she

in acting/direct-

had been designing and programming

fairy tales at

named

brilliant researcher

Brenda Laurel. Laurel came to Atari with an M.F.A.

animated

in busloads,"

interactive

CyberVision, which had been giving her ideas

about a doctoral dissertation. 3 She had been hired to design educational software for the

brand-new home computer, and when the

computer division began growing explosively, she soon found

managing software marketing

was

also laying low, pretending

ming because she'd discovered
in the

herself

home computer division. She
not to know much about program-

for the

it

was

a dangerous skill for a

woman

marketing division to possess. She'd already gotten into trouble

with Ray Kassar, a

VP

there.

When

they met one afternoon he'd

asked about her background, and she'd said she

knew some

code.
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He had

glowered, pointed his finger at her, and said, "You're

grammer:' Clearly implied

in his voice

off,

them

a lot of

a

pro-

but things were

new

was "One of those"

This remark should have tipped Laurel

and confusing and there were
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for a

young

recruit to

absorb. Kassar was referring to the hackers in the software division,

young men

and

in their late teens

of their kind,

who

rooms, sleeping at
sisting entirely

early twenties, the

first

lived their lives perpetually in

their terminals or

under

on nothing more than

tables,

Fritos,

generation

semidarkened

and seemingly sub-

Coca-Cola, and wild

determination. These crazies wore ancient Adidas and malodorous
T-shirts with the sleeves ripped out, spoke a jazzy argot

and

unintelligible to the suits,
salaries in the

able, because

all

$50,000 to $60,000 range

more than playing games. But
it

was

entirely

which was

— most offensive of — pulled down
for

what looked

in spite of all this they

upon

these disreputable

like

nothing

were untouch-

and

largely inde-

cipherable quantities that the phenomenal success of Atari was based.

Management felt that to tamper with the game
might turn out to be something

mid-1970s. Bushnell meant to develop what

home computer,

which,

habits

Nolan Bushnell

in the

like defusing a

Atari had been started by the entrepreneur

called a

work

designers'

it

bomb.

at the time

was being

was thought, was something

that

people would use to balance checkbooks and keep track of recipes

an extremely popular idea

at the time,

and the very things that per-

sonal computers did not wind up doing. Atari's machines achieved
great popularity not because they could balance checkbooks but be-

cause they ran

game

software, very simple things involving chasing

moving cursors and knocking
grew

in sophistication

pany was showing a

bricks out of walls.

The game software

with tremendous speed, and when the com-

nice profit Bushnell sold out. His purchaser of

choice

was the newly formed Warner Communications. A

est in

Warner had been

quietly acquired in the early 1960s by the

Kinney Group, originally
stores and,

it

was

large inter-

a chain of parking lot franchises

said, a respectable

conduit for Mafia

the "legitimizing" of Mafia interests that

and shoe

money during

Mario Puzo described

in
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fictional

terms in The Godfather. With that backing, Warner was out

much

to control as

seemed

good

a

mind, and
that

it

of the entertainment business as

choice. Bushnell

was

Atari's success

the

tail

it

could.

soundly with

4

Atari

selling

it

in

Warner found

of a financial rocket.
to Atari.

in size every eight

The

were

statistics

months

three times

a row, the largest growth ever posted by an American corporation.

Nobody
it.

built

was phenomenal, even

stunning — Atari had doubled
in

had

it

solidly profitable. Shortly, though,

was hanging onto

it

I

in

management

Three years

quite believed

after acquiring Atari

it,

and nobody could explain

from Nolan Bushnell, Warner

Communications was making more money from computer games
than they were making from their entire extensive library of films.

some of the old hands on
was

that scale

the financial side of the

company, growth on

"They thought Atari was some kind of

frightening.

Woody Allen's Sleeper" Dunion

creature like the blob in

To

said.

"They

thought they had climbed onto something that was totally out of control."

The investment

duce a
still

in

new game was

equipment and packaging necessary to pro-

infinitesimal, so profits

were enormous and

growing exponentially.

Which was why, when Dunion asked Alan Kay how much money
Atari

was going

ten years,

Kay

In fact, the

to

commit

replied seriously,

company

which probably did look
of

young

initially

way

infinite

amount." 5

budgeted $15 million for the

amount to

the

first

lab,

wave

researchers.

single arcade
all

"An

like a nearly infinite

Atari's initial profitability

of

to long-range research during the next

time:

game,

in fact

had been based on the revenues from a

on one of the prototypical arcade games

Pac-Man, which within an extremely short time found

its

into not just every arcade, but also every bar, pool hall, lounge,

and convenience

store in the world.

Nobody

at Atari

had any idea

why Pac-Man was so extraordinarily successful. "Why people were
willing to pay so much money for it is still a mystery," Brennan said.
Michael Naimark added, wistfully, "Maybe it really was the magic
of interaction."
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also the bellwether of Atari's true marketing philoso-

phy. Bushnell had discovered the enormous potential of
the

market by accident, but

game

Atari's staggering success at

it gave the company the sheen of an innovative, cutting-edge organization, ready to
take risks in a new and untried field. The reality was quite different.
Atari was staffed from top to bottom with suits— extremely conser-

vative people. Essentially they were solid businessmen like
sar,

people with proven management

Almost to a man they were deeply
tively afraid of the

skills

but

little

and

skeptical,

some

in

programmers. They expressed the

present situation— that

and working habits

is,

— was

the programmers'

Ray Kas-

imagination.
cases ac-

belief that the

unwholesome

lifestyle

merely a brief interlude, such as any

startup might experience. Shortly, they believed, they

would

intro-

duce correct operating procedures, as per, say, Lever Brothers' manual of procedures.

They intended

to carry this intention out by

assuring that the people at supervisory level were folks with the right
ideas about
ings in

how good

software should be written. They held meet-

which they thought about who

management. Therefore, given
that they recruited project

their

really

own

understood software

training,

it

was

inevitable

managers from piaces with good,

histories of developing real software

solid

— companies with proven track
— companies
Lockheed,

records and dependable profitability

like

General Dynamics, Martin Marietta, and McDonnell Douglas.

Soon Atari had project managers who drank
ized Cruise Missile
projects.

The

skills

mugs

coffee out of personal-

directing interactive entertainment software

they brought to the

game market were acquired

by designing missile launchers and tank guidance controls. They saw

no particular
games. After

difference between missile software
all,

and

interactive

they said, both were software. In this attitude the

management hierarchy

at Atari

demonstrated

in

another

way

their

misunderstanding of the stakes, of the links between programming
styles

and product, and

— perhaps most urgently — of the

critical dif-

ferences in manufacturing style between military software

tainment software. The timelines and

reliability

and

enter-

requirements for
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military software are frequently created in a pork-barrel milieu.

The

software has to be extremely reliable, although in practice no soft-

ware

is

completely reliable. The projects are frequently immense, and

therefore the project managers break the software up into chunks

and parcel the writing out

to teams.

While

it is

possible to have a

know pre-

general overview of the project, the individual teams don't

what

cisely

And,

the other teams are doing

as with

must have

on the

any large project, any changes anywhere

a paper trail

— revision

code

level of the

in the

itself.

system

requests, authorizations, confir-

mations. These are well-worn and quite serviceable histories of successful large-project

management.

Because these things take time and are frequently designed to be
expensive, project managers
lives

doing them have their

successful software project.

who have spent the greater part of their
own eclectic ideas of what constitutes a

The

three

most pertinent here are that

the era of slide rules, producing ten lines of Fortran
a

day was about the right speed; that

long;

a

in

(now Ada) code

workday was

eight hours

and that the average project was expected to take about four

years to complete.
delivery debugging
rately,

The four-year estimate did not include

after-

and continued revision, which might be billed sepa-

and there was a

tacit

and not unreasonable assumption that

after-delivery revisions will be not optional but necessary.

These Lockheed stalwarts of the military suddenly found themselves

managing

time, but also

projects that not only

had

to

work

right the first

had to be fun and had to be completed

in

about six

months. For the coders, they of the flying fingers and shredder
style, a typical

workday might have been 20 hours.

most of those hours were

at night. Perhaps only a

life-

Traditionally,

few hours coincided

with the project manager's workday. This fact alone

made

traditional

supervisory techniques, rooted in a nineteenth-century prospectus of

continuous visual surveillance, maddeningly impractical. The coders

wrote

in

assembly language and,

aficionado, in machine language.

in the case of the occasional rabid

They employed every arcane

trick

imaginable to circumvent the obscure problems that plagued

all
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first-

make

M

/

/

and second-generation microprocessors and thereby to
code run faster and snazzier— tricks like self-modifying

their

code, and code that took advantage of undocumented traps and

weirdnesses in the chips' subcode 6

— which the manufacturers of the

chips sternly forbade, because the weirdnesses that

made such

short-

cuts possible might have disappeared without warning in the next

manufacturing run. 7 But because the games were written to be out
there in the market

the

same

now, the chips that the programmers used were

as the ones in the machines that the end users had; they

expected to play the games for a while and then throw them away
in favor of the next ones.

This tight coupling between writing a game quickly and playing
only until
cal

code

game
ina,

its

size

potential

was exhausted included such

(which was dictated by the capacity of the chips

cartridge

in the

and the computer's RAM), the programmer's stam-

and also management's and programmers' sense of what the

games were

for

and what markets they served. Because of the

ness of the coupling,

it

was

mance could exceed what

possible to produce

the

supervision over the actual coding

games whose perfor-

same reason,

was both

helpful. In the circumstances, Atari's mistake

Management was

tight-

hardware manufacturers thought were

the capacities of their equipment. For the
rial

it

factors as practi-

close

manage-

irrelevant

and un-

was

quite natural:

thinking product; the coders and gamers were

thinking fun. For an incredible few years, through an unlikely congeries

of circumstances, those two conflicting attempts to control the

meaning of the term

interactive entertainment software

were juxta-

posed. As events would prove, for Atari the coincidence was just that:
accident.

While Time Warner

be packaged, Atari

People in places

itself

was

acutely aware that fun can

managment simply didn't get it.
like the MIT Media Lab knew about

because they had been intensely interested
vision to start a

company

that marketed

a grand scale. Consequently, they

Atari

was not

a visionary

in

how

this conflict

Bushnell got the

interactive software

were aware of the

company, merely

on such

reality

— that

a stunningly lucky one.
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With

the sole exception of

I

Pac-Man, Atari might

as well have been

in the furniture business.

Thus

it

was

Alan Kay to

humdrum

that the best

and brightest perceived

start a research lab as a

in Atari's

conservatism, a sign that there were people at Atari

had the vision to use the enormous
to fund

Atari's hiring of

major breakthrough

more and

profits

who

Pac-Man was generating

better experiments with interaction. In truth, they

had misunderstood what was happening. Atari had hired Alan Kay
because the

him not

company had

grossly misperceived his abilities.

good administrator

as a brilliant innovator but rather as a

of exotic talent,

someone who could keep bright programmers

and producing. Pac-Man,

as

it

quickly developed,

not Line, the standoff point between the

The Atari board of
endless series of

They saw

suits

was

Atari's

clones, like the

lone had turned into a mini-industry:

movie sequels that

Pac-Man

Magi-

and the researchers.

directors' idea of a "visionary future"

Pac-Man

in line

II,

Pac-Man

was an
Sly Stal-

III,

Bride

of Pac-Man, Pac-Man Meets Godzilla, and so on. The company's
administration thought they were buying a group of programmers

who would

quickly produce an endless series of

Collisions were not long in arriving.

licenses for

spinoffs.

Ray Kassar announced

his

home computer

software budget

games. These would run on the Atari

home computer,

intention to spend 90 percent of the

on

Pac-Man

not on the Atari game machine

— which

Laurel

felt

was

a serious

problem, because as yet there was nothing but game software for the

home computer, and

at the rate

Kassar was burning through the bud-

get there wouldn't be any other software for the
year.

The problem, Laurel

felt,

was product

home computer

that

differentiation.

Was

home computer and the game machine? What were the differences? What was a home computer supposed to be, anyway, and why would anybody buy one if all it did
was run the same software that a game machine did but cost twice
as much? To get a satisfactory level of product differentiation, for
openers Atari needed to have software like an 80-column word prothere a difference between the

cessor and a decent spreadsheet for the machine.
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Kassar brushed arguments

were what made
nent names

would do

Batman
was no

He meant

a successful machine.

— the

same

Good

like this aside.

sort of thing

From

difference between

like

Significantly,
this, as

lay in the innocuous

understood quite
still

and to the

MIT

successes better

and

after

said, there

word

Kassar never talked

developed, his reasoning

management.

research,

which each

side

many

the potential lab staff,

of

doing graduate work when they were hired,

rest of Atari, research

on an already accepted

first,

To

differently.

at

meant innovation, taking

research

lab

it

right in line with that of the rest of Atari's

whom were

Batman towels and

Batman towels and Batman games. People

about what the games would do. In

The trouble

licensing of promi-

marketing standpoint, he

a

bought the name, not the contents.

was

licenses, he said,

any mass-market company

— and putting them on the product,

coffee mugs.
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risks,

doing new things.

meant duplication,

idea, but finding out

how

on business most of

it

By

changes

this difference at

out he arranged to be

the time.

slight

to duplicate their

and cheaper. Kay did not perceive

he had figured

To Kassar

away from

the time he did figure

it

the

out,

though, the Atari administration and the lab kids were at each others'
throats.

"Research" was probably a boundary object

Star's sense,

but

other; instead
fighters,

The
ing.

it

it

kept them lashed together

each trying to be the

first

shot in the

war was

first

fired

for each

Indian knife

to rip out the other's guts.

8

not at the lab but over in market-

would soon be emerging from

all

the

Vac-Man

the lab, staffed as

it

was

He had ordered Ms. Vacgame was now nearly finished;

those nice obedient programmers.

with

all

Man

before the lab got going, and the

in the

Susan Leigh

work

like a pair of

Kassar wanted Laurel to develop a market for

spinoffs that

in

didn't help the groups translate their

works were things with names

like

Son of Pac-Man and Pac-

Man Three. Management was hot to get game software into the
Home Computer Division, because prior to Pac-Man exactly what a
home computer was going

to

do was

still

a mystery. People

bought

them, played with them for a while, and eventually tossed them into
the closet.

Maybe

things like

Pac-Man would boost

the sales of hard-

134
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ware to match that of software. Meanwhile the Atari game division
continued to grind out riches as

were grinding

if it

numbing plethora

In the midst of this

salt.

unencumbered

of sheer

wealth the mindless machinery of corporate profitability ground

in-

exorably onward. Upper management scrutinized division reports

with a no-sparrow-shall-fall mentality, and the slightest sign of

Hand

ging profits meant the Divine
policy

lag-

of Retribution. In practice this

meant that every week or two another marketing VP was shot

out of the saddle. "They aren't happy with the biggest golden eggs

anybody's ever seen," Dunion

said.

"They want the whole fucking

goose." Inevitably, one day the shots hit Laurel. Although she was in

marketing,

Kay knew about her work, and they had been

discussing a

possible relationship with the lab for her at some future time.

When

she got her pink slip she immediately called Kay. Fortunately, he
in

town. "Help!" Laurel

Kay had her packed
to the lab in the

said,

with unaccustomed brevity.

up, out of her office in marketing, and over

same day. For both Laurel and Kay, the challenge

was what

of blue-sky research at the cutting edge of interactivity
they'd

come

to Atari for,

and

it

was time

to put Laurel's pearls-

before-swine sojourn in marketing behind them.

found out she hadn't actually
of unpleasant

was

memos

to

Kay

left

—

the

When Ray

company, he

all told,

Kassar

sent a succession

four of them

— advising him

of her inadequacies in ungentle terms. "This person

is

a

program-

memos (which
memos (which he

mer," Kassar fumed. Kay responded with sarcastic
he tore up after ruminating over them) and polite
sent).

Laurel had wanted to do interactivity research in the

and she came
facing the

to the task chock-full of ideas.

first

same misunderstandings over the word

interactivity that

had shaped up over the word research. To Laurel, and to the
the lab, interactivity
tion back at

meant something

like

Andy Lippman's

MIT: "Mutual and simultaneous

place,

But she found herself

activity

rest of

descrip-

on the part of

both participants, usually working toward some goal, but not
necessarily."
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I

One

five corollaries to his definition.

1

is

?

S

inter-

which means that each participant must be able to interrupt the other, mutually and simultaneously. The second is graceful
degradation, which means that unanswerable questions must be hanruptibility,

dled in a

way

that doesn't halt the conversation:

that in a minute," for example.

means
to

how much

The fourth
The

interaction.

is

no-default,

come back

"I'll

fifth is

limited look-ahead, which

must

it

that the participants

infinite database,

offers than

to

is

a limit

which means that the conversa-

a preplanned path,

which

is

truly develop in the

must have the impression

to say that

an immersive world

much more

limiting in the choices

should give the illusion of not being
it

is

of the shape of the conversation can be anticipated by

must not have

of an

third

that because both parties can be interrupted there

either party.

tion

The

an actual world would

be.

9

two

Interactivity implied

conscious agencies in conversation, spontaneously developing a mutual discourse, taking cues
fly.

and suggestions from each other on the

Laurel had added the additional elements of drama

based on principles of stagecraft

On

— and of

the other hand, to the Atari

something quite

different.

meant turn-taking, not

activity

ludics, playful interaction.

management

Nobody had thought

people and asked them, they said

it

was

it

interactivity

out;

was

interruption;

command,
Dunion

interactive because the

vity

it

called poke-and-see technology.

in the

was

meant

it

The

a deception, because although

what

that the user

a result.

its

own.

Many

It

it

That
user's

was what Jim

of the lab people

— from the standpoint of

popular dissemination of hypertext

sion of

you stopped

machine responded to the

instead of doing something on

that way about Apple's HyperCard

if

meant

intuitively obvious. Inter-

pushed a button and the machine did something as
process

— interaction

was

tools,

felt

interacti-

a huge step forward
it

gave a

facile illu-

interactivity was.

clash over interactivity shaped up as nastily as the one over

research. Laurel got to
tionally.

Bob

Stein,

fire

one of the opening salvos quite uninten-

Kay's consultant, was working on an interactive

encyclopedia with the Encyclopaedia Britannica company. Knowing
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Laurel's interests, he

I

had taken her on board the

with the company was Charles

Van Doren,

the

project. His liaison

first

contestant to be

caught and convicted of cheating on the television quiz show "The

$64,000 Question." The interactive encyclopedia

words

program

for the

to look up.

cerned, in that fact inhered
office

in

working on

far as

interactivity.

the user enter

Van Doren was

He came by

and proceeded

the lab one day

interactivity. Laurel's ears

"You

its

As

let

con-

new

Laurel's

up about

to chat her

perked up. "That's great," she

"I'm

said,

interactivity too."

are?"

Van Doren

said.

"Sure," Laurel said enthusiastically. "I've got this idea for an interactive educational thing
tives

— whales

from an

about whales told from multiple perspec-

and then whales from

Inuit perspective

whaling corporation perspective and a Greenpeace perspective,
Multiple narrative thread, user selectable.

It'd

fit

right into

your

a

say.

inter-

active encyclopedia."

Van Doren turned
a

red and began to

make

a peculiar noise. After

few seconds Laurel realized he was sputtering. Finally he burst into

speech. "Encyclopedias don't present viewpoints" he said, biting off
the words. "Encyclopedias present truth." 10

Sooner or

later

any discussion of interaction and

turned to debates over

how

database exceeds a certain
to search even the

Thus

major

how

it

works

to handle very large databases. After a

size,

it

becomes impractical

listings in a

for a

reasonably short period of time.

the fact of a database that contains, in the ideal case,

knowledge of humankind, doesn't imply that such
searchable. This surprising fact

human

was encountered

all

the

a database

in practice

is

with the

first

large publicly searchable computerized databases in the 1960s.

One

of the

first

of these

was

the

MEDLARS medical database, main-

tained at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland,
for the National Library of Medicine.

on

a

The

MEDLARS

mainframe with access available only from

database ran

a single console.

There were no public terminals. Researchers wanting to use the database submitted requests for information on slips of paper, just as

if
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they were requesting a book from the closed stacks. The library
staff
transcribed these requests onto standard forms and typed them
into
the console keyboard by hand.
later in the

The answers came back

form of printouts from an IBM

a

day or two

line printer.

Things did not proceed as expected. Researchers inquiring

after

information found to their dismay that a request for a list of titles
of papers on a particular disease or drug might result in hundreds of
feet of dense printout. Notices went up in the MEDLARS area warning people to be extremely cautious about

requests for information.

son was simple

Still

they

worded

the piles of paper proliferated.

their

The

rea-

— there were simply too many data on each subject

for the existing search protocols to handle.

common method,
several

how

Key-word

simply did not work with so

many

searches, the
data, because

thousand abstracts might share the same key words. Buried

in the abstracts themselves

was

critical

information by which they

could be separated, but even programs that searched the abstracts
themselves for key words or phrases found too much.

Some

different

approach was needed.

The most advanced thinking about

problem was not about

this

search protocols but about the abstract idea of searching and the

ways that searching was done not
tion with
It

was

humans. The

ideal

in

computers but

in actual interac-

model of a search device already

called a graduate student.

existed.

Computer programmers tended

to

be so focused on mathematically derived search algorithms such as
binary tree protocols and bubble sorts that the significance of the

graduate student tended to escape them. Graduate students or
search assistants
stances they

make the

best search devices because in ideal circum-

become attuned

to their professors'

to gather just the kinds of information that

beyond the

capabilities of

the essence of the work.

and

lists

fit

work and

are able

the research project,

of authors or key words to capture

They take

initiative,

understand abstractions,

pursue corollary threads. At least the best of

them do. This was

precisely the kind of search device that a database such as

required.

re-

MEDLARS
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The people

at the Atari

I

Lab and

in their abstracted form, agents.

Media Lab

the

How

called such devices,

produce such an agent has

to

been an ongoing debate ever since the Media Lab researchers
sketched out the idea. In the 1980s, John Scully ordered a

first

demo

of

Apple's dream machine for the 1990s, which the public relations

Knowledge Navigator. The device incorporated

division called the
a phone,
sor.

modem,

The most

interface.

It

E-mail, calendar, and voice-operated

striking thing

word

about the Knowledge Navigator was

image of a secretary-like person. The image looked

male secretary, complete with

a

perky

team had wanted to avoid the stereotype of a
position,

its

used not the desktop metaphor but an agent metaphor.

In the upper left-hand corner of the Navigator's screen

live

proces-

which

left

them with

like a

was the

video of a

bow tie. (Apple's design
woman in the secretarial

the only gender alternative available

bow tie was an attempt
"Humans naturally talk to humans,"
Dunion would say, waving his arms. "Humans don't naturally talk
to computers. We've spent millions of years learning how to talk to
to a large

mainstream corporation. The

to demasculinize the agent.)

each other.

Why

change now?"

Talking to a program that

some

is

things about interaction.

written to look like a

The main one

is

ing.

Somewhere between

a mechanical

full

gamut of human emotions

Laurel raised the

is

—

talking to a photo-quality image that

ground of agent experimentation, and

When

program

talking to a cartoon face that answers in

monotone and

expresses the

that the

implies

human that the program
make the interaction convinc-

convincing enough to actually engage the
possesses a depth and complexity that

human

first

it

lies

goes on at

the treacherous
full

speed today.

questions about dramatic interaction,

she implied the computer as actor, which led to the same problems
vis-a-vis agents:

How

could characters on the computer screen be

created that were convincing?

Central to the construction of agents was the idea of presence.

What,

exactly,

was

it

about a representation that gave

of personal force, of a living being?

And

conversely,

it

the illusion

what did

it

take
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a representation of a place that

they were actually present in that place? The Atari Lab
researchers
talked about it long and often. Just what was presence,
really, they
asked; and how do we manipulate it?

seemed obvious that talking about presence wasn't going to be
enough. They had to experiment with presence, to play with the conIt

cept of agency in practical situations. In the middle of these discussions they
call

more or

Arthur

less

stumbled on the construct that they came to

Fischell.

Arthur was at

first

a purely conceptual person, a thought experi-

ment

in

went

into creating a believable virtual agent, really?

what

it

took to make an

artificial

persona seem

The

What

real.

original idea

came from Susan Brennan. For a while he was known simply as Arthur, and then Brennan exercised creator's privilege and gave him a
last name. Thus his origins were covertly expressed in his name
Arti-ficial.

Later he also acquired a wife

Olivia Fischell, the
agents,

how

team chuckled.

better to start?

a

They
and

how

for him.
his

own

out to explore
it

how his

first his

member

of the lab. (Olivia

the hard parts of the experiment.)

sense of presence could be developed

needed to be tweaked

At

and

they wanted believability in their

as another

homemaker, so she avoided
set

Olivia. Arthur

11

The team thought of Arthur
was

If

named

in order to create

an aura of

reality

persona was honored more by reference than by

speech, like the legendary Kilroy. People talked about him,

rather than Arthur himself doing any talking. Shortly

it

became

person was too limiting, and

that just talking about

him

in the third

Arthur would have to

start

doing some talking of

his

own. Since he

didn't exist in the physical sense, this requirement presented

problems; but

many

clear

some

of the lab's day-to-day interactions already oc-

curred via E-mail, and the team seized on this fact for their

first

ex-

periment. Thus Arthur's personality developed and flourished at
first

entirely

on E-mail, where the problem of voice could be ignored.

Various lab people

who were

privy

worked on

his character

—Jim

Dunion, Michael Naimark, Ann Marion, Brenda Laurel, Eric
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Hulteen, and Susan Brennan were in on the experiment and each

could log on as Arthur. They added to his persona in a deliberate

way from
own, by

time to time, but after a while he began to grow on his

a kind of accretion. Perhaps his

was beginning

to assert

own embryonic

personality

presence.

its

People at the lab frequently put on-line brief resumes and state-

ments of what their research
called finger

files

individual's

files,

These were kept

interests were.

in special

which anyone could read by "fingering" the

name. After a while the Arthur team put on-line an elabo-

and quirkily humorous resume of Arthur's achievements

rate

of his

own

— he'd invented squid

finger

file

made

significant contributions to the

and before coming

ings,

to Atari he'd

the British Postal Service.

around with ideas of

in a

example, and

development of muffler bear-

had a distinguished career with

The team was

identity without

jerky, for

still

only half serious, playing

much

sense of where they were

going, and unconsciously they were creating Arthur as a kind of limi-

He had some

nal character.

quotidian attributes, and also some that

were obviously whimsical. But

become so overwhelmingly

come
fit

as

it

turned out, his persona would

real that the

whimsical attributes would

to be overlooked, or astonishingly misread so as to

into an acceptable image of a genuine,
It

was now

early 1983,

about needing more

if

make them

eccentric, person.

and Alan Kay had begun dropping

assistants.

Kay was gone much

hints

of the time doing

other things, such as attending corporate meetings and traveling the
lecture circuit,

and

his

absence was being noticed

.

.

.

and decisions

about the lab needed to be made day by day. Kay's regular guy and
heir apparent to the

whose claim
this

to

title

fame was that he specialized

time the interesting

construction;

it

of director pro tern

work

was Mike Liebhold,

in big databases.

at the lab wasn't being

was being done by

the people

done

in

But by

database

working with problems

of agency, dramatic interaction, and presence. In the meantime Arthur Fischell had been gaining reality points as the team continued
to

work away at

experiment with

building his character.
interest, so

Kay was following the Arthur

one day, by

fiat,

he decided to kick

it
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along.

He

published a

memo

that in his absence Arthur

Arthur responded to

more

distinctive

his

to the

company

would be pro

new

and complex
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announcing

at large

tern director of the lab.

authority by blossoming into a

personality.

much

He became known around

Atari as a suave, intelligent, smooth-spoken guy, mature and sexy,
slightly rakish in a Victorian

way— in

fact, rather

noticeably like the

personality of Nick Negroponte, the lab's godfather.

The resem-

was probably not happenstance. Arthur acquired

a corner of-

blance

furnished in typically Arthurian idiosyncratic fashion.

fice,

example, Scott Fisher had found an old

airline seat

to the lab, with the idea of eventually using

the

meantime the team borrowed

where,

it

was

said,

he used

it

it

and

it

for

installed

it

and brought

For
it

an experiment.

in

In

in Arthur's office;

instead of a desk chair.

The

sight of the

thing behind Arthur's desk seemed in keeping with Arthur's quirky
personality.

Of
off

course, Arthur

was almost never

on some mission or other of his own

in

town

just like

either, being

always

Alan Kay. But unlike

Kay, he was extremely active on E-mail, keeping up a continuous
flow of conversation and bombarding people with questions about
the progress of their experiments.
In

and around the lab there were the beginnings of the

fights be-

tween lab folk and the systems engineering people, border skirmishes
that

the

would

MIT

later

blossom into

crew to

engineers were

be, in their

what

a full-scale war. Systems folks thought

words,

effete little pricks.

The systems

lab folk called pocket protector people,

and

in

the term could be understood the magnitude of the culture clash that

was shaping

up. Battles of

between the groups, and

words began

in these clashes

to rage

on

interoffice E-mail

Arthur was always the cool

voice of moderation. After a while, the Arthur team noticed that there

was an occasional

piece of mail from

someone

in engineering or sales,

asking for Arthur's advice on some intradepartmental disagreement.

Apparently people

in other

Solomonesque person

The team

departments were hearing about

in the lab

and were seeking out

fed this tiny flame of belief assiduously.

this

his opinion.

They spent hours

1
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talking about
tal

ways

to

I

ramp up Arthur's

reality controls. Finally digi-

music technology provided an unexpected breakthrough. One day

Jim Dunion showed up with an Eventide Harmonizer, a device that
changes the pitch of any sound that passes through

one look

at the

Harmonizer and decided that

to have a real voice. Laurie
nizer to

getting used to

that.

how

it

was time

Anderson was already using

change the pitch of her voice

team didn't know

it

The team took

it.

Mara

in live

MIS

office

it,

limits were. Finally the

its

to a speakerphone

notepads. Laurel dialed up the

Harmo-

performance, but the

test run.

They

and took out

their

team decided to give the Arthurian vocal presence a

hooked the Harmonizer up

a

up and practiced with

set the device

worked and what

for Arthur

— and accidentally got con-

nected to the senior vice president of Atari.

Everyone

now?"

in the

room snapped

Laurel mouthed

silently.

to full attention.

"What do

do

I

"Keep going," Ann Marion mouthed

back. So while the team listened, gripping their notepads, Laurel
bulled ahead. Speaking as Arthur, with the deep voice of the Eventide

VP

Harmonizer, she wound up convincing the
Boston on important business. Arthur

left

a

that Arthur

phone number

was

in

in the

event that Atari needed to reach him. Laurel was completely unbriefed as to

the

how

to carry the

masquerade to that extreme, and

background the team scrabbled around

phone number.
to the VP.

Finally they

came up with

a

in

for a plausible Boston

number

that Laurel fed

Then she hung up, astonished by the extent of the masquer-

ade. She looked

around

at the

team, and Scott Fisher said, "I hope

he doesn't actually try that number. He'll wind up talking to Boston
Dial-a-Prayer."

The team

realized that something quite interesting

The experiment
anticipated.

in

on.

presence was succeeding beyond anything they'd

They had

actually convinced a significant part of the

Atari Corporation that a person
further, that he

was going

was

named Arthur

Fischell existed,

and

acting director of the lab. Insidiously they had

even been winning over some lab members. But the greater population of the lab wasn't convinced. "Muffler bearings,"

some

snorted.
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Shortly they challenged Arthur to either appear in person, or, failing

hold a

that, to

live teleconference

wherever he happened to

with the company at large from

be.

The Arthur team took up

the challenge.

They couldn't handle

a

personal appearance, but a teleconference was just enough within

reach to be truly daunting. They raced around the company, grabbing

audio and video equipment wherever they could find
in the

next weekend

when

it.

Thev came

was deserted and spent 48

the lab

frantic

hours cabling the place. They ran audio and video feeds out of the
lab area, hiding the cables behind the overhead tiling. In a remote

part of the building they threw together a makeshift video studio,

complete with lighting and

They'd succeeded

sets.

in creating

now

mail presence; then they'd created a vocal presence;

an E-

they were

about to stage the debut of Arthur's visual presence.

What
ing,

did Arthur look

like, really?

and decided that he might

would play Arthur
ance;

it

The team held

as well look like

for the live cameras.

On

Brenda Laurel. Laurel

That bracketed

gave him some limits with regard to

so forth.

a strategy meet-

his appear-

size, height, build,

the day of the teleconference the team sneaked

the hidden studio

and spent four hours prepping

and

away

to

for the performance.

Brenda needed makeup to create the visual Arthur, and the Eventide

Harmonizer to create

same

size,

makeup

his voice.

She and Jim Dunion were about the

so she borrowed some of his clothing. She did a careful

job

— gray temples, crepe

hair sideburns, moustache,

and a

hat to cover the abundant blond hair on her head. Dunion hooked
the

Harmonizer up between Brenda "s microphone and the audio feed

to the conference

room.

The conference was

set

up

to be

two-way, with

live

questions and

answers from the audience. In the audience was Douglas Adams, author of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy,
lab that day to give a talk of his

Ar Zero Hour the screen

up to show the

He made

a

who was

visiting the

own.

in the lab's spacious

conference

room

lit

elusive Arthur Fischell calmly seated behind his desk.

few opening remarks,

a sort of State-of-the-Lab

Address
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and then threw the meeting open

from

for questions

the live audience in the conference room. People asked questions

how

about

the

company was

plans for the lab,

doing, whether there were any

and so forth. Arthur answered with

room

rakish aplomb, occasionally rising to pace the

his

new

accustomed

or to

on the

sit

edge of his desk. During his answers the video switchers interspersed
shots of

him with prepared

charts and graphs.

And

because the team

couldn't leave well enough alone, they had built the set to include
several

windows behind which were

from an assortment of

landscapes.

The landscapes came

travel posters that Scott Fisher

had cut up,

but no two posters were of the same country. During the cutaway
shots to the graphs while he
tion

was not on camera, Arthur

from one window to another, thus giving the

shifted posi-

effect (to the alert

viewer) of being in one country in one shot and then suddenly in

much

another one for the next. This sort of thing produced
in the control

Then Arthur
a

member

giggling

room.
pulled one of his extravagant moves.

of the research team,

Wanda

P.oyce,

had once been Miss North Dakota,

although she had not mentioned the fact to anyone at Atari.
of the lab people
his

hand, and

ramp

in the

Arthur's
stantly

knew

boom

but

either,

— the screen

now

filled

Wanda coming down the
many years before. It was

with

Miss North Dakota pageant,

way

None

Arthur nonchalantly waved

of demonstrating his omniscience and power, by in-

and offhandedly being able

someone's personal history. In

to

produce an obscure item of

reality, the

team had scrambled to

ac-

quire the tape from the network at a very high price.

The audience was

suitably impressed.

Insofar as the conference

vince an audience that he

was
was

a test of
real,

it

whether Arthur could con-

was an unqualified

success.

Muffler bearings in his resume notwithstanding, the percentage of

people at Atari

who

believed in

But there were unexpected side

him had
effects.

risen to near

The most

100 percent.

striking

some people remained unconvinced not of Arthur's

was

reality,

that

but

stead they were unconvinced that the conference had been live

in-

and
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interactive. After all, they reasoned, the focus of

much

work was on

a golden opportu-

interactivity,

nity to test out

some of

and the conference was

of the lab's

the things they'd been finding out.

They beArthur had been recorded some time before the "live"
conference, and that what they had seen had been a playback of porlieved that

tions of the recording, cued by

some

sort of voice recognition system.

Arthur's seeming to answer questions from the audience had been a

some very

trick of

slick

programming. The cuts between segments

that were necessary with such a system

had been made

by

invisible

the programmers' hacking the switching gear. That, they

felt,

had

been the whole purpose of the Arthur deception.
Laurel, peeling off her crepe sideburns, shook her head in amaze-

ment. "Jeez," she said, "he's
of

real,

but he's not

live.

Just the opposite

what we'd expected."

The Arthur team decided

more about presence from

it

was

a

good

we

lesson. "I think

the conference than

from anything

how you

did," Fisher said. "It's been very interesting,

learned
else

construct the

Adam

of a person." Afterward Laurel, Susan Brennan,

illusion

Laurent, and Alan

Kay went

to

Ray

we

Kassar's private dining

room

to

have lunch with Douglas Adams. During lunch, Adams noticed a tiny
flake of spirit

smiled,

On

and

gum

said,

adhering to Laurel's cheek.

"So you're the one

pany provided new
office

.

lifted

an eyebrow,

.

occasion, being in the closet about her

negative consequences for Laurel.

He

."

work on Arthur had

Some time during 1982

offices for the entire lab staff. Laurel

and found another researcher occupying

ensued, during which the

newcomer

went

to her

A heated exchange

it.

He

gave the clear im-

had been assigned

to Laurel; in his opinion Laurel wasn't a researcher, she

kind of hanger-on, and she shouldn't have had an
he was

com-

office

sat tight.

pression that he didn't give a shit whether the

the

office.

was some

At any

rate

there and he intended to stay. She tried reason, then she tried

cajoling,

Laurel

and

finally

wound up

ended up screaming

at him.

storming the Old Man's

researcher, or not?" she asked.

Nothing worked.

office.

"Look,

am

I

a
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"Of course you

are,"

I

Kay responded.

Laurel snapped back, "If I'm a researcher, then get that motherfucker out of
Finally

my

office."

Kay stepped

and got the interloper out, but the event

in

was symptomatic. Aside from Nick Negroponte's

many women

lightened encouragement to hire as

Marion, Susan Brennan, and the other
their positions
skills.

women

Without those

they were

skills

still

Barbara Joans
telligible,

she

stressed

she

anyway,

who

skills

were unin-

weren't consciously on their best behavior

found herself being treated as second

still

people

men

the

With

which the anthropologist

"dancing dogs." Since Laurel's

calls

when

maintained

intelligible technical

second-class citizens.

the skills, they occupied a special category,

Ann

as possible,

in the lab

by virtue of possessing commonly

and en-

original

feeling that she

was being looked down on by

didn't like her credentials

was doing. Unlike people

By now she was

class.

lab

and didn't understand what

at the administrative level, her peers at

the lab tended to treat her as a person with great potential but not

much knowledge.
came

This attitude was manifested in such ways as what

SIGGRAPH

to be called the

When SIGGRAPH

'83 Shutout.

time came around, as was customary, the lab sent
to

Anaheim

for the

show

.

.

.

except for Laurel,

person singled out not to attend. The
going to

SIGGRAPH

Laurel went to

office

puter.

He gave her a

mind.

Why

is

if

they didn't

mill

had

it

that

it

was

know how

on.

Kay looked

useful for

to

program

anyone
a

com-

book on graphic programming. Laurel grimaced,
the best indicator I've seen of the lab's state of

should you need to program in order to understand

graphics?" Then she asked what

among

rumor

the only

wouldn't be useful for her.

SIGGRAPH

and added, "This

people out

who became

Kay and asked him what was going

thoughtful, and then said he didn't believe
to attend

all its

the lab staff in

how

Kay was doing

to

promote

entertainment worked. Nothing,

interest

Kay

re-

sponded; they were designing computers, not entertainment.
Laurel responded by making a pitch for the importance of understanding

how

entertainment worked

if

the lab intended to

make
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she pointed out, Atari
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was one of

the world's largest manufacturers of entertainment
software

entertainment software, not merely programs. She pointed
out that
almost without exception the lab staff had immense experience
with
hardware and software, but virtually no experience at all with what

people did with

it.

Finally she reasoned, cajoled,

sending the lab staff to Disney's Epcot Center

in

and

bullied

Orlando

Kay

into

for an edu-

cational tour, pointing out that the world's largest entertainment

company should

software

learn something from the world's largest

entertainment company.
After a while

Kay

agreed. (Evidently he took this lesson to heart,

judging by later interviews in which he talks about the importance
of learning environments.) Laurel proceeded to arrange the tour to
coincide with a space shuttle launch. Later, several lab people would

say that the Epcot tour was useful, but that watching the shuttle

launch had approached a religious experience

and permanently affected

—

had profoundly

it

their lives.

Although the team didn't know

the end of the lab

it,

was ap-

proaching too quickly for them to exploit the things they'd learned

from Arthur, from Disney, and from the interaction research they'd
then barely begun.

The game software market

finally

peaked around 1982, and

that time revenues began slowly to drop.

were dropping
that any

in relation to the

didn't matter that they

profitable financial situation

American company had ever enjoyed; by

of business, the

awry with

thing

most

It

after

romance had now gone

the relentless logic

sour. There

the books, but that fact wouldn't

was

also

become

some-

clear for

another year or two. Atari immediately started layoffs. In some areas
of the

company

these were fairly serious as early as 1983, but by

1984 rumors were beginning to
as far

down

as the lab.

circulate that layoff fever

Management had

to

make

might reach

decisions about

whether the direction the company intended to pursue was going to
be only making product for the current market or also doing develop-

ment

for potential markets.

Ted Hoff,

Atari's newest

VP and

the per-
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son directing most of the layoffs, believed that Atari's future lay not
in interactivity

— which,

whole understood not

was becoming

as

at all

— but

in

hardware, specifically

A VLSI

(very large scale integrated circuit) technology.

component incorporating

cialized

and

a

permanent program

all

only the program for which

extremely small because

company

clear, the

chip

together on a single chip.

The chip runs

was designed, and

can be made

it

it

doesn't need the frequently bulky general-

it

in

properly run whatever software happens to be loaded into

Gameboy

a spe-

some memory,

a microprocessor,

purpose components that a personal computer must have

ucts like

VLSI

in
is

as a

are based

order to
it.

Prod-

on specialized VLSI chips rather than

generic chips running external programs.

Atari had a

VLSI department of

The VLSI people

the lab.

didn't

own

its

was separate from

that

do research; they worked from

a set

of accepted design principles to produce custom special-purpose
chips.

It

was

a craft job, requiring set kinds of skills.

programs that were written by the game

VLSI loop

in the

particularly
staff like

at

who oversaw both divisions, wasn't
lab. He tended to treat the lab and its

happy with the

an exotic tropical bird with an extremely low IQ.

do much of anything

care about research. Research, he

bottom

uct,

division; thus the lab wasn't

Hoff,

all.

nice to look at, but didn't

a

The chips ran

line to

felt,

useful.

It

was

Hoff didn't

was tomorrow. Today he had

meet, and the hell with tomorrow; he wanted prod-

not speculation.

Hoff was representative of the
Atari.

From

in size,

the beginning,

entire

management philosophy

and continuing

as the

at

company exploded

upper management had continued to recruit the middle man-

agement corps from places

and Clorox

.

.

.

like Procter

and Gamble, Lever Brothers,

good, solid people with

solid track records as business

them had had computers
and none had computers

imagination

little

managers.

It

was

in their offices at their

in their offices at Atari.

said that

who had
none of

former companies,

They weren't embar-

rassed to say that personal computers were merely a passing fad, and
that after

all

the excitement died

away

Atari

would have done

its
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consumer research and would

get

merchandise was for the next

fad.

Patently

life

under

the attention of higher

diate results, the

on with producing whatever the

this dispensation

cive to starry-eyed romanticizing

With

members

was not an atmosphere condu-

about the future of technology.

management palpably turning

indicating

it

felt

imme-

to

of the lab found themselves in the position

of having been hired to perform a series of tasks that

was now
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management

were odious. There was no doubt that they

were pushing the envelope of long-term agent research, but

Atari's

support for the lab was quickly evaporating; under the new and
stricter policies the lab

In addition, they

had no short-term mandate.

were beginning to experience the downside

effects

of one of the very things the lab had been organized to exploit: the
results of continual culture clash

between the long-range researchers

and the medium-range manufacturers, with the added red herring of
the short-range profiteers

thrown

in.

Kay's (and Negroponte's, had

he been present) original idea behind throwing these groups together

had been productive
haps

Kay's prolonged absences, the cross-fertilization

in spite of,

wasn't occurring. In
quite the opposite
turers

clashes, cross-fertilizations. Because of, or per-

fact, the pattern that

was rapidly emerging was

— continual suspicion on the part of the manufac-

and outright contempt on the part of

the profiteers.

Part of the reason for these reactions might have been the deliberately blurry lines

between the young technoturks

in the lab

and the

down the hail who played at computer games
in the guise of work. From a distance they were more or less indistinguishable. That similarity had been okay when the tiny terrors were
postadolescent terrors

practically spouting cash

from

their fingertips, cash

the entire corporate vessel with

who came
was

close.

But that was then, and

left

this

float

over to enrich anyone

was now. The bloom

off the kids. Their tiny imperfections, always noticeable but easy

to ignore in the golden haze of

out

enough

enough to

like

mountains on the

enormous

profitability,

now

stood

moon. What were they doing, management

began to ask, besides playing around?

—
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Sensing impending trouble, the lab staff held a series of internal
meetings.

The

idea

promotion and

had something

self-policing.

to

do with

a combination of self-

Kay, as usual, was off somewhere, and

Arthur couldn't handle a job that required extensive face-to-face
teraction.

The

staff

in-

met anyway, and with Kay's (and Arthur's) con-

MIT

currence they elected Christina Hooper, one of the original

group, as acting manager. Hooper instituted a system of technical
reports,

and then forgot

become

a problem,

The

jar.

on them. But before

Kay came back and

situation at Atari at this

unaware or pretending

York

to sign off

called a special meeting.

moment, of which Kay was

to be unaware,

was

executives had been caught with his

The books had been rigged

could

this

this:

One

hand deep

to cover the losses,

either

of Atari's
in the

New

cookie

which were consid-

erable. This deception might not have been noticed or cared about,

as in the past, except for

one new and unheralded thing: All the new

— taken together, the most valuable and potentially the

Atari

games

most

lucrative licensing

had turned out

agreement

in the history of

game software

to be disasters.

This fact should not have been surprising, really. Atari

was

finally able to closely supervise

felt

that

it

and control game production,

and thus to bring order to an unruly business by imposing customary,
sensible merchandising standards

and marketing techniques. To

this

end they secured the rights to produce games based on two blockbuster films:

Superman and E.T. Both games were

and written under the philosophy that they were,
products.

No

to be designed

first

and foremost,

wild-eyed shredders would determine their content.

They would be aimed

at

what management saw

as

an even larger

market: the "family." They would be good, wholesome products, and
they would walk off the shelves just as quickly as E.T. lunch boxes

and action

figures.

Thus Atari was

finally

manufacturing product written under a cor-

porate philosophy that was virtually (some lab folk would add "willfully") ignorant of

what went

into writing successful interactive

games. The projects were being supervised by middle managers

who
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were proud of the

NASA

fortysomething

They had learned

New York
parking

fact that they'd never

whose

They were,

but there was
after all,

/

W

touched computers and by
used to carrying slide rules.

Mercedes and to dress

to drive

executives

lot,

who were

hands

I

smooth

like the

helicopters regularly landed in Atari's

little

of the spark of imagination

in

them.

accustomed to government projects that took

four or five years to complete and for which the most important creative factor

was

that revision orders be filed in numerical order.

The Superman and E.T. games
the shelves as

if

arrived at the dealers

In other circumstances they might

on

strictly

still

Atari's reputation, but as

the speed of information

hit the shelves,

attentive

were

new and

word was

on the

on

it

turned out, the

street.

final thing that

failed to

understand

By the time the new games

already out in the tight-knit and fanatically

gaming communities

terrible.

sat

have moved out of the stores

Kassar and the other Atari top managers had

was

— and

they were bolted down.

that

Superman and E.T. -The Game

Suddenly the thousands of former Atari gamers found

engrossing pastimes elsewhere, while the family market,

whatever that was, simply

failed to materialize.

And

new and

a

un-

heralded thing began to happen at Atari's shipping division: returns

began to come
couldn't believe

always had

and the

in. First
it

there

either,

was

and waited

for the

them

games

— most
to

retailers

move

as they

— but shortly they woke up and smelled the cappuccino,

trickle of returns turned into a cataract.

Almost immediately

Atari's stock

At' the lab meeting, either

Kay

own, a reaction

began to plummet.

didn't

chose not to mention them; at any
his

a trickle of

to the earlier

rate,

know about

these things or

he was running on a tape of

gloomy

financial picture.

He was

growing uncomfortably aware that the gulf between the lab and the
rest of the company, not particularly dangerous in the palmy days,
could easily prove
did do

was

talk

about

There they were

and

all

fatal in Atari's current financial straits.

who was

in the

of a sudden

What

he

hiring in the rest of the industry.

middle of another interminable lab meeting,

Kay was

talking about other job opportunities.

"
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It

was so

bizarre

he'd done

it

I

and unexpected that many people didn't even notice
meeting had ended; the

until after the

was hard

invulnerability that surrounded the lab

notice?" Eric Hulteen asked
ings at

DARPA! Now why

They found out

a

Hooper

Christina
staff

in

Hooper came
and

McClelland

came

was

let's

filling

the

on the edge of

his

with his mouth hanging open, and a

box with

personally

Hooper took McClel-

to the next office.

his personal stuff.

best

and the

McClelland

Then Hooper

brightest

whom

Alan

— Laurel, Fisher, Hulteen, and nine or

Hooper had

cleared out around 20 people.

as a complete shock," Fisher said bitterly.

"One afternoon

'Here's our plan for the next 15 years, here's 15 million bucks,

get busy,'

and the next morning

packed and be out of your

A

office, sat

You have five minutes to get your

and went on

ten others. In a few hours
"It

fired.

on the core people, the

Kay had romanced

it

knew about it was when

carrying a cardboard box.

land's badge, stood up,

started in

30 percent of the lab

She paused, then added in a lower voice, "I'm sorry."

in,

dazedly began

in the lab

to

said.

just sat there,

guard walked

20

need your badge."

your badge. You're

stuff together."

8 a.m., the top brass called

to fire

John McClelland's

into

said, "I

"Huh?" McClelland
"I need

At

later.

anyone

first

"Did you

would he do that?"

the hell

few days

bubble of

"Alan was talking about job open-

and told her

immediately. The

desk,

later.

blissful

to breach.

few days

later they did

office in
it

it

was 'Can you have your

things

15 minutes?'

again. In

two or

waves of

three

firing,

the population of the lab dwindled by half.

While the
floor,

and

it

firings

was

were going on, Atari's stock dropped through the

still

dropping.

On

top of the sinking game market,

news of how Atari had been looted from within had badly shaken
investors,

who were now

the present,

operating in

Time Warner was

dump mode.

frantically searching for

take this losing prospect off their hands.
the person of Jack Tramiel,

company

Living only in

who had

They found

someone

their angel in

piloted a nearby

in the valley until a stockholders' rebellion

to

computer

had ousted him.
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Tramiel had the reputation of being the baddest, meanest manager

computer business; those who had worked under him were
fond of referring to him as Jabba the Hutt. 12 "The mildest thing anyin the

body

said about him,"

Dunion

related,

"was

was

that he

a vicious,

coldhearted, bloodthirsty shark." Tramiel had survived prison camps

War

during World

up one

bit.

and wasn't going

II

He bought

Atari from

to

Warner

let

what amounted

vage costs. Once he had hold of Atari, word came
preparing to clear everybody out and
process takes a while, but not

this

and

to cut costs to nothing,

The scene
that Tramiel

team

Everybody was

At

knew,

in

armored

in.

Normally

word had

8 a.m.

that his goons were

fired.

assault vehicles

their

way

is

— for

— Warner's guards

on
all

last

arrived

coming

Hooper communicated

goons were on

his

was

are hungry, in a hurry

remaining lab people by announcing, "Jabba the Hutt

While Tramiel and

to sal-

that he

complex was reminiscent of the

in Saigon.

had taken over and

the buildings.

his

down

utterly ruthless.

at the Silicon Valley

hours of the U.S. Embassy

move
when you

slow him

Silicon Valley

for

to clear
it

to the

his

way."

anybody

were already

conducting sweeps of the buildings, clearing everyone out, and boxing

up whatever was abandoned

full-scale panic.

were

People

who had just

The mood

shifted to

discovered what was happening

frantically trying to collect their personal belongings. Others

the upper floors

out

in the process.

opened

— into the bushes

if

their

windows and began dropping

they were lucky, onto the pavement

on

things
if

they

weren't, occasionally into the open trunks of their cars parked at the

curb

— things

like chairs,

sion sets. Occasionally a

dust and debris

trunk

lid into

Amid

TV

televi-

exploded on impact, sending a gout of

spouting upward from

seesawing madly

ing secretaries

animals,

bookcases, sofas, stereo systems, and

the trunk,

in the aftershock.

and lower-echelon workers

some bewildered, some

and kicking the

Guards were herd-

into the street like farm

in tears.

the confusion, scurrying, shouting, and occasional screams,

Larry Bowles sauntered
curity guard with a

in the front entrance,

comb wrapped

in a

wad

walked up to the

se-

of tissue paper, and
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said, "I

I

need an equipment pass for

this

personal item I'm taking

inside."

"What
"It's a
sive,

it?" the

is

guard asked, pulling out the form.

Dynair switcher," Bowles

said,

naming an extremely expen-

high-end piece of video gear.

"Okay," the guard

An hour

said, writing

or so later Bowles

out the pass.

came back downstairs lugging

a huge,

expensive, top-of-the-line Dynair video switcher, went to the door,

and handed the guard the
said.

"Personal property.

pass.

"One Dynair

switcher," the guard

Thank you." Bowles put

it

in his car

and

drove away.

Dunion and Gano took refuge on
of a rescue helicopter.
next-to-final sweep.

Somehow

the upper floors, perhaps in

the guards missed

hope

them during the

The two of them walked slowly downstairs,

through the empty, echoing hallways drifted with debris, and into
the silent, blue-lit warehouse,

which was already

filling

up with rows

of cardboard boxes stuffed with personal items the guards had collected.

They turned and went back

upstairs to

Hoff 's old

office.

into the lab building,

The building was shockingly empty,

suddenly abandoned spaces surreal. Drifts of discarded
the floors.

They

It

and walked

reminded Gano of the Hall of Records

sat there in the deserted building,

soaking

it

in

its

files littered

Orfeo Negro.

up.

At about 9:30, Tramiel's goons evicted the Warner troops and conducted their

Hoff 's

own
The

office.

sweep. This time they found Dunion and
office

was higher than

Gano

the adjoining building,

in

and

although the day was gray the spacious windows made the bare,
stripped

room appear

boots in the

hall,

light

and

cheerful.

There was the sound of

and suddenly a Tramiel shock trooper loomed

"You leave now," he said, eloquently.
"Now?" Gano said. "We still have to pack up these

in

the doorway.

tapes."

He

indicated a stack of Dunion's personal videotapes.

"Okay, but nothing that says Atari on
All Dunion's tapes said Atari

it,"

on the boxes

.

the guard said.
.

.

until recently

it

had

been something of a mark of pride. So Dunion and Gano took turns,
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one of them distracting the guard while the other surreptitiously

dropped the tapes, one

at a time,

out the window. As they were com-

pleting this operation, there were

more

young, fresh-faced, friendly kid

Tramiel livery came

"What

said.

are

Gano

said.

at

"Hi!" he

each other, then at the kid. "Packing

"And you?"

"I'm part of the Atari research team," the kid
just hired us. It's really exciting.
lab.

in.

you guys doin'?"

Dunion and Gano looked
up,"

in

footsteps in the hall, and a

We're going to

We're going to do blue-sky research

said.

start

"Jack Tramiel

an Atari research

here. Tramiel says there'll

we can do. Cutting-edge stuff!"
Dunion and Gano just goggled at him. After a minute, Gano intoned, in a sepulchral voice, "Welcome ... to the Twilight Zone."
Some time later, kids riding their bikes in New Mexico discovered
be no limit to what

some

plastic things that

looked

like

computer cartridges sticking out

of a landfill. Atari's shipping department,

it

seems, had been shipping

hundreds of thousands of Superman and E.T. cartridges
dealers, but to be buried

somewhere

never be found.

Segue to Austin, Texas, March 1993

— not

where, hopefully, they

to

would

7
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Cyberdammerung

Wellspring Systems

at

At the edge of a small Midwestern
tries sits a sleek

new

office

II:

noted for

city

its

high-tech indus-

complex, complete with indoor atrium

featuring a twenty-foot waterfall. Inside nestle the corporate head-

quarters of Wellspring Systems.

dows overlook

The company's generous

a nature conservation area not far

win-

office

from the company's

door, complete with dense, deep green foliage and brilliantly plumed
exotic birds. Wellspring

company, one of the

an extremely successful computer game

is

first

to produce a widely popular game.

has

It

followed up on this with a succession of popular programs based

more or

on the same theme: shoot-'em-up games

less

filled

tense action, high-tech

war machinery, and conventionally

women whose purpose

is

gaze. In the

lair,

which

at

Wellspring

trophobic hallway lined with narrow doors,

back

since the

palmy days

life

is

beautiful

a long, claus-

goes on as

at the Atari

Game

it

has at

Division,

in Silicon Valley in the mid-eighties.

But there are notable differences. Gone

is

the freewheeling, any-

thing-goes atmosphere, gone the enormous sense of expectancy.
that the

work

on the same
are

of

in-

to be sexually available to the protagonist's

programmers'

game companies

with

still

in

empty

isn't exciting.

tiny cubicles,

The doors
and

in the

programmers'

lair

Not

open

the tokens of the technokid culture

evidence — here some crushed bags of Cheetos and

Jolt cans, there a dirty,

a stack

rumpled sleeping bag unrolled un-

derneath a long table stacked with untidy piles of software. The

dif-

ferences are not immediately obvious, but include such basics as the

1
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distribution of wealth.

II

The programmers'

situation at Wellspring

is

removed from that of the Atari programmers, who were pulling
down sixty to eighty thousand dollars a year on royalties in the 1980s
when eighty thousand was a fair amount of money. Instead, the Wellfar

spring kids

work on

their eyes lurks fear

fixed salaries, not royalties,

—

into

back of

fear of turning 30.

And

hundreds of technokids waiting outside for one of the

elect

to stumble, to falter, to

them

in the

fear of getting old without having hit the jack-

pot with a runaway selling program: that
fear of the

and

make

is,

that tiny fatal error that magically turns

one of the outsiders and

lets

another outsider

The owners of

in.

Such

fatal

and low pay.

errors include objecting to the killingly long hours

the digital sweatshop grimly enforce the pressure-

cooker atmosphere of competition. They are multimillionaires. Sam
Lerner drives to

work

in a

Lamborghini Countach,

$150,000

a

ultra-

He

high-performance sports car that gets 10 miles to the gallon.

32 years

old.

Unlike the golden days of Silicon Valley, there
of trickle-down economics in the

When

is

new world

isn't

even a pretense

of software games.

Wellspring was acquired by a major, well-established game

company with main
at the offices,

offices in Silicon Valley, there

was

a celebration

with cheap cake and soft drinks. During the ensuing

congratulatory speeches, one of the programmers asked whether

some of

the

enormous

made by Lerner during

profits

the sale

would

be distributed in the form of bonuses. Lerner looked at him as

were some new species of vermin, and

Nine years
weren't more

grammers

after the

women

women

in

said,

at the Atari

"Of course

Lab

first

if

he

not."

asked

why

there

game programming, 100

percent of the pro-

There

woman associated

at Wellspring are male.

is

a single

with one of the development teams, though not as a programmer.

Susan Macintosh
writer

is

who aspires to

in her early forties, a

dynamic,

be a producer, which

the person

is

fiery

dialogue

who actually

determines the shape and purpose of a game. Over the years she has
written a series of intriguing
of both sexes in something

game

plots designed to interest players

more complex than shooting

at

enemy
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She presents these as possible games, and the programmers routinely ignore them.
blips.

During a recent development session Macintosh finally convinced
one of the staff producers to take on such a project. She'd been trying
for three years. After the meeting she left

on vacation

for a

returned to find that the project had been scrapped.

"We

cated," her boss said.

replaced

week. She

"Too compli-

with a shoot-the-helicopter

it

game."

Macintosh patiently pointed out that the helicopter game had no
plot.

Of

course she was patient.

If

she hadn't been patient,

if

in fact

she weren't possessed of the patience of a certified saint, three years

of this

would have

sent her screaming

whacko.

"That's okay," the producer said. "People don't want plot. They
just

want

to shoot things."

Memphis Smith
most of
ties;

is

his charges

unlike them, he

a short

jet

of

medium

is

silver-toed

Texan way, given

cowboy

boots.

1985. The game he

is

supervising

is

way back

in the

called Battle

has
is

a

dark ages,

Commander,

to be the biggest seller in Wellspring's history.

During Wellspring's most recent new product rollout
in

He

game production team. He has been

with Wellspring from the very beginning,

which promises

than

black hair and a short black beard. Smith

supervisor, in charge of an entire

in

bit older

in his early thir-

is

highly fashion conscious in a

and

A

build.

on the programming team, he

to silk shirts, blousy pants,

shoulder-length

man

at

Comdex

Las Vegas, the company debuted a prerelease version of Battle

Commander. Comdex was
sor, he'd spent

Smith's finest hour. As the game's supervi-

months honchoing

his

producer and pack of program-

mers along. He'd tracked and herded every

and was

now

at the Wellspring booth,

silk shirt, receiving

facet of

decked out

the plaudits of the throng.

keeping just out of the way. The

its

development,

in his

customary

Nearby was

his wife,

brilliant arc lights in the vast

vaulted

ceiling glittered in the polished silver toes of his black Justin boots.

The opening screen

woman

for Battle

Commander shows

covered by a thin sheet, lying on an army

a

naked young

cot.

When

the

1
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cursor passes over her, she
player. Smith

sits

II

up and looks seductively out

was particularly proud of this screen. At Comdex he was

usually surrounded by a knot of chatting, admiring

hardly noticed that the few

shook

their

at the

heads

in

women who

young men, and he

stopped to watch the

demo

disappointment or disgust and walked away.

The second morning of the Comdex show

a

woman from the

mar-

keting division of Electronic Arts went up to Smith and asked politely,

"How

might

depicted in this

go about influencing the way

I

his chest just a bit

cocky

if

she were a putrefying

attitude. "Well,

and get me

He

inflated

why

lady," he said in an exagger-

little

don't you just take

— he leaned
pushing
—
voice dripping sarcasm
" Why don't you

or better yet,"

hers, his

fish.

— something of an accomplishment, considering

ated drawl, "tell you what,
artist,

are

game?"

Smith looked her over as

his already

women

in at her,

it

up with the

his face close to

just call

my

boss

fired?"

There was a pause.

"I see," she said,

" 'The

are depicted in the game,' " Smith chuckled.

way women

"You can always

tell

and walked away.

the ones that never get any."

His wife nodded in assent. She was perfectly coiffed and made up;
she wears

full

makeup even when swimming. She was wearing

sort of dress that a wisecracking

1940s detective might have said

the

was

sprayed on. In her flawless makeup, perfectly arranged blond hair,
high heels and improbably formfitting costume she bore a startling

resemblance to Mattel's Barbie. In response to Smith's witticism she
smiled, a bright, perfect, dazzling, crimson-lined Barbie smile. She

agreed with him completely.

It

was

a

moment

out of The Stepford

Wives.

A few weeks after Comdex, Sam Lerner's phone rang at Wellspring
headquarters.

He grabbed

the receiver

and found himself on the

line

with Larry Pierce, president of the company that has just acquired a
controlling share of Wellspring stock from him. Pierce

wasted no time on introductions.

"Change

it,"

he said.

was

curt,

and
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"Change what?" Lerner asked,
"The loading screen on

who had

Lerner,

We

puzzled.

Commander. Change

things 100 percent his

company, said blandly,
Larry.

Battle

way

it."

since he started the

"I really think that's our decision to

designed the game, and

"Change
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we know

make,

the market."

it."

Smith came roaring into Bomber Area,

pounding the carpet. The

fists

boot heels

balled,

person he saw was Chris Roberts, the

first

brother of Battle Commander's producer. Roberts was clearly star-

He

Smith so enraged.

tled to see

strode up to Roberts and snarled,

"Larry says to change the opening screen!" Smith looked wildly

around the bullpen, shoulder -length black hair whipping

He

reached up and pushed

around the gold band of

back, the veins in his

it

his Rolex.

"Somebody

is

at his face.

arm bulging

trying to polarize

know it's them damn frog women."
Frog women is Smith's term for women who do not meet his standard of attractiveness, which includes any woman with the temerity
to remark on the quality of his games. "Them damn frog women
team.

this

what we're doing.

don't like

come

they
fist

I

off saying Battle

Stirring

Commander

against the door. "There

He began

up trouble

is

game

sexist?"

for a

Where do

He pounded

his

absolutely no sexism in this game!"

to pace, the silver points of his

paper out of the way. "Never. Never
this

is

like that.

in hell.

boots kicking wads of

Never

will

we change

bunch of flaming assholes!"

Roberts calmed him down. They decided on what they believed

was

a

compromise. The naked

on which

in the screen,

He

did not

sit

lay a

woman stayed. A second cot appeared

naked man, also covered with a

sheet.

up when cursored.

Electronic Arts
serious interest in

was one of

the few

what makes games

game companies

to evince a

salable to target groups other

than adolescent boys. Trip Hawkins and Larry Probst, two of its principals, have given talks here and there on what their research has

shown.
"but

"We

we

feel

don't want to change the world,"

we can do

a better job

and

still

Hawkins has

said,

increase our market

1
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share.
stuff

We've been doing some research

is still

instance,

a

II

beginning stage, but

in the

I

into gender differences. This

can report on a

little

we know you can get a boy to go out and kill and

of

it.

For

destroy

(in

game) for the sake of his commander, or the president, or the coun-

Or maybe

try.

just

because he

an

will kill for the sake of

a girl to

go out and

kill (in a

other words, boys

feels like killing. In

But

idea.

we

know

also

game) to rescue

a

that

you can get

wounded

child or a

and

girls kill

researching a line of games for young

women.

parent. In other words, boys

kill

for the sake of ideas,

for the sake of individuals."

Electronic Arts

And

is

be greater than the results have warranted,
still
is

may

while the amount of publicity this activity has generated

a real one. Other,

unfortunately

ever, another

still

more

it is

a small beginning but

exciting research by other organizations

secret as this article goes to press. Recently,

game software company

seized

on

this

how-

information to

begin researching a line of mindless, bang-bang-shoot-em-up games
for girls.

There

is

a lot at stake for us in the Wellspring story, with

real-world look at what contemporary
points out that there

is

no mandate

game programming

course information technology in

of those.

no more and no

less
is

endlessly

moment

we have

all its

The computer game industry

economy, which

grim

is like. It

our culture to do anything in

in

particular with the powerful technologies

Of

its

at

our command.

wonderful forms

suffers

from

is

one

a feedback loop

pernicious than any other in a market-driven

to say that

making games

for the

it's

very easy and low-risk to go on

same market. Leaving

aside for the

the problems of continually reifying xenophobia, the over-

whelming majority of those games denigrate women,

deliberately or

offhandedly. Quite a few people, including people of both of the major genders,
est

change

have

tried for quite a long time to bring

in that regard.

They haven't been very

part (though not entirely) this failure
its

the

of the people

ACTLab my

who

actually

is

about even mod-

successful. In large

due to the character and hab-

program the games.

In our research at

students and colleagues find that the programmers,
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whose population

is

almost exclusively young adolescent or postado-

lescent males, tend to live their lives in the

they write their

narrow

same manner

games— with single-minded determination

of goals. Usually they have

set
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little

in the

way

in

which

and

a very

of social

lives;

they don't read books, but occasionally read comics; and they tend
to perpetuate extraordinarily
styles.

One

to be the
their

of these

same kinds of

games, and

the loop

is:

way

they relate to

objects for

They

believe there

there

is

no sexism

This situation

them

this is the heart of the

they don't believe there

Under questioning, they

to them.

is

no sexism

is

interaction

women. Women tend

in their lives as they are in

problem of how pernicious

a problem, because

it's

invisible

intensely resist acquiring insight.

in their

games,

just as they believe

in their lives.

isn't surprising, really,

heart keeps telling

me

fifteen years or so the

sive

the

is

immature ideas of personal

it

although something in

should be. The reality

is

my

that in the past

computer game industry has gone with explo-

speed from a few boys making up games for themselves and their

friends to a

few more boys making up games

lions of other boys.

The

for themselves

level of sophistication hasn't

and mil-

changed, but

the scale has changed drastically. Ethics haven't kept up, in fact have

never been an issue, since the thing

market are a

relatively

is

market-driven and kids as a

new phenomenon. An

of this meaning-machine

is

unanticipated product

a particular kind of monistic identity,

and

the contradiction here should not pass unnoticed: one of the most

powerful tools for opening identity into richly textured diversity

winds up being

a constraining force. If this

reminds us of the evolu-

tion of television from the 1950s, when programming was still experimental, on to its maturity as a medium for selling goods, it means

we

are paying attention.

This loops back to the question of the ludic dimension of human-

computer

interaction,

which

I've discussed at length

elsewhere in

other essays. Should things like computer games, which are so
rifically

much

absorbing and which take up so

precious, irreplaceable

ter-

much waking time— so

waking time— be expected

to possess a

]
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modicum of invention,
skills

beyond the

skills,

and

and dodge obstacles? (Not that

but they aren't the only valuable

skills

Should we expect play to be edifying, or on the other hand

will kids

against

to be able to stretch players' imaginations

ability to hit targets

those aren't valuable
either.)

II

manage

all

odds?

to
Is

make anything that comes to hand edifying
game market simply a dead loss from the

the

we have to learn to
Bomb? How is it that

standpoint of sexism and education, something
live

with

like

we had

to learn to live with the

the very young, the very talented, don't perceive the incredible power
for change that has fallen to

them by default

— and the hideous conse-

quences of failing to grasp that weapon when

As the Wellspring data took shape,
tence (which

was

originally part of

and marveled again and again
old, old story.

How very

offered?

kept rereading that

last sen-

an E-mail screed to a colleague)

at the

like the

I

it's

shadowy reappearance of an

hero mythoid

itself, I

realized:

how

very like the ancient symbol-cluster of the Quest that underlies so

many

of our culture's heavily gendered, xenophobic stories of tran-

scendence, conquest, and victory.

8
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illusion will be so

of the Vampire

powerful you won't be able to

tell

what's real and

what's not.

— Steve Williams
my

Recently

"Mama,

daughter Tani said to me,

just

what

is it

that

you do?"

Good

question.

I'm a discourse surfer. Frequently
I

look

like

look

like a scholar.

Sometimes

an anthropologist, sometimes

a sociologist.

Once

I

while I'm a machine language wonk. Frequently
engineer.

And

I

can

and hemostats when
surfing

ways

makes me

it is

the

still tell

which

have

Of

I

to.

like

the things I've done, discourse

happiest. And, not unincidentally, for

most powerful

tool of

I

me

in

deep

the tools I've learned to use.

all

Discourse surfers can surf any discourse

I'm not that good;

an audio

the business end of a scalpel

is

all

look

I

in a

have a favorite spot,

at

if

they're

good enough.

which I'm most content,

but there are plenty of great coves and public places where great
things happen.

My favorite

spot

running on top. Occasionally

down. The depths

are heady

rapture of the deep sets
forever.
I

Which

is

in,

and

all this

high theory.

I

navigate

it

best by

wonderful, or necessary, to dive

it's

and

the signal that

was thinking of

is

beautiful,
I

and

if I

begin to think

it's

time for

I

linger too long,

can stay

down

air.

while watching the waves with Tani. This

book, the strategies deployed within

it,

my

representational style
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when I

address large audiences

been writing

sible. I've

—

"What

thinking,

So as

you

if

thinks

.)

.

this ride

may

voice,

taking

is

so

.

.

it all

seriously.

The clashing

close,

allow

me

still

.

.

.

I

that

I

wake up

a

few seconds to address

may have

long

just in case.

styles of this

that, in this brief time of

is

irrespon-

this?"

book,

mood and

shifts of

and occasional aura of irresponsibility are deliberate

The subtext

.

now

for so long

be totally unnecessary, you

since gotten the point, but,

Listen up.

mode

light,

tenure committee (or department head, or

mean

draws to a

This

directly.

my
I

sounds so

in the ironic

sometimes believe the audience

whatever.

it all

strategies.

upheaval and promise that

always accompanies the transition between modes of experience and
thought, before the long night sets in and such strategies are no longer
possible, there

is

demic discourse

ways

book

this

the rules

it is

a

window

in the
is

of opportunity to transform the

way

aca-

humanities and social sciences works. In some

a sampler of possible approaches. Before breaking

necessary to understand them, so

I

have written, and

continue to write, academic articles that are quite mainstream in
character.

My

goals and stakes

— why

I

wrote the book

daughter represents them most clearly.
talk

I

sits at

grin

give, every

performance

I

— are

brief.

My

A slide of her appears in every

offer. In the

image a two-year-old

an ancient 8086 clone, her tiny hands on the keyboard, a huge

on her

face.

The screen

glow that

radiates a brilliant yellow

illu-

minates her face and arms. Suffused with that electronic glow, her
face almost seems to be taking

on an illumination of

own. She

its

seems to evince a generous permeability, an electronic porosity that
is

pathognomonic of the

glance up at the image

I

close of the mechanical age

can see the machine doing

.

it

.

.

and

as

I

too, as they

both hover on the brink of collapsing into each other. This implosion
is

her

moment.

It is

also our

moment, but

different

from the way

belongs to her, here at the close of the mechanical age,

when

it

neurol-

ogy and electronics, musculature and hydraulics, biology and technology,

all

hover on the edge of a stunning and irrecuperable mutual
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annihilation. She will survive that implosion and emerge as

New Testament called, in its
New creature. We'll survive

it

may

efficient business

too; we'll

make

it
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what

Greek, kaine

the

ktisis.

to the river, but

we

not precisely cross over.

During performances,

I

sometimes think about the

slide

when

even

it's

not on the screen.

my

seething thoughts back to focus. In the pressure of performance

(most of
scripted),

my
I

It's

a mantra, that image, a

way

performances are improvisations on

sometimes lose

image of Tani. For

me

my

way.

When

for our purposes

we

bology with those structures. In

McLuhan

up the

future but

this habit of

the simple aphorism that software pro-

complexity, to a certain extent

as

call

When we engage with symbolic structures of sufficient

duces subjects.

programs as

I

own

she represents not only her

lies in

theme, not

a

that happens,

our future. Hers, mine, and yours. The importance of

mine

of bringing

synchronize our
this

social beings. Software

is

we

own

internal

sym-

are carrying out our

own

merely a perspicuous example;

pointed out seemingly so long ago, any

Some

perfectly well in this capacity.

medium

serves

of you will recall that before the

signing of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty the Bulletin of the

Atomic

was

set

Scientists

had

a clock

on the cover. For many years the clock

very close to midnight

— to Doomsday.

Sometimes

I

think

we might destroy ourselves in a nuclear holocaust
may be a better way to go than some of the other possibilities that
go less remarked. The quiet death that comes when we have lost our
presence in the discourses which shape our lives, when we no longer
speak but are spoken that is, when not we but our culture speaks
through our mouths is for me the most frightening. That's why for
that the idea that

—
—

me

prosthetic

communication and the things

it

creates, specifically

interactive entertainment software, the Internet, cyberspace, and virtual reality, are not a question of

In a fundamental
selves.

As with

us. Since in a

McLuhanesque

all

market share or even of content.

sense these things are parts of our-

powerful discourses, their very existence shapes

deep sense they are languages,

they do, because what they do

is

it's

hard to see what

to structure seeing.

They

act

on the
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systems
ing.

—

social, cultural, neurological

Their implicit messages change

My daughter reads voraciously.
on the

see

I

glass teat in the corner of

"Thank Ghu!"

rejoice.

I

My

generation!" Great.
the clerk

is

new

using a

cannot read.

"My

— by which we make mean-

us.
little

inclination in her to suck

my, yes even my,

backyard

is

safe.

Then

type of cash register,

at the mall

made

I

notice

who

for people

A very large electronics firm has found a growing market

share. Reality could hardly be better expressed.

There used to be a

minigenre of science fiction devoted to stories about robots
everything for us
In spite of

room.

living

kid's not part of Jaron's postliterate

some

.

.

.

who

did

cooked dinner, made the beds, shined our shoes.

lovely quackery, so far such devices have not hap-

pened. Instead, at the inception of the virtual age,

when

everything

we have other, far more subtle devices that don't
for us. Not computers, really
they think, in their

solid melts into air,

do

for us but think

—

machinic fashion, and then
ogy, which
tell

us anything.

thinking just

Soon Tani

tell

us the answers. Ubiquitous technol-

definitive of the virtual age,

is

It

is

far

more

It

doesn't

rearranges our thinking apparatus so that different

is.

will be

developing an active sexuality, and

wondering which sexuality

will claim her, or

how wide

I

find myself

whether she

the courage to choose or to improvise one for her

does,

subtle.

will

own. And

have
if

she

encom-

a spectrum of desire will her choice be able to

pass? At her school, hard-eyed toughs from the projects cruise the

perimeter of the yard, on the lookout for sex or anything else interesting; they
if

have no doubts whatsoever about

they've never encountered the word.

watch

their eyes.

systems

mean

The phone

rings,

I

how

desire works, even

think about theory, and

and someone

asks: "Will virtual

the end of gender binarism? Will virtual systems create

a level playing field for everyone, regardless of ethnicity, color, gender, age, education, financial status, or the ability to load

and

fire

semiautomatic weapons?"

And

that, in fine,

is

why

understanding

how

a

few crazies

at key-

boards wind up influencing the social behavior of thousands of game
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players

is

an urgent undertaking.

and sexism

lence

Is

the answer, then, to outlaw vio-

games? Almost certainly

in
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The Band-Aid ap-

not.

proach of prohibition has lousy and ineffectual

history. For

example

United States, since the Comics Code, which prohibits extreme
violence in comic books, became the de facto industry standard in
in the

among young

the late 1950s, violence

hundred percent.

If

there

to the heart's desire,

is,

in fact,

shows no

it

persons has increased several

some way to remold

visible signs of

do with curing bad behavior by not looking
images.

It's

not the images, and

ther, simply

by

itself, is

technology in and of
as the

drugs,

sic,

its

mesmerism
and most

not the technologies

dangerous

either.

Nei-

fact, the idea that

going to change the world for the better,

VR

would have

it,

is

merely pernicious.

we have thought we found our Holy

to time

one or another of
century,

at all those

going to "save" society. In

itself is

myths surrounding

From time

it's

society closer

having anything to

manifestations
a bit earlier,

.

.

more

.

Grail in

electricity at the turn of the

recently various kinds of

recently perhaps, computers.

mu-

The metaphor of

salvation that runs as a continual shining thread throughout our traf-

unbroken into VR. So

fickings with all these technologies continues
it's

tion
It's

how we make meaning, and the battles we
own the meanings of our technologies. Salva-

important to consider
over

fight

is

who

gets to

a particularly situated cluster of

androcentric;

tral

it's

meanings

originally Caucasian in

theme of particular national and

its

political

in

Western

worldview;

hegemonies.

culture.

it's

a cen-

When we

start talking about virtual technologies in terms of salvation

we

are

simply retelling the old stories of technology as Holy Grail, as a hard-

ware
ings

object,

and

something condensed and made

retellings of the cultural

visible

myths particular

through the

to us.

tell-

These myths

are extremely powerful, because they carry in veiled form the entire

and imagined progressus of our Western societies. But,
as the knights who searched for the Grail found out the hard way,
never find it in
if it's salvation that you simply must have, you will

cultural force

a physical object.

Thus some of our

culture's

most enduring

storytellers tried to tell

1
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and twisted way, that the end of binary opposi-

us, in their beautiful

tion

is

no more

computers,

in

message

found

worlds than

in virtual

mesmerism,

electricity,

no

is

to be

it

was

to be

sex, drugs, or rock 'n' roll. This

from what voices that are inaudible

different

found

to us,

because they don't speak the language of salvation, have been saying,

back through time as
thetics are

our

lives,

more

we can remember

— technological pros-

wonderful, but they aren't everything. They can change
but they can't

directly to

whether

far as

it's

make

what or who

okay or

everything okay. This merely points

make them whatever

gets to

We do that.

not.

has no force outside of a system of social practices.

ment

that we've chosen to delude ourselves

of becoming a physical machine, be
to change the

world for

us.

We

it

full

are either destroying or creating our

no

illusions,

This book
to provide

VCR

in part

is

how

it.

is

going

For better

own

future.

No

technologies,

and of the

is

it.

a sentiment

and

I've tried to give several

the cultural meanings of technological prosthetics

the

pitfalls that lie in

wait for the unwary.

A

complex interaction between Sarah, the Oshkosh

woman with multiple personalities, and a
to grope with the traffic

legal

system that attempted

between conventional ideas of person and

the reality of the person(s) before them.

The questions

which Judge Hawley remarked were about

splitting

raised there,

some very

fine

were serious attempts to open space for new interpretations

what counts

as a person in a

multiplicity occasionally
fairly

do

knowledge that we ourselves

entertaining evidence for

are negotiated,

of

or the Grail,

an attempt to express such

case in point

hairs,

obdurate to the point

no masks.

some

examples of

a

is

No social arrange-

are going to have to

or worse, with our eyes open, in the

they are,

Save sheer accident, technology

world

in

which fragmentation and

push themselves into public awareness

in

undeniable ways.

Indirectly, the

Oshkosh event points out

flicting forces that

ern society.

How

the troubled locus of con-

marks out the space of the individual

these forces

between them, are perspicuous engagements

and technology

in

merge and separate, and the
in the

— the complex emergence not of new

war of

mod-

battles

desire

social but

new
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personal formations, arising from the contested zone at the boundaries
tion,

and

between the machinic assemblages of commodification, simulapolitical power, and the inexpungible human desire for
sociality

love.

Julie, the cross-dressing psychiatrist,

demonstrated simultaneously

the therapeutic possibilities of the virtual

ways

difficult

mode and
which on-line participants choose

in

the
to

ground them-

selves in the expectation of a "true identity" against

may

quasi-identities

been the

be judged. In this they evinced what

who

which were grounded

and reinforced by mutual affirmations

biological "facts"

in

in face-to-face social inter-

were poorly prepared to quickly relinquish those expecta-

actions,

we can

tions in the virtual world. In this circumstance

how

taste of

virtual,

and

also to see

real

—

in the case of the physically challenged

could not find sufficient resonance between

professed off-line

between

life

and

and

virtual

their

own

may

it

ineluctable separation

appears that not quite

be permitted to melt into

in all probability will

in character, in

— an

Julie's

modes. Thus, as the boundaries between

worlds become increasingly porous,
solid

also get a

pain can work to enforce the boundaries between real

women who

is

may have

believed themselves to be unquestionably rooted

in specific identities,

that

which other

manifestation of such a sensibility in the virtual world.

last

Participants

and

complex and

air.

There are

all

now and

continue to be places, both virtual and physical

which the lessons of the

communities

virtual

will

questionable effect because of their capacity to produce too

have

much

cognitive dissonance with traditional customs and older received

knowledges.
Recalling the profound sense of violation

women

in the

Joan

tion

and

first

experimental

what the
the

virtuality.

press

incident, let's look at

one

by some of the

felt

final

Recently the inhabitants of

example of

LambdaMOO,

MOO community, experienced their

was

quick to call "rape." In this event

same shocked and bewildered response

masking almost ten years previous
logically female person

—

a

as

viola-

the

first taste

of

— heralded with

was Joan Green's un-

"woman"

(a

presumably bio-

who performed woman as her social role) was

1
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by another inhabitant of the virtual environment

virtually molested

who

LambdaMOO
tively

event

was how

unproblematically by

A

"male."

himself as

identified

many

its

own

and

this

difficulties.

everyone.

Amy

is

act

became

its

chief defining

Bruckman, founder of MIT's

MediaMOO

and a

it

by

easily

for-

among the first to problematize it, along with

MOOs

LambdaMOO

and originator of the code

are based. Both researchers

felt

that rape

should be a privileged term, referring to physical violation

ble.

rela-

double-edged weapon that carries with

a

Pavel Curtis, founder of

cally

of the

of the participants in the debate.

The problematic term was not adopted

midable researcher, was

upon which most

aspect

was adopted

the term rape itself

Thus the metaphoric character of the
characteristic,

surprising

grounded circumstances

— that

is,

when no

in physi-

logging out

possi-

is

Otherwise, the term becomes so broad as to be useless to express

outrage at more hurtful things.

I

heartily agree with this view.

think that the concept of violation

don't

with the

sufficiently coextensive

is

I

concept of rape that the two terms can collapse, but apparently the

term has such social resonance that
the part of

many

persists in spite of efforts

of the participants to dislodge

one more suited to the

The

it

lesson here

is

virtual

it

and replace

it

used in the debates surrounding the

upon whose

in

Oshkosh

with

mode.

that the term rape as

it

was employed

in

Oshkosh

carries a distinctly different constellation of codings than the

what happened

on

LambdaMOO

varies in

its

interests are foregrounded.

event.

term

Moreover,

ascribed meaning depending

The

state of

specific interests in bringing a violator to justice,

Wisconsin had

even though his

vic-

tim (Franny or Sarah?) did not believe that a rape had occurred. The
issue revolved

around particular

definitions of competence,

cause under Wisconsin law multiple personality
disease, these tended to obscure the issue of

competent individual

in her

own

right

is

and be-

de facto mental

whether Franny was a

and thus capable of participat-

ing in a consenting sexual act.

The term
is

multiplicity also appears in both accounts,

multivalent.

The multiple

subjectivity experienced

and again

it

by the physical
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person one of whose on-line personae

is

a rapist in

173

LambdaMOO

is

not the same multiple subjectivity experienced by Sarah (or for that
matter, Franny) in a park in

Oshkosh with

the

man who

assaulted

her.
It is

power

possible,

on occasion,

and trace the ramification of

to reveal

structures which, concomitant to their establishment, act to

constrain rather than foster diversity. For example, Marie Louise

Roberts (1994) traces the attempt on the part of early French feminists to reconstruct or eliminate altogether the structures of

inequality. In her

work

last analysis that the

societal

way

Civilization

its

to stabilize the flow of property

tion of

Of

line.

and hence power

is

for something different: to reveal

power

in a

course, this social device

counterpart in various forms in other cultures. In

my search

gender

finds in the

attempt failed because gender inequality was a

propertied state through the male

has

Without Sexes, she

book

this

and trace the ramifica-

structures which, concomitant to their establishment,

act to constrain rather than enhance the strong

cently emergent

—

to rewrite the social

festation as the visible body, that

we

and

human

drive

cultural form, in

its

—

re-

mani-

are constrained to take. This

is

men and women,
or even free citizens, because what I am suggesting is that we call
into question the structure of meaning production by which we recog-

not the same thing as discussing

nize each other as

gnarly enterprise.
that by
it

falls

its

how

human. From

One

nature there

a standpoint of theory, this

is

a

of the problems with academic discourse

is

is

a place

where theory

as

we now understand

short of being an adequate modeling or predictive tool. As

Audre Lorde pointed
structures by

out, theory

which the world

change by theory, which, by

its

and can make some phenomena
scure, but

is

is

is

one of the master's

visible

is

be, as

my

The

and predictive

descriptive

that have previously been ob-

not the best choice for making interventions.

They may

tools.

apprehended are inaccessible to

nature,

tures of interest here are deeper
that.

to create free

and more

fugitive

The

struc-

by nature than

current studies of and experiments with

performance seem to show, vulnerable to a different

set of tools.

1
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With regard
fore

new

kinds of tools can be found.

substrate around

which

One

be predictable in

ing needs

can

it

its

responses, but

and purposes; or

still

failing that,

be made? In the case of

munity

is

be-

management of

the

virtual social formations are constituted.

With text-based communities, the substrate
it

must be met

to virtual systems, certain conditions

the

is

flexible

how

program code: Will

and

pliable to chang-

resistant to disruption

CommuniTree we saw

a

complex com-

formation, a loose aggregation of tech-

in the early stages of

who met

nophiles with a spiritual and intellectual predilection

cyberspace for the
space

many

first

time.

It is

significant that after a time in cyber-

of these early personauts were overcome by the need to

engage other

sensibilities besides the textual,

face discussion

group that met weekly

nificance, this unconscious strategy
far

and formed

thereafter.

human assemblage:
programmers who had come to
first

with great success.

ways

The proto a

move. The young

the Tree for other purposes learned
their experience,

to bulletproof their

More than

itself.

from the machine

a proper cyborg

hard cyberspace lessons from

to attempt in various

sig-

prolonged the group's longevity

a partial translation

(biological)

a face-to-

Not without

beyond the sacking and destruction of the Tree

gram code underwent

the

in

ten years later,

own

and went on

trees

— generally

some of those

early

cyber-horticultural experiments continue to thrive, updated again

and again to meet new challenges and opportunities. In
ing evolution perhaps

we

their continu-

are witnessing practical examples of cyborg

speciation, the evolution of

complex assemblages of humans and

technological prostheses driven by a mutual need for survival.

Another condition

is

dissemination of information across groups

with divergent epistemes and aesthetics. In

this

book one example

is

innovation at the Atari Lab. Once the time of the individual hacker
as source of all creativity

had passed, important pieces of the puzzle

of enabling technology had to arise in corporate milieux.

window at Atari was a perspicuous
of new technologies are (or are not)
of corporate

management and

instance of

how

The golden

the implications

negotiated across the boundaries

basic technological inquiry.

One

of
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the primary lessons from the demise of the Atari
the

meaning of terms such

Lab

is

in
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the

way

as research did not translate across the

boundaries of competing social groups. This should have been clear
from the Arthur group's experiences with early forms of E-mail,

which existed

in the lab

and

in other

departments at Atari, but appar-

ently

no alarm was sounded. The same

nets.

Because cyberspace

is

situation

ubiquitous

is

vast, the multivalent quality of

in the

common

terms easily escapes notice, even though cybernauts had to learn quite
early that even the simplest expressions

board to another without

do not pass from one key-

difficulties in translation.

— shorthand ways of attaching
emotions
parutterances — was
consequence of ferocious misunder-

of emoticons
ticular

The development

specific

to

a direct

standings over simple textual utterances far back at the

very

first

dawn

of the

networks.

Another lesson from the abrupt end of the lab was how competing
groups understood (or failed to understand) the long-range, rather
than short-term, implications of prosthetic communication. Differences in understanding were caused in part by differences in age and
class, in

goal horizons, and in particular in the appropriation of pow-

erful technosocial tools for

In this sense the Atari

aggrandizement

Lab was a

useful

(if

in

terms of market share.

painful) test bed, in

several of the social worlds that are competing to

own

which

culturally

loaded terms such as research played out some of the possible conflicts.

The

rated them!
since

its

and philosophical gulf that sepa-

size of the experiential

makes

high

their experience useful in virtual systems research,

visibility presents

an entry point into studies of more

subtle articulations of difference within high-technology workplaces.

Inevitably

power

it

foregrounds the problems that arise when established

structures attempt to colonize

new

discourses during their

emergent and organizational phases. (Bruno Latour means something
similar

when he

refers to the time before the

In the course of the Atari story

temology, by which

I

are treated (here by

I

"black box"

is

closed.)

used the clumsy term technoepis-

attempted to foreground the way technologies

me and

elsewhere by others) either as social

—
1
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productions or as the physical residue of contestations over the

distri-

bution of capital and other resources. In cyborg studies and more
traditional arenas (as, e.g., in the so-called Strong

Programme

in the

sociology of innovation), technologies are visible and frequently ma-

evidence of struggles over meaning. They don't exist outside of

terial

complex

belief systems in

whose

embedded. Their apparent obduracy
its

own.

and

social
is

an

political

frames they are

artifact, a

technology of

A VCR remote control is merely a ritual object in the absence

of the dense social networks, capital structures, and manufacturer-

driven expectations that manifest as cable and satellite technology,

market share,

my

In

my

leisure time,

and entertainment.

small corner of the academic vineyard, from time to time

sympathies are with those

who

study

how

the peculiar cultural

we have named technology is constructed and how its complex
meanings are negotiated among the many factions who seek to conobject

trol

them. This struggle

gle to control the

century. In this

is

related in certain

ways

meaning of the term progress

book about war and

to the earlier strug-

in the late nineteenth

desire of a different kind

I

have

taken a number of instances in which various kinds of technologies

have

solidified,

rounding

and shown something of the

their solidification. In

doing so

I

gritty circumstances sur-

have chosen some methods

of cultural representation that by usual academic standards are, perhaps, unconventional.
this
is

is

a deliberate

As

I

may

may

or

and considered

not have mentioned already,

strategy.

At the heart of

my

effort

the growing belief that the space of interaction between the aca-

demic and other worlds and between academic worlds themselves
is

complex

cause-effect

new communication

prosthetics.

undergoing deep and disturbing change,

interaction with the emergence of

The burgeoning

in

Internet holds the chimeric promise of paperless

essays, as well as the frightening prospect of bodiless conventions

we academics

tend to be a cloistered species any-

way, and we have learned that the

social institution of the convention

frightening because

is

an

easily negotiated respite that

is

not well served by the virtual

mode. But more urgently and quite apart from whatever changes
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technological prosthetics

wind that the hoary and
tion that have

bring to the academy,

infinitely serviceable

worked so

—

sense

I
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the

in

methods of representa-

well for so long are beginning to break

down, and that some academics
almost unconsciously

1

are beginning to search

new ways

for

to

convey

— perhaps

work

their

to their

peers.

With
of this

thought firmly

this

book

— and,

in

for those

personae at conferences, the
derscores
ingly

—

is

a deliberate

who

be clearer that the style

have met either of

style

is

embedded

exchanging information
it is

and with guarded hope

this

some quarters and

as useful in

the gesture of performance to be

move

is

its

to

ought to be, here

in others. Its

its

way

is

unabashed gesture
seen as inappropri-

in others.

I

don't expect

embraced with unqualified abandon
I

do suggest

at the close of the

logical assemblage.

in
its

for rethinking

what

that the

signifi-

a university

mechanical age

is

and

— mechanical age

meanings, including the broader sense of

itself

As

of academic thought that emerge at the interface be-

cant and promising power

conserves

and

open new

tween scholarly reportage and the performative gesture hold

in all its

seem-

careful

at the professional level.

or with anything approaching uniformity. But

new formations

a

un-

it

greeted with deep suspicion in

of performance, both in person and on the page,
ate in

my two major

intervention. In

The purpose of

move toward change,

circles

may

and considered

occasionally grim strategy.

with any

it

style of personal presentation that

haphazard and rambling

possibilities for

some

mind,

intellectual

and

We no longer live in a world in which information

primarily in textual objects called books. In a world

which not only information but

also

meaning

struggles to escape

customary channels, perhaps the best way to serve the scholarly

muse may not be
fectly in the

data.

to continue to play out the

moves

that served per-

age of the scriptorium and the inescapable

Of course

there

facticity of

was nothing natural or essential about the

torium or about monkish pursuits

either.

scrip-

They, too, emerged from

the inescapable needs of their age, of a time when, to detourn Stewart

Brand, information needed not to be free but to conserve

itself

and

1
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power with

its

a

view to better times ahead.

tively but inescapably, at the threshold of a

perhaps

new

age

new and

terms under which academics in the humanities and social

knowledges that are

sciences cannot be the conservators of stable
crystallized in

books and

importance to

cal

unsettling age,

time to reimagine the scholarly enterprise in terms of this

it's

—

Now that we live, tenta-

belief systems, but rather in

human growth and

which the

criti-

fulfillment that the humanities

and social sciences provide within the university structure can drive the
institution of higher education to reemerge in a

form that can carry

it

beyond the so-called information revolution, without compromising
its

mission as conservator of the best of whatever this brawling, strug-

we call humanity is or may yet come to be.
And so we come by this circuitous route to the Vampire Lestat,
the novelist Anne Rice's antihero of the Vampire Chronicles. The
gling thing

vampire has always been a problematic figure
ized

and,

upon

for

more

its

exchange of body

recently, uncontrolled

we've seen another revival of interest

pop
cula,

in literature, capital-

implications of contamination, subjection, violation,

culture by such plays

and

in the

fluids.

Recently

vampire, expressed in

films as Dracula,

Bram

Stoker's Dra-

The Wild Ones, The Hunger, Transylvania 6-5000, and so on.

Maybe we

are already into nostalgia

mode, longing

for a time

when

transgressing the body's physical envelope might lead to an eroticized
subjection, but not as surely to death as

Lestat

ous

is

and

a liminal creature

— a cyborg.

the boundaries between death

French and English, gay and
evil.

He

— though not

in the

age of AIDS.

to belabor the obvi-

Cyborgs are boundary creatures, not only human/

machine but creatures of cultural
its

vampirism

interstice as well;

and

straight,

life,

and Lestat inhab-

temporality and eternity,

man and woman, good and

nicely exemplifies a style of cyborg existence, capturing the

pain and complexity of attempting to adapt to a society, a
a language, a culture,

that

is

an epistemology, even

not one's own. Lestat

is

a vampire for our seasons, struggling

with the swiftly changing meanings of what
that matter,

unhuman.

lifestyle,

in Lestat's case a species,

it is

to be

human

or, for
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Since

I

and writing

started researching

ing a thought experiment with Lestat
to encounter

sity,

Once

and learn

a

book

I've

life

to the uni \ cr-

modern academic

He

of his own.

theory and cultural theory, and he earned a Ph.D.

in

79

been conduct-

— sending him back

to cope with the

seemed to take on

there, he

this

1

milieu.

studied cyborg

anthropology.

Lestat grapples continually with his vampire nature, trying to

thrash out workable ethics in

all

the different worlds he inhabits, each

of which he inhabits only partially. Lestat

whom

he prefers to

He

fascinated,

is

He

mortals

— that

because he

is

is,

fascinated by humans,

beings

who

are able to die.

can smell and hear the

human

powerfully drawn to

him human blood evokes deep, complex

blood, and for
riences.

call

first,

is

rich, fragrant

and thundering through the bodies of his mortal

sensual expe-

blood whispering

friends, the hot thick

blood that circumscribes and defines mortality for him. And, second,
it is

mortality which holds endless fascination for Lestat,

partly outside

human

life

and

is

stands

simultaneously deeply meshed within

for his mortal friends will inevitably age

it;

who

and eventually

perish;

while, barring accident, he will continue through time, forever tasting

but never fully locked into the world of sensual experience and sensory adventure.

This

is

the poignancy of the gaze of the vampire.

versity Lestat

up

saw humans

in the tragedy

and

narrative produced

transfixed by the

The

naive, preuni-

arrow of time, caught

glory of living in history, inhabiting a

and supported by dense

social

temporal

networks of

beliefs

and practices from which he himself was excluded. Around that
revolved
In

much

all this

I

fact

of Lestat's philosophy.

have been describing the Vampire Lestat familiar from

Vampire Chronicles, but the Anthropologist Lestat is a new
creature who perceives things somewhat differently. He has acquired
Rice's

a

new kind of vision,

still

now modulated by the experitheory. He also has a vocabulary

vampiric, but

ence of being immersed in cultural

for things that he previously could not articulate.

With

this

new

vo-

cabulary of vision the Anthropologist Lestat's vampire gaze sees humans transfixed not only by the arrow of time but in addition by the

1
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sword of subject position
tion

— mortals locked

and maintenance of

in place

by the construc-

a speaking-being-in-time

from which, by

virtue of his position outside

human

consciousness, Lestat himself

is

also excluded.

There
it

is

a poignancy to this exclusion

and the consequent longings

engenders. With his vampire gaze, Lestat sees subjectivity as possi-

bility,

and thus the myriad aspects of

for granted as
possibilities.
sire

no more than boats temporarily

But here the crosscurrents of

and technology, eddy and

is rife

subjectivity that mortals take

conflict.

with dangerous shoals, and not

at

and

fiction

The

all

anchor

in a sea of

physicality, de-

social sea of possibility

subject positions have the

same implications and consequences. The masquerade of gender
symptomatic but not

Those who

definitive.

querade of whatever kind

by mas-

live their lives

— those who must pass

is

in order to live,

whether passing means ethnicity or color or nationality or gender,
skill level

or professional accomplishment

— know and

understand

this fact quite well.
I've

mentioned that

I

have huge stakes

that the anthropologist Lestat

transgendered academic

who

tween subject positions,

I

And

of course the vampiric

in these

arguments, and

not simply a rhetorical device. As a

is

lives

by choice

in the

boundaries be-

share a portion of Lestat's vampire gaze.

way

of seeing

is

who

shared by others

are

themselves directly engaged in the wonder and terror of masquerade.
Since Gloria Anzaldua created
to write the border body,

room

in the

enough

academic discourses

which inhabits the space she

edge of barbwire," there are those
are fortunate

in

who

live in

to have also benefited

hard brilliance of Anzaldua's words,

other theorists, performers, and

artists, in

in

which

calls the "thin

other boundaries

who

from her work. Standing
I

am

engaged, with

making

many

a clear space within

discourses of gender and performance for transgender theory. In cy-

berspace the transgendered body

is

the natural body.

The

nets are

spaces of transformation, identity factories in which bodies are meaning machines,

and transgender

wrench

smooth gears of

in the

—

identity as performance, as play, as

the social apparatus of vision

—

is

the
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ground

state.

This sounds

time, not so long ago,

more than

fingers

its

alternative

visible.

the

is

I

obviously— in physical space

think,

meaning

as the French montrer,

The transgendered body

is

physical space the natural

it is

natural, speech
is

the trans-

is

forth,

and

is

silence,

in

making

projected

monstra-

invisible, in the sense that

unproblematic

body

showing

upon which

a screen,

and effacement. The natural body

and by that

with no

the unnatural body. Unnatural recalls monstrous,

as a cultural production

in its just-thereness. In

one whose performance

is

invisible,

invisibility the illusory refractoriness of the materialized

discursivity that
is

truism now, but think back to the

when Joan Green caused such trauma

war between unnatural and

tion

X

on a keyboard.

Conversely— and,
gendered body

like a

I

is

the social subject under the law

maintained.

is

It

the physicality, simultaneously lived and imagined, which expresses

the default subject position in the virtual age, and which by

its

enunci-

ation calls into question not simply the masquerade of gender but
the facticity of social identity tout court.

But

all is

not play in the virtual worlds. In observing social interac-

tion in cyberspace

we

some

find that while

duction escape traditional cultural coding,
are in fact naturalized;

and

this

more

aspects of

many

meaning pro-

things in the nets

subtle naturalization can easily

pass unnoticed. For example, entry to the world of virtual

community

requires high levels of skills in the English language and a high level

of technical proficiency, but this annoying fact usually passes unre-

marked.

Many

researchers,

some

quite naively, tend to see cyber-

space as a space of possibility precisely because
illusion of a level playing field.

everyone

is

Of course

it

can give the

(facile)

to believe that in cyberspace

equal merely because the codings that have attached

themselves to voice quality and physical appearance have been un-

coupled from their referents, and that
sation

that

how

is

to

power works.

brings us finally to the

Lestat the

uncoupling provides a sen-

might be perceived as inherently liberatory,

misunderstand

Which

this

Vampire has

the

Dark

power

Gift.

to confer the

Dark

Gift

— to

1
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make new

new vampires

vampires. These

then also acquire the dan-

gerous knowledge of the partiality of the mortal gaze. But although
vampires' senses are extremely acute, they are not omniscient; their

awareness of the limits of

human

vision

and the vision that

is

pos-

even without the Dark Gift flow from their cyborg nature,

sible

si-

multaneously part of and separate, inside and outside, inhabiting
Anzaldua's thin edge of barbwire which painfully announces the dangerous outer limits of experientiality between cultures, economies,

and

subjectivities.

They invoke by

their simple existence the disrup-

tion of classiflcatory schemata that calls traditional identity formation into question.

The Anthropologist
pire he has the

power

to confer a

new and

metaphor shades

here, of course, the

begins.

Lestat realizes that as an anthropologist

The new Dark

Gift

is

different

Dark

into the actual,

the passing

Gift.

vam-

And

and the work

on of the newly transformed

vampire gaze, the visual knowledge which makes the machineries of
subjectivity visible

and the nuts and

reality together stand

bolts that hold the surface of

out from the background. But for us, living in

the boundaries between the dying world of safely grounded episte-

mologies and the querulously emergent world of cyborg instrumentalities,

Dark
do

we

Gift.

exist,

bounded

face the

Because

problem of the
if

real,

and not the metaphorical

such vampires, vampires of subjectivity, really

then none of us

is

safe

—

safe, that

is,

within our traditionally

subject positions, our accustomed places in a rapidly shift-

ing world.

We are no longer unproblematically secure within the nest

of our location technologies,
for our political apparatus)

is

whose function

for us (as

opposed to

to constantly reassure us that

we

are

without question ourselves, singular, bounded, conscious, rational;
the end product of hundreds of years of societal evolution in

complex

dialogue with technology as Other and with gender as an othering

machine. The vampire of subjectivity sees the play of identity from
the metalevel, sees the fragrant possibilities of multiple voice
ject position, the endless refraction of desire,

that has

become

irreducibly

and

and sub-

with a visual apparatus

fatally different.

Once one

receives
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Dark

this

time.
it

Gift, there

The gaze of

is

no way back

to a simpler

and

less

183

problematic

the vampire, once achieved, cannot be repudiated;

changes vision forever.

As we stand together

at the close of the

ruins of a system of visual knowledge
to

ground and authorize sovereign

do

exist

is

for

The war of
which,
of our

own

if

me

mechanical age,

whose

in the

cultural purpose

subjectivity, that such

was

vampires

the challenge and the promise of virtual systems.

and technology

desire

we look

deeply enough,

own vampire

is

a

war of transformation,

we can make out

future. Ultimately the gaze of the

in

the lineaments

vampire

is

our

transfigured and transfiguring vision. Claiming that vision

is

our

task and our celebration.
I

you

look forward eagerly to continuing
it

we immerse

ourselves ever

ogies; as the boundaries

tinue to implode; as

even

now

imagine.

we
It is

ther,

steer

we

because

—

more deeply

our

own

our

technol-

inexorably become creatures that
a

moment which
I

we cannot

simultaneously holds im-

don't want to lose sight of

need to guide ourselves

— remember

ei-

cyber means

our assembled forms and multiple selves right between

in all

two towers of promise and danger, of

the space between

of the virtual

them

lies

desire

and technology.

the path to our adventure at the

In

dawn

age. the adventure which belongs to our time and which

ours alone.

Well met

in

is

between our technologies and ourselves con-

mense threat and immense promise.

is

high adventure with

— uttering the vision and claiming — the adventure that

future, as

the

this

in

cyberspace.

Notes

Sources for the Epigraphs

The

three epigraphs to this

book are, in order, from James Clifford's essay
Mashpee," in James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988); Anselm Strauss's introduction
"Identity in

to Strauss (ed.), G. H.

Chicago

Mead on

Social Psychology (Chicago: University of

and Donna Haraway's postscript to "Cyborgs at
Large: An Interview with Donna Haraway," in Constance Peniey and Andrew Ross (eds.), Technoculture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1978);

Press, 1991).

Introduction: Sex, Death, and Machinery, or

with

1.
is),

My

This

is

How

I

Fell in

Love

Prosthesis

the

first

instance of the collapse of fiction and fact (whatever that

narratization and description, that the style of this essay implies. Being

a novelist at heart causes

me to create krasis narratives, and

it's

hard to

know

what depth I need to explicate them. Consequently let's try treating these
two descriptive paragraphs as exemplary, to an extent that I will not carry
on into the rest of the text. Both events are emblematic rather than specific.
The bedroom is a combination of bedrooms from at least four different
locales, including the young Kal-el's room on the farm in Superman I. There
was no friend present; for reasons of my own I wanted to decenter the
moment of discovery. Peering over a 24 24 console would have been
impossible in 1955, since the state of the art was three-track recording, and
at any rate I was too tall to have my nose at that level; the scene combines
visits to various control rooms beginning in the late 1940s and extending
into the 1970s, and when I was a preteen to pilgrimages to the transmitto

ter of

WOR

itself,

which, with

its

black bakelite monoliths and glowing
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1920-style
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power meters, resembled most

thor's depiction of

my mind

much

that

closely

some

science-fiction au-

mighty forces coiled to spring. There was

little

doubt

in

of the early cinematic depictions of technology as

mysterious and inexplicable power, as exemplified in Metropolis, came from

movie

the
at

work

set designers'

that yet existed

own

—

visits to

i.e.,

that maintained remote transmitter

from populated

the few instantiations of technology

the control

areas, usually in

sites.

rooms of the few radio

stations

These were invariably located

swamps, thus

specifically

far

invoking the motif

of lonely isolation in spooky circumstances.
All of this, of course,

2.

is

about the interplay between communication tech-

nology, prosthetic community, the

human

body, and the uses of pleasure.

—

this sort of thing
having someone barge into my humand drag me off on some adventure keeps happening, and I have
gotten more good story material in such fashion than I like to admit.

For some reason

3.

drum

This

4.
I

—

life

is

perhaps the most egregious point of convergence of the two theses

have been pursuing.

A more

detailed description

and analysis of the oddly

interdependent issues of lesbian separatism and transgender can be found
in

my

"other" book, The Gaze of the Vampire: Tales from the Edges of

Identity.
5.

My

and

word

use of the

work

boundaries between speech and writing as
electronically prostheticized

waiting in
6.

dia

my

human

of this essay

E-mail box that begins,

"Good

man

in

is

both playful

to play in the
I

observe in
a letter

from you."

discussions at the

MIT Me-

early 1980s, but they

were

recounting of talks with Lipp-

The Media Lab: Inventing the Future

The invention of SpaceWar

is

A typical example is

to read

Lippman had been developing these ideas in
Lab over a period of time beginning in the
in his

is

discuss the play

I

interaction.

perhaps best captured by Stuart Brand

7.

and reading

talk to refer to writing

a considered position. Part of the

at

MIT

(1987).

variously dated. Laurel (1991) puts

it

at

1962.
8.

In particular

ritorialization

I

am referring to Deleuze and Guattari's discussions of determultiplicity in Anti-Oedipus (1983) and A Thousand Pla-

and

teaus (1987), Virilio in

The Aesthetics of Disappearance (1991a) and The

Light of Speed (1991b), and Manuel De Landa in War in the Age of Intelligent Machines (1991), annotated fully in the bibliography.
9.

I

refer to

Some

Barker as "she" here without really being sure what s/he is.
me that Barker is a woman. Others claim that

colleagues have assured

first name, Barker must be a man. Certainly
something that should have been cleared up before publication, but

because of the spelling of the
this
I

is

rather enjoy the confusion and the debates thus precipitated.

Notes

to Introduction

1

H7

At the time I was first thrashing this out had recently
read Bruno aThe Pasteurization of France (1988) in its French
incarnation, Let
Microbes: Guerre et paix suivi les irr eductions. As struggled
to
10.

I

I

tour's

regain what-

I

ever fluency in French

may have

I

Latour's pun on Tblstoy in the
in the

previously possessed,

of the book.

title

It

I

completely missed

must have stuck around

background.

11.

Few

and

I

am

of these adjectives, like bloodthirsty and infamous, are
accidental,
aware of their tendentious character. These stories are experi-

fully

mental, and part of the experiment is to see how much (if any) of
what I
might term "dangerous" story forms can be recuperated into a different discourse without contaminating it (another deliberate word choice). The
events at the Atari

Lab

are emblematic of

what happened when

the

first

generation of graduates— bright, dedicated, and to an extent thrillingly conscious of the liberatory potential of their creations— hit the buzz saw of

commodification and then the
12.
tion,

There are wide variations in the estimates of Habitat's actual populaeven within Fujitsu. The actual figure is probably lower, but how much

lower
13.

street.

uncertain.

is

Morningstar and Farmer maintain that it never occurred to them that
want to have sex; they were too preoccupied with just

the characters might

getting characters to look reasonably right

and to be able to walk around.
on the idea, had it
whether Fujitsu would have exercised the

also possible that LucasFilm might have frowned

It is

arisen at the time.

same

It is

scruples, nor that

not clear
it

would have made much

difference vis-a-vis sexual

activity within the simulation.

14.

My

use of the term computer-based

is

already becoming an anachro-

nism, because the meanings of culturally defined objects such as television,
telephone, cable, and computers, and the boundaries between them, are

ready

in

hot debate and increasing

pointed out in the

late

might be more MIPS

flux.

1970s that there would soon come a time when there
(a

measurement of processor speed)

ances than in the objects

commonly

It is

in kitchen appli-

called computers. This

prefigures, in part at least, the cultural redefinition,
objects.

al-

Nicholas Negroponte had already

development

now under way,

partly driven by economics and partly by the

technology (technology so familiar as to be culturally

of these

effect of ubiquitous

invisible)

on engineers'

interpretations of the boundaries of their specialties, as well as ubiquitous

technology's effect on the cultural paradigm of biological-machinic binarism.

An

15.

In Tales of

exhilarating and problematic time.
'

Nevery on

(Delany 1979).

16.1 want to emphasize that this

sort of thing,

i.e.,

quoting from nonexistent
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work,
its

is

meant

1

wholly humorous way. However, the case

in a

beginnings in a real and somewhat bizarre event.

When

I

in point

first

came

had

to the

History of Consciousness program at the University of California at Santa
Cruz,

I

had

several

dreams

in

which

I

was reading

scholarly papers written

by Haraway. Later, while writing a critique of some aspect of scientific
research I absentmindedly quoted from one of the papers I'd dreamed about,
confusing
later,

cited
its

in

it

my

was

in physical

true source in

mentioned

this to

Haraway

fevered brain with a "real"

while trying to attribute page and

line,

terms nonexistent. The quote

itself,

my memory, was exactly apt and
Haraway, who jokingly requested

wrote out the papers

dreamed

I'd

I

paper.

Some time

realized that the paper I'd

I

however, whatever

productively useful.

coauthorship

read. In retrospect this

was

if I

I

ever

a rather

novel instantiation of the mentoring relationship, neatly avoiding prob-

lems of age and experience, while evincing several of the advantages of
virtuality as well as a considerable

amount

of tribality. Virtual mentoring,

or shamanistic training? In regard to the quote,

"Refuse closure and

insist

upon

situation";

Haraway

actually said,

have interpolated "Seek

I

multiplicity."
17.

I

sentence in because

left this

it's

fun.

When

I

first

of convincing to do, and a lot of forums to legitimize.

on

wrote

it, I

had

a lot

Now academic panels

community" pop up like mushrooms, but times have changed
makes me chuckle.

"virtual

so fast that the sentence

Chapter
1.

1.

Collective Structures

Orishas and loas are the gods of Haitian and certain Afro-Caribbean

Voudoun or "voodoo." Toward the end of Count
Zero the protagonists discover that certain emergent phenomena in the
Net sentient beings which are unwarrantable to human or machine
agency are in fact loas. This raises the question of whether the loas invaded
religious traditions such as

—

—

the Net, or originated there, or manifested as a consequence of distributed

human
2.

expectation.

Insofar as "real" people approach the condition of bodilessness, they do

indeed

still

make

love, as quite distinct

but quite accurate account,
3.

Rabinow

4.

The term materialized

5.

Butler in

from

New

cf.

from having

sex.

For a fictionalized

Varley (1986).

(1991).
discursivity

is

from the work of Donna Haraway.

Gender Trouble (1990), Mercer

Formations 3 (1987).

in

"Black Hairstyle Politics,"

Notes

6.

In discussing Foucault's

moves

to

Chapter 2
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work, Michel de Certeau points out that the

that transform the physical citizen into

what I called a little discourse
are themselves nondiscursive, but that these nondiscursive moves, which
arc
"privileged for social and historical reasons that remain to be explained,"
are at the heart of the structure of contemporary scientific knowledge.

A

wonderfully leading remark.
7.

Thus

in this sense

Truddi

is

a true actant, in that she exists primarily as

a (re)collection of functions in the Truddi narrative.
8.

Goodeve (1989,

Chapter

2.

120).

Risking Themselves: Identity

in

Oshkosh

Once we have done our cutaway to Oshkosh, the methodology and texbecome more resolutely experimental than before, if that's possible. Consequently more than a few words of explanation follow here. The
1.

tual style

style of the piece

is

intended to evoke multiplicity,

tween the (problematic) firsthand viewpoint of the
ical discussions

is

by jump-cutting be-

and the theoret-

of medicopsychological texts that interrupt the account of

the trial and each other. In addition, neither of the
separately,

first

trial itself

meant

two main

to be read as a linear narrative.

I

threads, taken

have taken portions

of Colin Ross's text out of the order in which he presents them in the primary
source. In this action

I

am

using Ross's theory to construct a different sort

of theoretical ambiance than Ross himself might

appropriation in a
results.

My

spirit

like. It is

of experimentation, and

account of the

trial itself

I

an act of wholesale

do not guarantee the

should also be treated with suspicion.

Although the viewpoint shifts into and out of first person, I was not present
at the trial, nor were the courtroom scenes taken from official court transcripts, which were prohibitively expensive. To this extent the piece is meant
to invoke "Identity in Mashpee" but not to duplicate it. It is in no sense a
traditionally anthropological account.

My

with an alternative quasi-anthropological

intent

is

storytelling,

rather to experiment

accompanied by

fair

of traditional anthropological de-

warning that we are outside the bounds
scription. All courtroom scenes are reconstructions created through interviews with persons who were themselves present, and occasionally with the
aid of transcriptions from tape recordings of portions of the testimony. In
Gorney,
this regard I have relied heavily upon conversations with Cynthia

who was

present at the

trial as a

reporter for the Washington Post, and

upon material provided by Deborah Bradley, Mark Hargrove, and Louise
as "in
Johnson. Data gathering was of the type generally characterized
in
account,
longer
as-yet-unwritten
depth," because I was interested, in an
creating an atmospheric piece that conveyed

my own

sense of the

trial

and

1
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its

implications.

persons
tacts

Chapter 3

to

The dialogue within quotes comes from my interviews with
present or who had professional or nonprofessional con-

who were

with any of the principals, and where

my

from Gorney's
is no guaroccasion I have added dialogue

verbatim transcriptions. But even where dialogue
antee that things are in any sense pristine.

On

notes

is

fail,

quoted, there

from other parts of the transcriptions, deleted portions of the testimony,
collapsed several persons into one, changed some names and not others, and
in general constructed a fictional narrative which hews rather closely to that
of the trial itself but which is not identical to it. Where I describe gestures,
these come from descriptions of gestures made by the participants and reported by my informants. In the case of atmospheric phrases (e.g., media
vans, the sound of air conditioning, something metallic dropping in the hallway), I elicited such as were available and in most cases did not cross-check
them among informants. For me, the problems of producing the Oshkosh
narrative are the obverse of the problems I faced when writing my forthcoming science fiction novel Ktahmet, which is heavily based on material that I
simply copied verbatim from my diaries. In writing Ktahmet the problem
was the real-life character of the fictional narrative (Betsy Wollheim, my
editor, was fond of yelling, "Even if it's true, it's fiction"), while in writing
"Identity in Oshkosh" the problem was the fictional character of the reallife

narrative.

In "The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto," in Epstein
and Straub (eds.), Body Guards: The Cultural Politics of Gender Ambiguity
2.

(1991).
3.

In Foucault,

"The Spectacle of the

Scaffold,"

from Discipline and Punish

(1977).

Chapter

3.

In Novel Conditions:

The Cross-Dressing

Psychiatrist

1. The methodology of this section is diverse. First, there is a great
what has been called the new thick description, namely, archives of

conversation. This

is

made

possible by the technological character of text-

based virtual communities. In most

modem

across the screen can be written to a

cyberanthropologist's

escapes

its

field

deal of
on-line

notebook;

programs anything that passes
disk has become the
virtual social environments nothing

file.

in

The floppy

panoptic gaze. Thus there are simple means of preserving the

entire conversational records of text-based virtual

stance of graphic-based virtual communities, this

communities. In the

is still

in-

possible, but not for

some hacking. In the case of the chapter on
had complete archives of the Tree community back to its
inception, but then discovered that material that was more pertinent to my

every participant and not without

CommuniTree,

I
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3

was not part of the archive because it had not taken
place on"The Cross-Dressing Psychiatrist" I first heard of
Julie

the case of

(whose prototype, Joan Green, has been described by Lindsy
Van Gelder,
who were participants in the chat lines. Then,'
through an odd series of circumstances, when the Julie persona
began to
unravel I discovered that in an earlier context I had already
met the psychiavide infra) from acquaintances

involved.

trist

My

account of Lewin's creation of the

of

little

it

comes from

transcriptions.

Julie

Most

is

persona

is

a pastiche. Very-

from interviews with

partici-

pants in chat environments in which notable deceptions occurred. At
first
the stories that involved reporting conversations with or about
Julie were

fragmentary and even contradictory; for a while Julie came across as an older
rather than a young one, and that was how I reported her in my

woman
first

write-ups. At least one informant said that Julie could only type with

by people who do not have the use of their hands,
and I wrote that up too, thus giving Julie more of a complex persona than
any of us had intended. At the time it seemed not unreasonable that a physia headstick, a device used

cally challenged

person might participate in chat this way, but in fact few
"normally" abled chatline habitues would have the patience to wait for a

headstick typist; in the 1990s chatlines tend to be torrents of simultaneous

high-speed typing.

An

earlier insightful

are based

Electronic

account of the incident upon which the Julie events

was published by Lindsy Van Gelder

Woman,"

first in

as

"The Strange Case of

Ms. Magazine (1985) and

later in

Rob

the

Kling's

anthology Computerization and Controversy: Value Conflicts and Social
Choices (Boston 1991). I have used her thorough and emotionally lively

account to inform mine, and have paraphrased her work

one

in regard to Julie's allying herself

cence (which

made no

in

two

instances,

with the police during her convales-

sense as recorded in

my

notes),

and the other

in

her

depiction of the psychiatrist as using his Joan persona "to do good," which

was not in my notes at all and which I found alternately hilarious and sad,
and which, I felt, added a remarkable dimension to Lewin's actions. When
I first wrote up my version of the incident I pseudonymized the psychiatrist
as I do here, and although Van Gelder used his "real" (legal) name, I have
retained the pseudonym in this version because my account collapses several
people from different chat systems who engaged in similar acts. I doubt that
this will

cause any confusion, but in case

discussing essentially the same

events.

it

does, be advised that

Van Gelder

published

we

first in

are

both

instances.

In regard to the opening section

on the relationship between the SCA,

programming, and California neopaganism, in response to a query by Carolyn Clark I find nothing causal about this provocative juxtaposition and

1
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did not intend to imply one

— not here,

at

any rate

— except

to note that

two

of the most important individuals in contemporary neopaganism were active
in

northern California during this period.

One

is

Starhawk, the author of

and the other, who preferred anonymity, founded what
is arguably the largest neopagan networking organization and is a programmer and systems consultant. For better or worse, however, my research has
consistently demonstrated an overwhelming juxtaposition of interests between northern California programmers and neopagans, and when one adds
in the extremely peculiar incident with the physicists and the metaphase
typewriter (vide infra), one is left with an inescapable feeling that something

The

Spiral Dance,

causal

is

happening.

With regard

to Role Playing

ipant observer in several
fornia, beginning in

1979

RPG
in

Games (RPGs),
communities

I

in

Bonny Doon with

collected

my data as a partic-

northern and southern Calithe kind assistance of Preston

Q. Boomer, a mathematics instructor and RPG master at San Lorenzo High
School, and continuing through 1989 with
groups in the Santa Clara

D&D

Valley, Scotts Valley,
scale, involving

full-scale field

and San Diego. Boomer played

major Silicon Valley corporations

maneuvers

(for

D&D

on the grand

fielding strike

example, a scuba team from

IBM

teams for

once staged

on Boomer's swimming pool to cut off the water supply
and his story alone should occupy at least a chapter
in this book. I attended the SCA tournaments of which I write here, in 1983
in Oakland and throughout the late 1980s in northern and southern California, in full regalia as Ulfedinn 6d Vagfyarandi, an Elder (female) Mage, and
subsequently waded through all four removals (a Middle Ages term meaning
a surprise assault

to his watercannon),

sixteen courses) of the banquets.

My

on-line

D&D

data gathering began in

300 baud with the original Mines of Moria. At that time inexpensive
modems did not exist, and my little modem consisted of a data latch and
decoder chip in hardware and a machine language program (the first 6502
machine language program I wrote) to drive it.
The research underlying the stories of MUDs, MOOs, MUSEs, MUSHes,
MUCKs and other multiple-user social environments recounted herein is entirely my own, both from participant observation and on- and off-line interviews. I am not terribly fond of most D&D, so the data gathering was not,
as some have alleged, continuous unalloyed pleasure. This task was made
easier by ACTLab.rtf.utexas.edu, the Advanced Communication Technologies Laboratory M** host machine, and especially by John Garnett, who
graciously consented to supervise the four MUDs and two MOOs that originally ran on the ACTLab system; by Allan Alford, a.k.a. chiphead, who
masterminded PointMOOTt, actlab's best worked-out and most ill-fated
MOO; and by Brian Murfin, a.k.a. Captain Bran Muffin, who has fearlessly
and tenaciously administered the actlab's many Internet nodes through rain,
1980

at
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dark of night, and the dreadful legion of patches necessitated
by the
new operating systems in the midst of ongoing projects—

introduction of

surely a task far
2.

beyond the

call

of duty.

Multiple-user social environments are described at length

in

Chapter

5.

There are plenty of predecessors to Mines of Morta, but they did not
incorporate the elements of medieval role playing that were ubiquitous in
all of the RPG games that followed. At MIT, by the
1960s the hackers of
Project
had already written Wumpus, and when some of them moved
on to Commodore and to Apple Computer in the mid-1970s, they immediately produced a version ported to the 6502 environment called Hunt the
3.

MAC

Wumpus. These could

quite correctly be seen as earlier

since they also incorporated the trademark Twisty

Treasure, and of course the highly unpleasant

games of adventure,

Mazes, Dark Passages,

Wumpus. What

they lacked

was

the element of role playing, of engaging an alter persona, that character-

ized

all

the later games.

The term handle comes from amateur

it means "nickname."
programming, a handle
is a means (in practice, usually an address) by which a particular procedure
or subroutine is reserved for use by a specific program.

4.

On the Internet chat system IRC,

5.

In

Van

radio,

the term

is

where

nick. In

Gelder's account the psychiatrist used the

name Joan Sue Greene.

6. Even in retrospect I find it astonishing that as late as 1983 significant
numbers of people engaged in dialogue in virtual communities failed to grasp
the problems raised by the existence of artificial personae. For many it was
a nonissue. The level of concern was heavily gendered; when imposture became an issue, it was women who were most often hurt. This seems to be

true because

many women

versational style and

the virtual communities.
style that

carried their social expectations regarding con-

confidentiality across the machinic

To

Lewin found so

boundary and

into

this extent they exemplified the conversational

attractive.

7. At the time Stephen Hawking could still talk, after a fashion, and
keyboard-and-Votrax system that he would subsequently use had not

the
yet

feminine intonation too, and such a

been developed. Votraxes can speak
system would have been perfect for Joan, had she existed.
in

8.

A

in the

large

amount

of the distrust that began to surround Julie originated

uncanny perfection of her relationship with John. Lewin had not taken

into consideration the possibility of encountering a population of disabled
persons on-line other than Julie, and has subsequently indicated that he

might have modulated the Joan identity to allow for it. The "real" disabled
women on-line were more conscious of the incongruity than was the chat
system's general population; under the circumstances, it is not strange that

1
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they viewed Julie's

life first

with joy and perhaps hope, then envy, and

finally

with deep suspicion.
9.

And

here, of course, the multiple

become

hensible

Chapter
1.

There

4.

is

meanings and uses of the term appre-

clear.

Reinvention and Encounter: Pause for Theory

an implied intertextuality here with Gloria Anzaldua's project in
Making Face, Making Soul 1990) that remains to be explored.

the anthology
2.

(

E.g., Strauss

1986; Sahlins 1976; Goffman 1963; Weber 1947; Lacan

1977; Booth 1983; Derrida 1978; Heidegger 1976; G. Stone 1962; Scheff
and Shibutani 1986; A. Norman and Wiley 1986; Katovich 1986; Maines
1977.
3.

Strauss alludes to Takashi Shibutani's

which he quotes
4.

Ibid.

5.

In films

made

work on

reference group theory,

in his introduction to Strauss (1986, xxi).

in the field,

Strum demonstrated that when certain baboons

threatened by a baboon higher in the hierarchy they would position

felt

way that the third baboon
more dominant baboon. This action defuses posdominant animal. Since the threatened baboon uses

themselves relative to a third baboon in such a

was between them and
sible hostility

another

from the

member

the

of the troop as an instrumentality such a strategy

may

be

correctly called toolmaking.

make no

claims to understand their

work

better!

6.

I

7.

Ferguson (1990) dates the production of pleasure as a category of mean-

from the transition from feudalism to capitalism, but, he notes, "It was
much later that pleasure became somewhat detached from reason and
it was possible to imagine the latter as a process dependent upon the repression of the former. In fact it depended upon the repression of fun (as a separate category from pleasure) and through this the establishment of pleasure
as a legitimate value for, and organizing principle of, personal and social
ing

only

life"
8.

(Ferguson 1990, 138).

Occasionally

I

am

asked

— quite reasonably,

I

think

— how

I

happen to

have data about such diverse areas as bandwidth and distortion with which

my

The answer is that I happen to have done a lot of
and was an observer at every stage. I tend to gloss over some
of my research in the interest of getting on with the argument in which I
happen to be interested, but because the discussion of distortion assumes a
lot, I'm going to pause for a moment to fill in some background. I had begun

to inform

fieldwork.

different things

Notes to Chapter 4

this

work, quite unwittingly, much

ican Foundation for the Blind.

earlier while

One

19S

doing research for the Amer-

of the main functions of the

AFB

is

to

record, manufacture, and distribute recorded books. For reasons of economy
(records are heavy, shipping is expensive) the AFB was intensely interested
in issues of

bandwidth and data compression.

I

was

specifically hired to re-

search extremely slow disk recording techniques (turntable rotation speeds
of 4 rpm and perhaps lower, compared to 33V3 rpm) and high packing den-

(groove pitches of 600/in. and higher, compared to 200-400/in. for the
average phonograph record). This work involves a large amount of experimentation with psychoacoustics, because at extremely low recording speeds
sity

form of waveform degradation. (Finer pitch
and slower speeds require smaller burnishing facets on the recording stylus,
causing the contact area between groove and pickup stylus to diminish, plastic deformation of the vinyl to increase, and vertical excursions of the playback stylus at high frequencies to increase during playback. Low speed also
reduces the polish on the groove surface, which lowers the high-frequency
signal-to-noise ratio and increases the amount of heat generated by tracking,
which in turn increases the rate of spalling. Spalling depends upon flow rates
of the molten vinyl during the molding process; longer molding cycles at
lower temperature reduce spalling, so there is a trade-off between economies
of packing density and economies of manufacture.) Frequency variation
characterized as wow and flutter is another form of distortion. (The stability
distortion rises sharply, in the

of a rotating turntable expressed as the invariance of

depends upon

mass to

its

mass times

stabilize rotation

can be tolerated by a

is

its

impractical, so

listener

its

angular velocity

angular velocity; at low speeds sufficient

how much

frequency variation

under actual listening conditions becomes the

moment.) Obviously this is all history at this time, and nobody cares
anymore because the CD instantly made it all irrelevant, and the people who
did that work are no different from those wonderful folks who painstakingly

issue of

figured out

how

to chip flint exquisitely well only to be deskilled by the

unaesthetic fact of bronze, but that's not the point. In the course of the

work

time in the archives, because the U.S. Navy had already done a
I spent
on how much and what kinds of distortion the human
research
great deal of
tolerate and what kinds of distortion are undetectcan
hearing mechanism
a lot of

able.

Notice immediately the

tie

to military research even here, even here,

American Foundation for the Blind, right next door
in downtown Manhattan. The navy wanted
Institute
to the Margaret Sanger
in the gentle heart of the

to

know

in air-tothese things in connection with speech intelligibility
they had
and
intercommunication,
battle
ground-to-ground

ground and
commissioned various studies (beginning in the 1940s: their own; Bolt, BeraMemorial Labs) to find
nek, and Newman; Bell Telephone Labs; Battelle
I finished with the navy's
time
the
By
know.
to
out everything there was
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I could find who had done research
on the subject, and with our own well-financed research, I had intimate
knowledge of just about everything that had ever been done, said, whispered,
thought, or imagined about issues of bandwidth and distortion. Consequently, when I walked into that collective of phone sex workers in 1985,
it could be said that I was theoretically informed.

archives, with talking with everybody

We might juxtapose Morningstar and Farmer's sanguine observation and

9.

made to an audience of programmers, with the
problems of control experienced by the early designers of computer conferences, to foreground the particularity of institutional control and the locality
of moral judgments in cyberspace
as well as in the communities that conliberatory implications,

its

—

struct them.

common

10.

Kenneth Haltmann (1990) points out

lief,

the earliest users of the telephone were uncomfortable with the idea of

a voice

coming out of

a handset that

that, in contrast to

one held to one's

ear. In

semiotic analysis of the physical structure of the telephone,

home phone

gests that the original designers of the

deliberately

be-

an interesting

Haltmann

constructed

it

sug-

with a

anthropomorphic appearance. The quasi-human look of the

in-

strument was meant to help ease the transition to electronically prostheticized speech

by giving early users the sensation that they were speaking

the telephone instead of through

Note

11.

in passing the significant use of the

word on

to describe the rela-

tionship between agency and communication technology

phone

in.

—

on the air, on the
more comfortable than
The use of on shows the same order of aver-

— with which users of the technology seem

with the equally descriptive

far

sion to directly acknowledging the absence of proximate agency that

have underlain making early phones

Chapter
1.

There

about

C

is

5.

is

to

it.

in

may

quasi-human shape.

Agency and Proximity: Communities/CommuniTrees
programming community
page of uncommented
page of uncommented Forth. Occasionally the

quite a bit of disagreement within the

this statement.

Many programmers

about as opaque as a

feel that a

become heated. So far I have not been swayed. I still observe
programmers develop a kind of pattern recognition that enables the good ones to pick up a page of uncommented code in
a structured language and get a fair idea of what is going on, and this ability
is less common with Forth. Their interpretation may not tell them precisely
what the code does, but it may be sufficient for some immediate purpose.
discussions

that after considerable time

2.

For reasons of simplicity

in parsing,

most programming languages

re-
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$

names to consist of a single, unbroken string of characters.
Programmers frequently use procedure names that are made up of several
quire procedure

words, but they connect the words with the underbar character (_). This
practice keeps the parser happy because it sees the underbar as just another
character.
3.

The opinion

that "higher" languages such as

gible than Forth

is

bates with fellow

programmers about

not universally shared, and

useful to state that in
to be

more

gibility

Of

my

C
I

this premise.

are generally

more

have had some
Perhaps

it

intelli-

lively de-

would be more

sample population the Forth programmers tended

radically eclectic in their approach to documentation

than the programmers

in

and

intelli-

languages such as C, Pascal, or Assembly.

these, certainly assembly language lends itself

most readily to crimes of
and perhaps for this very reason, the assembly language
programmers in my sample population were the most conscientious documentors. This finding in turn suggests that there is some particular intentional quality shared by the Forth programmers in the sample that tends to
produce more obscure documentation, and further suggests that the sample
unintelligibility,

population should be enlarged; however,

this possibility raises other issues

which overcomplexify the study. To answer a possible unspoken question,
by preference the author herself is an assembly language wonk who has also
written successful commercial code in Pascal and C. For now, however, the
study continues.
4.

The

.

.

.

spelling of hir

gendered language.

Stay tuned for a fascinating paper at

was

its

conclusion.

part of the Tree philosophy, which included un-

Many Utopian groups mounted

attempts to create

artifi-

ungendered pronouns (e.g., June Arnold's novel The Cook and the
Carpenter, 1973), but none made it to mainstream use.

cial

5.

A

significant footnote to this story

the rebel

mythos

as

it

is

later recantation of

George Lucas's
in Star

seemed to be described

Wars. Lucas stated that

Return of the Jedi the rebel forces ultimately won not because of their
better maneuverability and individual initiative, but because they possessed
technically superior weapons. Lucas seems to have wanted to send a message
not win battles
to potential rebels of any stripe that skill and pluck alone do
who have rapgangs,
inner-city
that
lesson
a
century—
in the late twentieth
in

idly appropriated high-technology

and anyone who
6.

It is

weaponry

not clear whether the tree gods got

or vice versa. Its articulation

was

A

kill

themselves, each other,

this

heart.

phrase from Stewart Brand,

a natural part of the prevailing techno-

epistemology in northern California during
7.

to

happens to be nearby, have taken to

tremendous amount of otherwise

this period.

useful time

is

still

spent

in

simply

communications studies
convincing the majority of faculty in traditional

—
1
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statement

this

is

true.

To take an example from close

as of this writing (February 1993) at least

quaintance
virtual

to

one graduate student of

home,

my

ac-

attempting to convince his dissertation advisers not that

is still

communities are worthy subjects for extensive research, but simply

that they exist.

The

8.

which I refer are occasional attempts by businesses
communication in the workplace to that which is neces-

trivial cases to

to limit prosthetic

sary to carry out corporate agendas.

my

Texas a group of researchers has built a
model of Austin and that possesses a kind of gritty reality
reminiscent of something that might have been dreamed up by Bruce Sterling
on cheap bourbon. Like many MOOs, including MediaMOO, PointMOOt
runs on top of Curtis's LambdaCore code.
In

9.

MOO

lab at the University of

that

a

is

I don't want
unpack them,

10.

to
in

Japan

make

it

to belabor points about Japanese culture, nor particularly
as this essay has other purposes.

Of

course the situation

more complex than the limited exposition I provide here would
seem, and far more goes on beneath the smooth social surface of
is

Japanese culture, but these

activities

do not yet take the form of social forma-

tions visible to this gaijin.

The End of Innocence, Part
Atari Lab

Chapter
at the

1.

6.

Myron Krueger, whose 1977 dissertation

dational text for the

although he
style
er's

which

seminal

is still

is

field, is less

I:

Cyberdammerung

"Artificial Reality"

was

a foun-

frequently mentioned in later accounts,

an active researcher. By choosing to pursue

a research

frequently identified as art rather than technobusiness, Krueg-

work

frequently

falls

outside the hot scramble for control and

the concomitant high-stakes profits in the emerging cyberspace industries

or so the conglomerates

now

battling for a piece of the interactive pie

seem

to believe.

This chapter incorporates material from a larger study,
of the rise and

fall

of the

first

still

under way,

generation of Silicon Valley laboratories con-

ducting research into interaction and presence. Data collection

is

still

in

progress, but so far the chapter as presented here includes material from

conversations with Brenda Laurel, Scott Fisher, Michael Naimark, Steve

Gano, Alan Kay, Susan Brennan, Douglas Crockford, Eric Hulteen, and Eric
Gullichsen. In experimenting with various ways of presenting the material,
I have chosen to combine the styles of several researchers whose work, I felt,
conveyed the sense of events I wanted for the Atari piece. These include
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Frank Rose, from his early study of the Silicon Valley
technospiritual movement Wired to God and his later study of "the end of innocence
at Apple
Computer," West of Eden (1989). Gary Taubes' Nobel Dreams
(1986), a

W

study of the discovery of the
and Z particles by a segment of the highenergy physics community, was also useful, as was the work of
Leo Tolstoy
(because, after

all,

I

had

to).

The history of the development of computational devices is littered with
Xerox's missed opportunities, as the scientists and engineers at PARC came
up with one brilliant, marketable product after another ... all of which
2.

Xerox ignored. When Xerox's seemingly endless profitability began to fade
in the late 1970s, it was too late. For an excellent study of this rolling disaster, see Fumbling the Future at Xerox (Smith 1988).
3.

Laurel was also

ABD in theater criticism. Her work at the lab on "interac-

tive fantasy systems," together

with her association with Alan Kay, led to

her dissertation, which she completed in 1986.
4.

During

my

sojourn in San Diego

consideration of

how

I

mentioned to Bruno Latour that any
produced object came to possess

a commercially

agency would inevitably require some theorizing about the Mafia. "Ridiculous," Latour said.

Kay now feels that he was misquoted or misunderstood in the meeting.
"What I said," he maintains, "was that they were going to commit a seem5.

ingly infinite
6.

amount."

Chip manufacturers only provide technical support

their chips that

find

and whistle "Dixie"

not support

for characteristics of

in the published specifications. If a

an unpublished instruction

faster

7.

appear

made

built into a chip that

at the

same

coder were to

it

run ten times

time, the manufacturer

would

still

it.

Space does not allow a good explanation of the intricacies of self-modi-

fying code, which, in brief, rewrites

itself as

it

runs.

Under

certain circum-

stances this hack can produce extremely compact code that serves several
different purposes with the

because

it is

same

routines. Respectable

almost impossible to debug. Obviously

programmers hate

it is

it,

extremely popular

among machine language wonks.
Susan Leigh Star and Donna Haraway have both written about the idea
of boundary objects. In her Paper Tiger video Donna Haraway Reads Na8.

Geographic (1986), Haraway describes the jungle family of Tarzan,
Jane, and their chimp "child" as boundary objects who inhabit the intersections of multiple social categories, and by this means complexly blur or
"queer" them. Star has written more extensively on boundary objects as
discursive constructs that look different to different observers and thus can
tional
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be used to translate knowledge across incommensurable domains (Star

1989; Star and Griesemer 1989).
9.

These are

laid

out

Inventing the Future at

in

more

detail in Stuart Brand's

MIT (1987),

which

is

The Media Lab:

an excellent look

at the early

interactivists.

10. Although Stein made no comment at the time, Laurel was subsequently
bounced from the project. It is worth noting that after several more incarnations, Laurel and Stein have become friends. Stein has gone on to do
groundbreaking work on interactivity at Voyager, one of the first publishers

of interactive software.
11.

If it

had two

needs belaboring, the joke
kids,

is

"O.fischell." Arthur

and Olivia also

Super and Benny.

12. The term "Jabba the Hutt" was first used, appropriately enough, by a
group from LucasFilm that was visiting Atari on an exploratory mission to
see what the two companies might have in common in regard to interactivity

research.
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